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The First Certiticate in English is an intermediate level
examination which is held three times a year in March, June
and December. There are five papers in the exam and each
paper receivesan equal weighting of 20 per cent of the
marks. Papersare:

.
.

1 hour 30 minutes

14 minutes (for each pair of
students)

Questions in Papers 1-3 are text-based. This means that
there is always something

1 hour 15 minutes

45 minutes (appraximately)

questions are task-based and simulate

real-life tasks.

.
1 hour 15 minutes

The examination

.

I

to read when doing the tasks.

I
Rubrics are important and should be read carefully. They
set the context and give important information about the
tasks.
For Papers 1, 3 and 4 you have to write your answers on
a separate answer sheet.

J

l
i
I
t

Paper

Formats

Task focus

Reading
four texts,
35 reading
comprehension
questions

Part 1: matching headings or summary sentences to
the paragraphs in a text.
Part 2: answering multiple-choice questions.

Part 1: reading for the main ideas in a
text.
Part 2: reading for detailed
understanding of the text.
Part 3: reading to understand text
structure.
Part 4: reading for specific information.

Part 3: choosing which sentence or paragraph fits
into gaps in a text.
Part 4: deciding which of 4-6 short texts contains
given information

or ideas.

Writing
Part 1: one

Part 1: using given information to write a letter of
120-180 words.

compulsory task
Part 2: one task
from a choice of
four

Part 2: producing one piece of writing of 120-180
words, from a choice of five. Either an informalletter,
a story, a report, an article or a composition.

Use ot English
four texts,
65 questions

Part 1: multiple-choice doze. Choosing which word
fram a choice of four fits in each of 15 gaps in the text.
Part 2: open cloze. Writing the missing word in each of
15 gaps in a text.
Part 3: key-word transformations. Using the key word
to complete a new sentence which means the same as
the one given.
Part 4: praof-reading. Finding the extra words that do
not belong in a text.
Part 5: wordbuilding doze. Changing the form of the

l
l
l
l
I
t
t

Part 1 : selecting fram and comparing
given information to produce a
transactional letter.
Part 2: writing
apprapriate

for a specific reader, using

layout and register.

Part 1: vocabulary.
Part 2: grammar and vocabulary.
Part 3: grammatical accuracy and
vocabulary.
Part 4: grammatical accuracy.
Part 5: vocabulary.

word given so that it fits into the gaps in a text.

Listening
four parts,
30 questions

Speaking
four parts

Part 1: eight short texts each with one multiplechoice question.
Part 2: long text with ten gap-fili questions.
Part 3: five short texts to match to one of six prompts.

Part
Part
Part
Part

Part 4: long text wit h seven questions. Either
multiple-choice, true/false or three-way matching.

opinion as well as both specific
information and gist meaning.

Part 1: the examiner asks each student questions.

Part 1: giving personal information.

Part 2: comparing and contrasting two pictures. Each
student has to speak for 1 minute.
Part 3: interactive task. Students discuss something

Part 2: giving information and
expressing opinions.
Part 3: exchanging ideas and opinions
and reacting to them.
Part 4: expressing and justifying opinions
and ideas.

together using a visual prompt.
Part 4: discussion. The examiner asks questions
related to the theme of Part 3.

1:
2:
3:
4:

understanding gist meaning.
understanding specific information.
understanding gist meaning.
understanding attitude and

~~
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PAPER 1

Reading

ItJsup; up and away

(1 hour 15 minutes)

Eileen
Shaw on the joys of

You are going to read an article about hot air balioans. Choose the most suitable heading
from the list A-I for each part (1-7) of the article. There is one extra heading which you do
not need to use. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer sheet.

A

Involving balloon passengers

B

Qualifying as a balloon flyer

C

The price ot balIoans

D

Balioans tor spec/al occasions

E

The joy ot achievement

F

Restrictions on passengers

G

Flying your ballaon: practical consideratlons

H

The superiority ot balioans

I

The /nventors' expectations

Tip Strip

.

.

.
.

Read the text quickly tor general understanding.
You only need to understand the main point ot each paragraph. Don't worry if you don't
understand every word.

Read each paragraph, decide what the main point is, then find the best heading. Be carefulthe headingswon't use the same words as the text.
When you have read at! the paragraphs, go back and check your answers.

Paragraph 3: This reters to rules and Hmitations. Can you find a simitar phrase in theheadings?
Paragraph 7: Whois this advice tor?
Heading A: What does 'involving' mean? Participate?
Heading S: 'Qualitying'suggests

you need to take exams. Which paragraph mentions this?

Heading H: This heading suggests comparison. In which paragrajYhare balloons compared to
other means ot transport?
'.

~

An ordlnary Ilight lasts about on hour and a half
and con reach over 1,000 metres. The cos! of a
flighl covers four hours and includes a certificate
for lirst-time flyers. The important point is that you
don'l just tum up and climb on board. You are
Invited to lake on active parl, so before the Ilight
you spend aboul 45 minutes helping to inHote
the balloon and getting to know II.

~I

0

Modern balloons are a lot more sophisticaled
than their ancestors, but they still relain the
essential characteristics which makes them so

At the end ol the trip, passengers are served with
champagne and nibbles. Champagne is
traditional after balloon Hights. 'Most people are
very happy thot Ihey hove done it because they
mighl have been a bil onxious before they set
out, so they are glad to celebrote the
experience,' he says.

attractive. A piane is claustrophobic and very
noisy. Balloons are so gentle and majestic and
silent when the bumer's not working. 'It's the most
marvellous form ol avialion,' says Chris Boyd,
managing director of Hot Air Bal/oons.

PAP ER
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So, taking a trip is one pleasure, but who t if you
lancy owning your own balioon? First, you will
need a balloon licence. To get a licence you can
train with a compony like Hot Air Bo//oons and
do 16 hours' flying with on instructor. Then you
have to lake written exoms in the technical

Hot Air Bo/loons oHers balloon trips suited to the
requirements of customers, with unlimited
possibilities. Celebrations are high on the list of
reasons for booking a balloon flighl. 'Birthdays,
anniversaries, we even had a couple who
wanled to get married during the Hight, but we
told them that wouldn't be allowed,' says Chris.

is adult chest height and youngsters might be
tempted to climb up to Iook oul.

1,

I

Mostly it's about hol air - for without that,
balloons are iustbig empty bags with baskets on
the bottom. The Monlgolfier brothers had great
hopes when they made the first manned flighl.
They thoughl balloons would take off as a viable
means of commercial flighl. Instead, they have
remained Ihe province of sport, adventure and
enjoymenl.

He takes parties of four to twelve, the maximum
number allowed, and there is no age limit at the
upper end - he has had a 92-year-old customer.
The only other rule is thot you have to be at least
one metre tall, so smali children are not allowed
on board. This is because Ihe side ol the baskeis

TEST

0

I
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ballooning

ospects of the balloon and other subiects.

I

[ZJ
When you own aba110on, you will need a troiler
to store il and tow It to the lounch site and
someone to follow you to plck you up when you
land. You may need a landowner's permission to
start yóur flight, but it is possible to starl from a
very large garden. You can reod 011obout how
to get started in a new quarterly magazine for
balloon enthusiosts published by the Bolloon and
Airship Club.
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You are going to read a newspaper article about the sport ol inline skating. For
Questions 8-15, choose the correct answer A, B, C ar D.
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

Tracy Winters is on a mission to change the image oj
inline skating in this country

I

I

IDI

TEST
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37 'Hands out,' Tracy told me repeatedly. This was not
just to help break a fali, but to prevent my
tumbling altogether. lee skaters, Tracy pointed out,
keep their arms in front not only to Jook elegant: it
actually keeps them balanced.
To help get rid of my fear,' Tracy insisted that a
fali would be good for me, but that I would need to
relax for this to reduce the ehances of injury. I was
not sa keen. but obeyed each time she reminded me
to keep my back straight and chin up. 'You don't
look at the ground when you're riding a bille,' she
said.
Apart from ice-skating and bicycle riding, inline
skating has similarities with ballet and skiing,
which makes it attractive to a wide range of people.
Au estimated sixty percent of inline skate owners
use them every week and more than half are
recreational skaters. In this country the sport is
regarded as something for the young and as
potentially dangerous- Tracy, together with the
National Inline Skating Association, is trying to
ehange this impression, in the first instance by
emphasising the importanee of insurance and the
wearing of protective clothing in case of accidentsShe would also like to see the sport more widely
eatered for in sports eentres and health clubs,
possibly through the building of indoor skating
arenas.
Having been on wheelsalmost every day of hel'
life since the age of five, Traey is well-versed in the
virtues ofskating and, she claims, she never tires
of the sport. 'It is the feeling of moving, of gliding,
I can't quite pin it down, but it makes me feel good,'
she says- Like the hundreds who start skating
every week, I now !mow what she means.

How did the writer lee I belore her inline skating lesson?

A
B
C
D

sheet.

Inline Skating
n her skates there is no stopping Tracy Winters.
She spends most of hel' time teaching,
consulting, examining ar campaigning on behalf
of this country's ever-growing number of inline
skaters.
Busy as she is, Tracy did manage to spare an
hour early one Saturday moming to give me a
lesson in the .Ioeal park. The slight unease I felt at
never having used inline skates before was not
helped, however, by hel' emphatie disapproval as I
pulled a palI' of brand-new skates from my bag.
'Oh dear,' she said with a frown- 'You've been
sold what we cali 'aggressive' skates, which are no
good for the sort of skating that you want to do.
They're too heavy for twists and tums and the
wheels are too smali. And you've no brake:
'But I was told that all I need to do to stop was
drag my leg behindme,' I protested.
'No, no, no,' said Tracy. She explained how she
was currentlyhelping a girl who has been off wark
for a year with a damaged leg after following
similal' advice. Tracy is drawing up a list of
guidelines for selling inline skates based on ability,
budget and type of use, which she wants to see all
retailers use. She has seen the purchase of
inappropriate skates all too often before. 'What you
should have been sold is recreational skates,' she
told me.
Ordinarily, those who tum up with the wrong
skates suffer the addedannoyance of missing out
on a lesson becauseTracy will not teach them. I
32 was more fortunate and, after a smali ticking off
for not having knee pads, my lesson began.
Away from the critical eyes of more experienced
skaters, she started me off gently, simple skating
up and down a track on the edge of the park.

8

9

They did not lit her well.

.

They didn't wark properly.
a set ol guidelines?

to help people who have been injured
to advise people who are buying skates
to provide inlormation

to sales stall in shops

to tell her students what to bring to lessons

.

checking something,
waiting

lor something,

giving sameone a reward.
telling someone they're wrong.

simple skating

B

repeated instructions
use ol the hands

The questions follow
the order of the text.
Read the text carefully.
Don't worry if you
don't understand every
word.

Tryto answer the
question, ar complete
the sentence, before
you look at options A,
B, Cand D.
Underline key wordsin
the question, e.g. 'How
did the writer leel
before ..: then find the
part of the text where
the answer is and
underline words there,
e.g. the g;gh1unea~~
Lf-".lt.
Findthe option which
best matches the text,
e.g. in paragraph 2
'slight' means 'not
much' and 'unease'is
a negative emotion, sa
the right answer is SA.

Question 10: Be careful!
Tracy mentions
'retailers', which is
another word for ... ?
Question 11: What type of
person is Tracy? Does she
think the writer;s wellprepared for thelesson?

avoiding lalls

Tracy compares skating and cycling in terms ol

Question 12; Does 'this'
refer to something earlier
ar later in the text?

the lear people lee I at lirst.
the need to learn how to lalI.
the need to relax to keep balanced,

Question '3: When does
Tracy mention cycling?
Why?

the correct body position to adopt.

How would Tracylike to change the idea people have ol inline skating7
A
B
C
D

15

They were not suitable,

A

A
B
C
D
14

.

They were ol poor quality,

What does 'this' in line 37 reler t07

C
D

13

.

extremely excited

'ticking alf' in line 32 means

A
B
C
D
12

.

quite conlident
very Irightened

Why is Tracy writing

A
B
C
D
11

Tip Strip

nervous

What was wrong wit h the skateswhich the writer bought?
A
B
C
D

10

alittle

Question '4; What idea
do people have of the
sport? Wnat does Tracy
think about this?

by encouraging older people to do it
by discouraging recreationalskating
by stressingthe need lor salety
by lorming a national association

Alter the lesson, the writer agrees with Tracy that inline skating

A
B
C
D

is easy to learn.
is rather tiring.
is hard to teach.
is very satislying.
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~;;A':!1iJl;ST';~1;~'~l:1\iJj!!~iW!~ You are going to read a magazine article about the Hebrides Islands in Scotland. Seven
sentences have be en removed trom the article. Choose trom the sentences A-H the one
which tits each gap (16-21). There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.
There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

sheet.

A

There are nowanumber

'B

ot companies offering such trips.

However, only about 40 out ot the hundreds ot islands are permanently inhabited.

c

This is more than enough to put off the casual guest

D

And in the waters around them you can find not only dolphins but whales and the
mighty sea eagle as well.

BRITAIN'S WILDEST
'PLA

CEi\{~Y,Jon

OrChard"Sm:h

I

t was just after 5 a.m. and the summ er sun was rising over the mountains as the Marguerite
Exp/orersailedout ot the loch into the calm waters of the sea.I was at the wheel - under the

watchful eye of the captain. A tew of the other dozen passengers and crew were on deck.
clutching mugs of coffee.
H
In the morning light,adozen dolphins, grey and
graceful, were swimming straight towards us.

t

IpI

The Hebrides,

a group of islands off the Scottish coast, offer tourists a diversity ot wildlife and

E

But once you've watched dolphins leap through the dazzling water around
your boat, you'lI think they are paradise.

F

Moreover, the fate ot the islands and their people are bound together.

G

Desprte being relatively unspoilt, the Hebrides are also facing many pressures.

H

Suddenly someone shouted: a splash in the water, halt a mile away.

Tip 5trip

..
.

Readthrough the base text for general understanding.
Read the text around each gap carefully.
Read the sentences

and find one that fits in with the meaning

of

each part. Check for topie and

scenery with few equals in the UK. 116~
lin places rt is possible to see such marine
animals trom the shore, but to have the best views, you need to be on a boat

.

117~

Question 16: lt is folIowed by 'such marine animals'. (an you tind these anima!s in the
sentences?

I The Marguerite Exp/orer was the first boat to offer whale-watching

throughout

holidays

the Hebrides, Under the command ot Christopher Swann, the crew ot the Marguerite

have worked with som e of the world's leading sea-life scientists.They are very knowledgeable
guides to the islands.

language links before and after the sentence.
Reread the paragraph again to check thatit makes sense.

Question 18: The sentence following the gap mentions 'lad< of people'. There is nothing about
people in the sentence before it. 15'People' the missing link?
Question

19: Look at the paragraphs

before

and after. Should

this sentence

introduce

more of the

sameinformation or new information?

The Hebridan archipelagostretches nearly 250 miles trom top to bottom, covers over a hundred
miles

from

side to side, and has about 2,500 miles ot coastline.

I This

118j

Question 21: Before the gap is 'can be hard', and after the gap 'Vou will want to return'. Do you
need a 'but' in the middle?

relative lack

ot people, together with freedom from pollution, helps to make the Hebrides a haven tor rare
flowers and plants.

1,19j

I Some ot the islands are under threat from mining and throughout the islands,
developments such as fish farms, which are vital to the local econom~ affeet the environment too.

The Hebrides have their share of problems, but they are unbelievably beautiful. Wh~ then, aren't
they packed wrth tourists? While visitors are an increasingly important part ot the island economy,
tourism is stilllow

ke~ compared wrth some other parts of Britain. The answer may be that the

prevailing Hebridan climate is wet and windy. 120~

__I

Another discouraging faetor is the wildlife the tourists least want to see

- the

inseets, especially the

mosquitoes.Particularlybetween july and September,visrtorscan expeetto be severelybITten.
Like

I

50 many wild places, the Hebrides can be hard on visitors. 1:21'
And you will feel
you will want to return to them, as I felt when I approached the end ot my journey in the
Marguerite Exp/orer.

l!lDII
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You are going to read an article about the artists who draw animated

cartoons. For

Questions 22-35, choose from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than
once. There is an example at the beginning (O)
Mark your answers on the

separate

answer

sheet.

Jobsin
A

Dan Taylor

B

Colin Grey

C

David Hoxton

D

Carl Hughes

animation.
prolits,'

cartoon
animation

that many animators

~
~
~
~

used to consider drawing was a pastime?

helped an arts school financially?
thinks the ability to tell a good story is essential?

The future seems bright for
animators, the artists who can
make cartoons come to life.
Four cartoonists give their
impressions.

animated

projects

thinks computers will replace skilled cartoonists?
wants to attract adult audiences7
says some artists are afraid of losing independence?
thinks art schools do not teach students basic skilis?
runs a course for trainees?
says many good cartoon artists work in advertising?
will display his work for the public to see?
likes being part of a large team?
used to do drawings for colleagues?
has invested in new equipment?

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

of working

§C]
~

Tip Strip

.
.
.
.
.

You do not need to read the whole text lirst.
Read each question and ~nderline the keJl words.
Read the text quickly and lind the inlormation. Remember the text is long and contains
inlormation which you will not need.
When you lind the relevant part ol the text, read jt ~arelullJl.

Questions and text will not cantain the same words. You need to jook lor the meaning,
e.g. Question 23 'helped financially' = 'has given funds'.

often inhabited

iIDi
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by 'animated'

drawing,'

something

is with large

he says, 'I 'd always dreamt ol working
the thousands

to bring characters

in

ol drawings

to lile.' Hoxton thinks

drawing techniques,

he leels is often neglected

in schools.

'Colleges ol art encourage
independent thinking,
which is good, but som e ol them have lost their way

Dan passed

when it comes to teaching

school,

admits that computers

the essentials.'

He

can now do the translating

but lor many years he treated his drawing as a

a drawing

hobby. He would create images lor his work mates,

the skilled artist will always be in demand.

to be stuck on motorbikes

Now

ol people working on each series ol

his job requires excellent

cartoon characters.

a real TV personality.'

since

in a different country.'

luck in the USA. 'Their way ol working

you create is just a

his art exams when he was at secondary

'Ol

Europe, David Hoxton lound that the only way to
get his ideal job was to leave England and try his

he says, 'but then you give it movement,

and it becomes

he

Despite the recent demand for cartoon artists in

that TV shows are now

'On paper the character

have changed

Walt Disney put together his lirst animation.
studios can create a character and have it

necessary

ol

into a moving image, but he is convinced

or leather jackets.
Carl

a career as an animator. 'There is plenty ol work

Manton Hall Films, one ol the biggest

around lor people who can draw because cartoon
shows can win sizeable audiences around the

outfits in Europe. In the last three years, he has

world,' he says. Dan would like to create cartoons

international rivals. The reward has been a string ol
contracts to animate US shows at its offices in

that cross the boundary

Irom children's

animation

spent (10m on new machines
to

animated characters lor grown-ups, wit h issues that
interest them. Many ol his ideas for lutu re series will
be on show at the annual animation festival in
Bradlord

next September.

As head ol animation
sees

ol Grant Studios, Colin

huge public taste lor animation,'
skilled artists because

industry has employed
encourage

Grey

he says, 'but we
the publicity

important,'

to compete

with

'We believe training our staff is very
he says, 'I offer them a series ol classes

within a 12-week intensive programme.

Alter that,

the need to

Grey has just given some funds

to the university lor an arts school 'qualification

artistic potential,

not so much the ability to drawas

the ability to develop the plot ol a narrative,
interesting

plot that will interest the audience.

an
He

knows that many people in the industry are crying

lots ol people who are now

ads.' Recognising

training,

England.

animator

they join the teams on particular shows.' Hughes
believes what he needs most is artists who have

his work load grow day by day. 'There is a

stilllack

Hughes

is the owner and chiel animator ol

Eventually, he signed up at the Arts Institute to start

busy designing
Question 22: 'went abroad'. Be careful! The answer is not in paragraph 4.
Question 26: Look lor a similar way ol saying 'will replace'.
Question 29: Look for a similar way of saying 'basic skilIs'.

methods

su ch a way, producing
is delighted

ol action.'

to bear on his current projects.

course production

drawings,'

Taylor

'They lear large-scale

will take away their Ireedom

numbers

Dan

is

says. He is trying to bring a bit more ol the US way

@C]

thinks people who are good at drawing find jobs easily?

ol some ol our

are often reluctant to go lor

jobs in the big organisations.

Which artist

went abroad to find work?

'This is a good investment

he says. Grey believes another problem

in

out lor highly-skilled

animators to gel involved in the

development ol shows, but he thinks the luture of all
that area ol work lies with computers. 'Eventually
they will do away with the need lor artists,' he says.

1
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Writing

You must
~!,~~Rf~~t'I~~,~~;t~iW

(1 hour 30 minutes)

~~~'a~\!~~~l.~i1;

answer this question.

You are organising

an adventure

seen the advertisement

Write an answer to one of the Questions 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
word s in an appropriate

2
weekend

holiday for a group

of friends.

This is part of a letter you receive from an English friend.

You have

In your last letter you sajd you were organising a surprise party for a friend. Was
it diffjcu/t to organ/se? What did your friend say? la love to hear how it went,

below, but you need to know more. Using the notes you have

made, write to Adventure
information.

Weekend,

giving relevant

style.

details and asking for further
Write your letter,

answering

your friend's questions and giving relevant details. Do not

write any addresses.

3

'Advel1tureWeekend,

experience
needed?

You have been asked to write a story for your school magazine. The story must begin
like this:
Peter opened the door and saw Jack standing

A DIFFERENTHOLlDAY...

in the doorway

Jack had returned,

and

Peter was frightened.
Write your story.

. Mountain elimbing, sailing, walking and

canoeing?

many more options!

4

. Our priees include almost everything

-

food?

. Aliyou need to bring is appropriate .
clothes

A magazinefor young people called Pastimeshas askedyou to write about your
favourite hobby. Write an article, describing your hobby and explaining why you would
recommend it to other readers.
Write your article.

e,g,?

. Send us details about your group's age,
interests and level of fitness, and we ean

5

suggest the best adventure weekend for
you .,.

Answer one of the following two questions basedon your reading of one of the set
books.

Either

(a) 'I don't like the way this story ends.' Wit h reference to the book you have
read, write a composition,
saying whether you agree or disagree with
this statement.

Write

Dr

a letter of between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate style. Do not write

(b) Which character from the book do you feel could be your friend and
why? Write a composition,

any addresses.

describing the character you chose and

saying why he/she could be your friend.

TipStrip

.
..

.
.
..
.

You don't have to be imaginative, Read the instructions carefully and underline key words and
phrases, e.g, f(ive relevant details or ask for further information,
Read the input materia!. What information does the advertisement

ask for?

Base your answer on the input material, but try to use your own words,
Think about who you are writing to. Which style is best: more formalor

less formal? should

you use Yourssincere/y, Yoursfoith[ullyor Best wishes?
Plan your answer. Paragraph 1: express your interestin the holiday and give information about
your group; Paragraph 2: request the extra information about the holiday (based on the hand.
written notes).
When you've finished, read the input information again.Have

you included everything?

Check the word limit, but don't waste time counting every word.
Check your grammar and spelling.

Tip Strip

.
.

.
.

the questions carefully. Choose a question you have
ideas and vocabulary for.

Read

Underline

key points

in the question

and include

them

in

your answer.
Before you start writing. think of the main point you will
include in each paragraph.

.

Pay attention to organisation:
write in paragraphs.

all options require you to

.

. Use an informal style, but start and end the letter in an
appropriate letter format.
Question 3:

-

..

TEST

1,

PAPER
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Think of how your story will developbefore

you start writing.

Chetk your verb sequences, e.g. simple past / past perfect.
Remember: no greeting, no headings.

.
.
.

Use a neutral style, you do not know the reader.

lntroduce your topie in the first paragraph and summarise
what you have said in your final paragraph.
You are asked to describe your hobby and explain why you

recommendit. Use vocabularyrelated to hobbies and leisure.
and the language of description, opinion and explanation.
Avoid repeating the same adjectives, e.g. nice, good.

Question s(a):

Check for spelling and grammar mistakes.

Question 2:
Answer aU your friend's questions.

.

..

Question 4:

.
.
.

say why you agree or disagree using examples from the

book/story.
Make notes on what to include in each paragraph

before

you start writing.
Use a neutral to formai style.

Question S(b):
Describe a character and say why

nn

You can answer both

partsin different paragraphs or combineboth in each
paragraph. Youranswer should be a balance of both
elements.

TEST

1,

PAP

ER

2
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Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)
For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand

decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits

each space. There is an example at the beginning

TipStrip

.
.
.
.

Example:

general understanding.
A,B,C,Dareall

O

Check the words
before and after the
gap. Same wards can
only be used wit h
certain prepositions,
same words will be
partofset
expressions.
Readthrough the text
and check that your
answers make sense.

Question 2: Which verbs
are usually used with
'role'? Which one is best
in this context?
Question 5: Which
phrasal verb means
'release'?
Question 7: Ali these
words can follow 'in', but
only one makes sense in
this sentence.
Question 10: Which word
completes the lin king
expression with 'what'?
Question 13: Which of the
words is often found
after the preposition
'under'?

liD

answer

(O).

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand think of the word which best fits each
space. Useonly one word in each space.There is an example at the beginning (O).
Write your answers on the separate answer sheet.

sheet.

Example:

Read the text for

grammatically
possible, but only one
fits the gap.
The word must fit in
the context of the text
asawhole.

.

Mark your answers on the separate

.p,.A~R;;;:r~2lil~~\j

A

B

dating

ageing

C

growing

D

~

take

I

stretching

FIT FOR SPORTS

~~~~~I

It's not alwayseasyto decide which sport to (O)

up. When choosing, it is

important to remember that excellencein sports results(16)

a number of

lactors. For some sports, the body shape and structure with (17)

TREESFORLIFE

you are born

areimportantToprunnersaretypicalexamplesof individuals(18)."".".",.".",.

have

selected a sport because of their natural body type. Many other sports are more dependent

Treesare amongst the biggest and longest-livingthings on Earth, some (O)
back longer
than the oldest buildings. But (1)
being nice to look at, trees also (2)
an important
role in improving the quality of our lives.
On a world-wide (3)
, forests help to slow down the effects ol global warming by using
up the gas (4)
as carbon dioxide and giving (5) ."" the oxygen we need to breathe. At
local neighbourhood level,trees also (6)
important environmental benefits. They offer
shade and shelter,which in (7)
reducesthe amount of energy neededto heat and cool
(8)
buildings; at the sametime, they also remove other impurities from the air we
breathe.

Urban trees are especially important because for many people they provide the only daily
(9)
with the natural world. What's (10) "".' urban trees also provide a home for birds,
smali animals and butterflies. (11)
the trees we would lose the pleasure of seeing these
creatures in our cities. Regrettably, (12)
, trees in cities are now coming under (13) ......

There is a limit to the level of pollution they can (14) "". and, down at street level, their
roots are being seriously(15) "'" by the digging needed to make way for modern
telephone,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

TEST

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

television

and

as far as

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

play
scale
called
in
bring
turn
opposite
junction
more
Throughout
therefore
risk
stand in for
concerned

1,

PAPER

other

3

cables.

as long as
show
size
known
away
make
place
close
touch
else
Beyond
whilst
threat
face up to
disturbed

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

as soon as
ad
range
titled
up
take
order
next
contad
most
Without
however
danger
put up with
interfered

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

as well as
serve
area
referred
out
find
reach
nearby
taste
other
Outside
despite
warning
fali back on
involved

(19)

training

appropriate

training

and technique,

programme

and anyone following

a well-strudured

and

should do wel!.

The aim of ali sports training (20)

to improve fitness and skilis, and to

developtrainingprogrammes
that "re bothsale(21)"""""'.""'...

effective.

(22)

physicaldemands of

properly,an understanding of (23)

Todo

sport is needed. Ali sports require a combination ol strength, speed,endurance, agility
and flexibility to varying degrees.(24)
combined to build up the skilIs of the sport (25)
(26)

is important is how these elements are
question. Other factors to be

into account in a training programme are diet, the importance of

avoiding injuries, your general state of health, and the nature and role (27)
other team players.
Bearing (28)
(29)

it can expect to progress to a very reasonable competitive

(30)

only a few people will go on to break world records.

considerations

in mind, anyone prepared to work
level, even

lip Strip

..
.
.
.

Readthe text for general understanding.

Thewordmustmakesensein the contextof thetext as a whole.

Deddewhichtypeof wordeachgapneeds,e.g.preposition,relative,conjunction,verb,
adverb,ete.
look out for fixed expressions, dependent prepositions after certain verbs and lin king words
and phrases.
Read through the text and check that your answers make sense.

Question 16: What type of word goes here? Which two words are passible? Which one makes
most sense with what comes before and after?
Question 18: Which type of word goes here? Are 'individuals' places, peaple or things?
Question 20: The writer is talking about something in general. Which tense should be used?
Questlon 28: The word you need refers back to the last paragraph. 15it singular or piurai?

T

~ip";~R~T,,\1~\;3~~~;f~l.

For Questions 31-40,

complete the second sentence 50 that it has a similar meaning to the

;P/A::R.;y,~4~~i;.

the word given. You must use
between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).

TipStrip

.

Look at the key word.
What type of word is
it? What usually
follows it, e.g. an
infinitive, a gerund, a
pronoun?

.

Write your answer on
the question paper
and read both
sentences again. Make
sure that you haven't
added any extra
information.

.
..

You must

Contracted

~
31

Question 34: Active to
passive: make sure you
keep to the same verb
tense.
Question 36: Present
perfect to Past simple:
what word do you need
instead of 'for'?

.
.

I

go on holiday in March, but that's my busiest month.

32

'Harry, I think you should cancel the eon cert if this rain continues,' John said.
advised

John
33

"

"

".."..""

the concert if the rain continued.

"."...".

Not many students attended Dr Brown's lecture on politics.
num ber
Only ..."

34

". students attended Dr Brown's lecture on polities.

City residents are going to organise a campaign to reduce street noise.
be
A campaign to reduce street noise

35

by city residents.

After the accident Brenda was confused and did not recognise her brother.

After the accident Brenda

Question 38: Be careful
with the 3rd person
slngular in your answer.

did not recognise her brother.

Peter hasn't seen his aunt Lucy for years.
saw
It's

37

"

"..".."..."..."

""""."

his aunt Lucy.

The police said John had stolen the money.
accused
The police

38

"

Look at the whole
sentence, not just at
the numbered lines.
Underline words you
think are wrong and
read the sentence (not
the line) without it.
Does it sound right?
Look out for extra

look carefully at each line. Some of the lines

.

If a line is correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (O and 00).

b,mp'«

O

~~

I

On lovely sunny days in the summer,

many of peop'e

in London

00

go along to one of the beautiful

pronouns. There are
two examples in this
text. Can you find
them?
Incorrect words can

41

just to sit around

42

something

43

things to do is f'ying a kite. 't's amazing how much fun you

only occur once in a
line.

44

can have wit h a smali and piece of materialon a long piece of

45

cord. The best thing about kites is that, unless you will want

46

one that can do lots of fancy tricks to impress your friends,

Line 41: 15It a
preposition, a pronoun or
a conjunction which isn't
needed here?
Lines 45-46: Find the
grammatical mistake in
this sentence. What time
is referred to?
Line 48: 15there
something here twice?

50

36

Read the text for
general understanding.
Not more than five
lines are correc!.

.

I'd love to go on holiday in March, but that's my busiest month.

wish

words

Question 32: Reported
speech: what word
follows 'advise'?

fili in this form

.
.

Write only the missing words on the separateanswer sheet.

count as two words,
e.g. don't = do not.

Question 31: Which verb
form follows 'wish'?

with all your personal details.

The gap can be filled by the words 'fili in this form' 50 you write:

Write only the missing
words on the answer
sheet.
Check your spelling.

TipStrip

Example: O Youmustwrite allyoupersona
I detailson thisform.
fili

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand

are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.

first sentence, using the word given. Do not change

parks.

and relax themselves

Most of them
wit h friends,

go there
but I prefer

such more active. For me, one of the most exciting

47

they don't cost a very lot of money. You need a day when

48

there's

49

to unwind a few metres of the cord and then get a friend to

a good strong

breeze.

To get it the kite flying, you have

50

hold the kite up while you to get a good grip on the handles.

51

Then, you start running towards the wind, that making sure your

52

friend lets go at the more right moment. Asthe wind catches

53

the kite, unwind the cord and watch the kite climb by higher

54

and higher. Keep a good ho'd so you don't lose it and, of

55

course, avoid trees, unless you're be good at climbingl

the money.

Tania has a mobile phone because her son may need to contact hero

in case

Taniahasa mobilephone
39

"

"

to contacthero

The reasonGloria didn't tell us the truth is that she was afraid of our reaction.
if
Gloria would havetold us the truth
reaction.

40

The students organised a show but they postponed

afraid of our

it due to lack of funds.

put
The students organised a show but they
funds.

IIDI

T EST
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For Questions

56-65,

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals

at the end of

each line to form a word that fits In the space in the same line. There is an example
beginning

(O). Write your answers

Example:

~

on the

separate

answer

PAPER 4

sheet.

eyes on 11.The area's most important

early (57)
thus set a pattern that has continued for centuries.
There is a general (58)
amongst people, apparently quite

with whether or not they've been there themselves,that

EXPLORE
LAY
o

BELlEVE

youhave

glven the wonderful (61)
of facilities available to tourists. Some
of the world's most popular tourist (62)
. are located in the state
. beaches weicome 40 million people each year.

These days it seems (64) ...
to deseribe Florida's geography and
cilmate. After ali, few people would have (65)
in finding it on a

o

o 50me words may be posllive ar negative. Cheek Ihe meaning of!he passage!
Ihrough Ihe lexl and eheek Ihal your words make sense.

o Cheek YOUfspelling.
Question 56: Whal's Ihe past participie of Ihls word?

3

You tum on the radio and hear a man talking.
What are you listening to?
A a competition
B a lesson
C an advertisement

A
B
C

Ifyou are not sure,

you Ihink.
Do not lislen for single
words, bul for Ihe
general meaning.

4

5

Queslion 3: The lis!ening
lexl menlions painl,
pholography and sIane
figures, bul whieh afe in
Ihe eoHeelion?
Question 4: Whal ean be
leaml as you go atong?
Queslion 5: The euslomer
has a guide book,bu!
does he use il?

6

7

TEST
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LEJ

c:::=E]

You hear a young girl who spent a month in a foreign country
talking about her experience.
What was good about it?
A Shebecame self-confident.

c:=EJ

Sheimproved her language skilis.
Shetravelled to many places.

You hear a woman talking about a book on the radio.
What 15the book about?
healthy eating habits
the history of food
teenagersand food

CEJ

You hear a young woman giving advice on going night dubbing.
What is her advice?
A
B
C

I[I;JI

c::TIJ

You hear a hotel manager talking to a customer.
Where did the customer get the information about the hotel?
A from a guide book
B from the Internet
C fram a friend

A
B
C

s

.

paintings
photographs
sculptures

You hear a manager talking about the ski115
young employees need.
What skilis are essentialin his opinion?
A problem-solving skilis
B writing skilIs
C computer skilis

B
C

Question 62:15 this word going to be singular or piurai?

c::TIJ

You hear a woman talking about an exhibition.

lislening lo eheek thal
you are carree!.

Question 58:15 a noun, verb ar adjeetive needed here?
Question 64: Read Ihe lext lo Ihe end. 15Ihis word going lo express a negalive ar posilive idea?
WiHyou add a prefix ar a suffix?

CEJ

What can you see in the exhibition?

Ihe lexl for general underslanding.

Youshould make no more Ihan Iwochanges lo the word.
Youmay need lo add a prefixOfsuffixlo same words.

oRead

For Questions 1-S, choose the

at a police station
in the street

UseIhe second

o Don'l worry aboul
words Ihal you don'!
know.

o Decide whal Iype of word you need for eaeh gap (e.g. noun, adjeelive, elc.).
o Look al Ihe whole senlence, not jusl al Ihe line conlalning Ihe gap.
o

DecideononeofIhe

guess. You may have
underslood more Ihan

DIFFICULT

Tip Strip

o

o

POINT

map and most would know what weather to expect there.

oRead

o

ATTRACT
SAND

jusl dane.

oplians after Ihe firs!
lislening.

POSSIBLE
SELECT

2

Relaxandconeenlrale
on eaeh new lexI,
don'l Ihink of Ihe one

CONNECT
o

not to enjoy yourself In Florida today,

B
C

Eaehqueslion is based
on a differenl lislening
lexl wilh a separale
marko

VISIT

Florida is a good place to go.

whose (63)

situations.

You hear part of a radio play.
Where does this scenetake place?
A in a restaurant

oRead Ihe queslion
before Ihe oplians and
underline key words.
o

When the famous (O)...!'!xp(9.mr , Columbus ciaimed Florida for Spaln in

In fact, it 15almost (60)

In eight different

TipStrip
FLORIDA

(59) .

(40 minutes)

You will hear people talking
best answer A, B or C.

exptorerj

1492, he had never (56) .

listening

at the

Think about what you wili wear.
Be prepared for extra expenses.
Check the musie is what you like.
TEST
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Youwill hear

an interview with the dancer, Darren Faiweather. For Questions 9-18,

You will hear five different

complete the sentences.

women

talking on the subject of happiness. For Questions

19-23, choose from the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the letters only once. There
is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

TipStrip

.
.

.
.

Thequeslions follow
the order of Ihe lex!.
Beforeyou listen, read
the queslions. Think
about the type of
informationwhich is
missing.
Thewords you need to
write are on the tape,
but not in Ihe same
order as thequestion
sentences. It is not a
dictation.
Write 1-3 words in
each space. Don't
repeat the words and
ideas already used in
the sentence.

.
.

Checkthat your word
or phrase is
grammatieaUyconeet
and makes sense.
Checkyour spelling.

Question 9: Are you
listening for a noun or a
verb for this gap, or
both?

Darren's father thought

that dancing classes would enable him to

A

[

The idea of dancing classescamefram a

Speaker 1

I

B

She starts each day wit h a decision.

In London, Darrenfound it difficult to

I

~

I

~

D

She praises the people she likes.

E

She finds time for extra leisure activities.

Speaker 5
to pay for his classes

F

She concentrates

I

1211

Speaker4 La

at the College

of Dance.
Darrenworked in the college

She laughs at every opportunity.

Speaker3

@]

c::=El

. Speaker2
c

Darren was successful as a dancer in both local and national

C§

on a few activities.

As Darren lived outside London, he spent as long as

§j
Darren describesLily Partridgeas a

I

each day travelling.

@]teacher.

Darren thinks that Lily liked him because they often had

Darrenfirst becamefamous dancing in a ballet called
Darren is now well-known

I

~

I

@]

as a dancer who likes to perform

I

Question 17: What type of
(nformation are you
listening for in this
question?

D1I

I~ who lived

nearby.

Question 13: Whal Iype
ofplaces wuld Darren
work? listen to eheck
your ideas.
Question 15: listen for
the word he uses lo
describe hero What sorlof
word wilt it be?

She talks about her good news.

[Ijwell.

TEST
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There are five differenl speakers
repeated.
Read theinstructions

carefully. What wilt the people be talking about?

Before you listen, read options A to F.
On the first lislening, note down the speaker's

main idea. Mark the option closesl to this idea.

On the second listening, check your answers. You may need lO ehange some of them.

Sometimes

a word;n the prompt oeeursin

A: 'Good news' is mentioned
another way of saying this.
C: Laughing is mentioned

~

talking on a similar topic. You hear aU five once, then all five

by speakers

several extracts, for exampie:
1 and 4, but neither 'talk about go od news'. Usten for

by four ofthe speakers.

But whieh speaker laughs a lot?

D: Speaker 2 mentions that people 'praise' hero Bul which speaker praises other people?

TEST
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PAPER
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Youwill hear

an interview with 1ne 'celevision actor, Simon McGregor. Far each of the

Questions 24-30,

TipStrip
o

o

Tile questions foUow
the order of the tex!.

Beforeyou listen, read
through the questions
and underline key
words.

o

24

25

answer to the
question, then choose
the option (A, B or C)
which is closes!.
o The words in the

26

words you hear.
o

Part 1
o fhe examiner wiUask

He didn't want to study any more.

C§J

He was not brave enough.

you questions in turn.
Don't try to learn a
little speech about
yourself. This wiU not
answer tile examiner's

He lacked the necessary qualifications.

How does Simon feel now about the careers advice he was given?
He Is grateful for the opportunity

It gave him.

He regrets not mentioning his real ambitions.
He wishes he hadn't trained as an accountanl.

~

He found the work baring.
He had developed other interests.
He realised he wasn't going to qualify.

27

A
B
C

Question 24: 'Reason' is
the most important word
here. What does Simon
say he laeked?
Question 25: Listen for
the adjective Simon uses
to describe his first job.
Question 27: Why is
'busking' in commas?
This word is probably
explained on the tape.

28

Question 29: What does
'Aeeording to Simon'
mean?
Question 30: Whose
opinion are we listening
for here?

c=JE]

to support himself while he studied

How did Simon's grandmother
She encouraged

o

influence him?

him in his ambltions.

She organised plays for children.
She had been involved in the theatre.

Accordlng

A
B
C
30

to pay the fe es for his course of study

questions

Where are you fram? Tell us somethlng about the area where you live.
What type of work do people do in your area?
What is there for young people to do in your area?
(3 or 4 minutes)

Don'tgive separate
deseriptions of eaeh
picture. Compareand
contrast them from the
beginning.
Ifyou don't knowa

You will each be asked to talk for a minute without
different photographs
partner has spoken.
Newspapers

interruptlon.

You will each have two

to talk aboul. You will also have to answer a question after your

(compare, contrast and speculate)

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 151 which show people reading newspapers.
Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs,
are reading newspapers. You have a minute to do this.
Candidate

and say why you think the people

B, do you often read newspapers?

word in one of the

A
B
C
29

to earn extra pocket money

o Don't interrupt your
partner's turn. Listen
50 you ean comment
afterwards.
o

Why did Simon take up 'busking'?

The examiner will ask you bot h to talk briefly about yourselves by answering
such as:

properly.

o A minute is quite a
lon g time to talk. Don't
panie, don't go too fast.

~

(14 minutes)

Part 2

What led Simon to give up accountancy?

Most questions willbe
about people's ideas,
opinions, feelings, ete.

questions

Speaking

(3 minutes)

Tip Strip

A
B
C

A
B
C

options will be
different from the

PAPER S

What reason does Simon give fo' not going into acting straight fram school?

A
B
C

Listento find the

choose the be." a',swer A, B or C.

~

really want to be accepted.

~

A
B
C

o

find acting comes easily to them.

Simon thinks that it is better for actors if they
can identify with the characters they play.
have to work hard to convince audiences.
are not too similar to the characters they play.

You have to talk for 3
minutes, 50 don't
decide or agree too
soon - talk about all
the pietures first.

o You don't have to agree
with your partner.

~

Parents and ehildren (compare, contrast and speculate)
Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page .152 which show parents and children.

Part 3
o Ask your partner for
his/her opinions, don't
just say what you think.

to Simon, people who are shy

prefer to be on their own.

pictures, describe what
you mean using other
words.

Part 4
o

Candidate A, did you often get into trouble as a chiid?
(3 ar 4 minutes)
You will be asked to discuss something together
will have a page of pictures to hel p you.

Jobs in television

without

interruption

by the examiner. You

(discuss and evaluate)

fhe examiner may ask
you questions in turn,
or may ask general
questions for you both
to answer.

o

Candidate B, compare and contrast these photographs, and say how you think the people
are feeling about each other. You have a minute to do this.

You don't have to agree
with your partner, but
try not to interrupt; tet
your partner finish,
then say what you
think.

Turn to the pictures on page 153 which show different jobs students could do in a
television company to gain wark experience.
How popular do you think these jobs might be with young people? In which two jobs
would they learn the most useful ski lis?
(3 ar 4 minutes)
The examiner encourages you to develop the discussion in Part 3 by asking questions such
as:
Would you like to work for a television company? Why (not)?
Why are people worried if children watch a lot of television?
How much are we influenced

by what we see on television?

What do you think of television pragrammes

D]I
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PAPER 1

Reading (1 hour 15 minutes)

. ;,If~1!II;I!I-l

You are going to read an article about a man who works as a prafessional shopper.
Choose fram the list A-H the sentence which best summarises each part (1-6) of the
article. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. There is an example at
the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Bryan successfully
Bryan's success

avoids some of the prablems

may be related

Bryan's experience
Bryan makes

answer sheet.

encounter.

trend.

allows him to predict bargains.

his terms and conditions

Bryan's initial success

elear.

was not anticipated.

Bryan's elients are offered
Bryan's strategy

that shoppers

to a recognised

special treatment

in shops.

is to provide a flexible service.

Bryan feels fortunate

that he is able to combine

work with pleasure.

TipStrip
Another task in Part 1 asks you to match summary sentences

.

.
.

decide what the main point is, then find the sentence

which is the best

summary of it.
The sentences

8aJ
-~..

-

won't use the same words as the text.

Sentence 8 talks about a 'trend'. Which paragraph tatks about things which are changing?
Sentence D talks about 'term s and condiHons'. Which paragraph describes what you get for your
money if you use Bryan's service?
Sentence G says that Bryan's service is 'flexibte'. Which paragraph tells us about different ways
in which Bryan's service will help you?

2,

PAP
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they are looking for: he explains. 'Jt's no wonder
they find wandering around the stores
frustrating and exhausting:

[!]

[II

H

Bryan Bonaparte is that rare find - a man who
loves shopping. lndeed. he loves it so much that
he's set up an agency to provide a shopping
ser vice for those people who don't share his
enthusiasm. 'l get a real buzz out of shopping:
admits Bryan. 'lt's a challenge to track down
what people want and to find new and
interesting things on their behalf. People say to
me, "I can't believe you enjoy doing this", but l
do. And it's great to get paid for it as well:

The shopping stretch covered by Ace rum
through most of London's West End shopping
districts. Bryan, or another member of his team,
is happy to take anyone shopping within this
area or to visit stores on their behalf, delivering
goods to clients' homes or offices at a convenient
time. including evenings and weekends. If you
don't actually know what you want, Ace will
make suggestions, buy the items, then return to
the shops to exchange them if you are not
completely satisfied.

CD

[II

Bryan's agency, called Ace, started in a smali way
one Christmas. II was meant to be just a seasonal
thing, but it turned out to be 50 5uccessful that
he carried on throughout the year. Jt seems there
are always gifts to buy for weddings, birthdays,
anniversaries and retirements.

0
A survey published in the London Evening News
last year found that many people are getting
increasingly depressed at the prospect of
shopping. and this may go some way to
explaining Bryan's success. The survey
pinpointed crowds, bad weather. chaosing the
right present and carrying heavy bags as stress
triggers.

Planning a shopping trip with military precision
is Bryan's solution. 1\ lot of people go shopping,
especially during the sales, with no idea what

TEST

...
,.~.~,

So, you don't want to get yom toes crushed in the
summer sales? Michele Dalton meets a man
who'll do yom shopping for you.

0

011

--.

to parts of an article.

Read the text for general understanding.
Read each paragraph,

.

I

A fiat charge of :0 5 per hour applies to either
service. Clients with a list of requests are given a
quote based on the amount of time involved. The
only thing Bryan won't do is buy food. For sales
shopping, customers need to be specific ab~ut size,
colour. style and designer labeIs. Details about
the normai price and the discount that clients
want are required, and Bryan warns that shops
generally won't exchange items bought in sales.

lI]
Bryan' s specialist knowledge means that clients
usually get a good dea!. Tve come to know how
long the sales will run for, the stock that will be
carried and whether old stock will be brought
bad: in at sale time, If l know the store will
reduce prices after a month, then rll hang on
before buying. Sometimes, prices can be slashed
by up to 70% a few days before the sale ends.
With Bryan to guide you, will shopping ever be
the same again?
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You are going to read a magazine article about an artist. For Questions 7-14, choosethe

7

correct answer A, B, C Dr D.
Mark your answers on the separate

answer sheet.

8

r/u;salittsadptor

9

her sculptures and applies a mixture of lacquer and

figures which are made from a mixture of clay and

crushed metal powder, usually bronze, on top. Thls
makes her pieces less expenslve than solid bronze

metal. People love dancers, particularly ballet dancers,

figureswouldbe.Shethen addsa layerof resinar wax

and Suzy has a fascination for them too."1 used to long

to give her wark an aged look.

something amazing about all those graceful
movements that, unknown to the audience, can be 50

One of Suzy's biggest commissions came from a school

painful for the dancers. I'm glad I dldn't go in for It, but

life-size figures to suspend from the ceiling in their

in Sweden. They wanted three specially-designed

just watching them gives me 50 many ideas.'

11

one was made In her garden shed. They had to be
Suzy has been in touch with same leading ballet

made of plaster 50 that they wouldn't be too heavy to
hang up. Suzy travelled to Sweden with the sculptures
to help direct their installation. One of the drawbacks of

companies to see If they'lI allow her to sit and draw
thelr dancers during rehearsal time. Her dream is to
join forces wit h them, do a series of life-size sculptures

12

working to commissions rather than on mass produced
pieces is having to wark out what sort of price to
charge. 'I used to be such a softie: she confides. 'If

and then hold an exhibition in the foyer of the theatre
where the dancers perform.

a lower offer ar let them pay for it in instalments, just
50 that it went to a good home. But I've learnt not to do
that anymore.'

sculpt from life, it's really great because I can wark
more quickly and I'm not guessing shapes ar turning to
reference books: she told us. But most of her wark has

'9

Ui:I

to be dane from drawings. After graduating from Art

Suzy's work starts at around Ewo for the smallest

School, Suzy taught drawing for a number of years
before setting up as a sculptor, 50 at least she has the
necessary skilIs.

figures, but large sculptures can cost as much as E3000

Most of Suzy's works are individually commissioned and
one piece can take as long as four ar five months to
complete. Ali of the work is dane in a smali shed in the

many of us do iHor the money. I have a friend who says
she can't wait to see my wark in ten years and see how

garden of her family home In the country. This tin space,
3 square metres, contains her main worktop,
plus all her other gear. Suzy uses terracotta clay to form

TEST
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I

it's progressed. I'm very lucky to be doing the sort of
wark where that kind of progression shows.'

14

(Iine 29)?

a type of building
a piece of equipment
a surface to work on
an article of clothing

They would look too new.
They would cost too much.
It would make them too heavy.
It would require mare space.

producing

the figures

designing the figures
delivering the figures
hanging the figures

Why has Suzy's attitude

A
B
C
D

each. But as she doesn't make copies of her wark, each
person has an original, 50 they must be worth having
as an investment. As she explains, 'Ali artists want
some kind of recognition for their work. I don't think

about

13

She'snot good at drawing.
Books adviseagainst it.
It takes a long time to do.
She'd like to developnew skilis.

What does 'iI' in line 39 refer to?

A
B
C
D

sameonefeli in lovewith somethingI'dmade,I'd accept
Most of her sculpture is of figures. 'If I get the chance to

find a job in a theatre.
sell sculpturesto them.
be invited to perfarmances
co-operate in a joint project.

Why does Suzy not make her figures wholly from metal?

A
B
C
D

39 gymnasium. Hard to imagine how she did it, but each

impressed by how they react to audiences

What is a 'worktop'

A
B
C
D

to be a dancer when I was younger: she says. 'There's

upset by how much they suffer
sad that she didn't train to be one

Why would Suzy prefer not to wark from drawings?
A
B
C
D

10

inspired by the way they move

Suzyhas contacted certain ballet companies becauseshe'd like to
A
B
C
D

Delicate figures ready to begin a dance or caught in mid-f/ightthese images dominate the work ot sculptor Suzylordan

Young sculptorSuzyJordanis fast developingan
international reputatian for her beautifully-crafted

How does Suzy feel about dancers?
A
B
C
D

towards her work changed?

She now produces larger quantities.
She now only works to commission.
She no longer has problems selling it.
She has become mare businesslike.

What does Suzy find satisfying about her work?

A
B
C
D

Each piece is unique.
She makes a good living.
Her work is rising in value.
People appreciate what she does.

I
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You are going to read a magazine article about a man who works as a diver. Six
paragraphs have been removed fram the article. Choose the most suitable paragraph fram

TipStrip

the list A-H for each part (15-20). There is one extra paragraph which you do not need to

Another task in Part 3
asks you to insert
paragraphs into an
artide.

use. There is an example at the beginning
Mark your answers on the separate

(O).

answer

sheet.

THEGOLFBALL
FROGMAN

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oRead through the base
text for general
understanrling.
oRead the text around
each gap carefully.
Look at the who le
paragraph, before and
after the gap.

when same friends invited him for a round of golf

but on the bot tom it's impossible to see a thing,

oRead paragraphs A-H.
Check for topie and
language links wit h
paragraphs in the base
text.

at an intemationaUy famous course. If he did weU,

you just have to feel around in the mud for rhe

o

he might be aUowed to join the sociaUy-

baUs. Adam has to be very careful too, because

prestigious golf club.

you get aUsorts of things down there - botdes,

~I

cans, aU sotts of junk. If he wete ro cut himself,
he could be out of action fot weeks.

Professional diver Adam Tranter was thrilled

Most of the lakes ate only five ot six feet deep,

H

club altogether, Adam hit upon the idea of using
his diving skiUs to make himself useful. He put

Fortunately, Adam's never been in any kind of

on his wetsuit, strapped a couple of air tanks to

difficulty. Nonetheless, he always has sameone

his back, and began retrieving lost baUs from the
lakes on the course.

with him, keeping watch just in case. 'A golf

~

course can be a fairly lonely place,' he explains.

I

And you can't reaUy blame them because there is

'You can be a long way from help should you ever
need it.'

§]

something a bit ridiculous abour a grown man
wandering around a golf course in a rubber suit

Despite aU these hazards, Andrew insists that the

and goggles, jumping into ponds. Bur for Adam

job is great fun. 'I was under a lot of weed a

it's a serious business and, apparendy, he's also

couple of weeks ago and aU you could make aur
from the surface was my air tank. A young guy,

providing a valuable service to golfers.

which in tum seU them back to golfers.
B

tangled up, therefore. Adam is weU-aware of the danger and, as a
professional, knows better than to take unnecessary chances.

c

in it,' says Adam. 'Getting hit by one of those things would be nobody's
idea of a joke.'
D

I

Bur Adam wouldn't want us to get the impression that it's easy money. 'I
don 't want kids thinking that they can eam extra pocket money by doing
this,' he insists. 'It is dangerous, dirty, cold and smeUy.'

dangerous

F

Paragraph G talks ahout
'people' and their
reaction to Adam's job.
Which paragraph in the
hase text explains why
this happens? 11uses a
pronoun instead of
'people'.

Another thing to look out for is golf baUs themselves. '1 usuaUy dive while
play is going on and qui te often I can be in a lake when baUs are landing

E

things?

Another such danger is weed. The water in the lakes tends to be stagnant
and sa plant matter tends to build up very quickly. A diver can easily get

ParagraphB talks ahout
'another such danger'.
Which paragraph in the
base text talks about
Paragraph D begins with
'But'. lt is making a
contrast with something
in the previous piece of
tex!. Which paragraph in
the base text tells us
something about money?

He makes a good living aur of it too. Adam can coUeet anything from
1,000 to 2,000 baUs during a day's diving. A lot of them are good quality
with hardly a mark on them and can be sold to professional golfing shops,

the paragraphs to
check {hat it makes
sense.

~I

UnwiUing to give up the idea of joining the golf

Reread the text and

A

Apatt from that, Adam has few regrets abour his decision. Indeed, he haJ;
become more involved in the world of golf than he bargained for.
On another occasion, when he was covered in weed, he surfaced just behind
same poor unsuspecting

golfer and yeUed 'Boa!' The poor man apparently

went very white and no one has seen him at the golf club since.
G

As a result, Adam has become something of a celebrity on the golf courses
of southem England - as a frogman. 'When I teU people what I do, they
jusr faU abour laughing,'

H

he says.

It didn't take him long to realise, however, that although he was a naturai
in the water, he was qui te aur of his depth on the green. He had no furure
as a golfer.

searching the banks of the lake for his baU,

@]

spotted me and ran to the clubhouse shouring,
"There's a monster in the lake!" ,

Of course, Adam does also come across less
distinguished

balls and plenty that look a bit

~

knocked-abour. These also have a price, howevet,
he cleans them up and seUs them at second-hand
sales and to other less prestigious golf clubs.

Luckily, nabody at the club has complained abour
Adam's activities, however, and one suspects that
given his notariety in the golfing world, his

@!I

lfEI

membership is naw secure.
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You are going to read some interviewswith women who have unusual jobs. Far Questions
21-35, choose fram the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once. There
is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Which

interview

is with someone

A

Dina Dorset

B
C

Angela Bell
Claire Dom

D

Dolly Masons

who

[IQ]

warks parHime?
had a better salary in an earlier job?
cannot make friends at wark?
will get a university qualification7
has to pretend she is always happy?
writes to her customers?
meets her customerssocially?
organisesactivities for older people?
was promoted at work7

~
~
1231

~
~
~
~
1281

does not like to use her voice?
has a job that affects her health?

I

I

1301

I

~

thinks attitudes towards her wark havechanged?

132j

has the job she had alwayswanted7

~

has responsibilityfor quality contral?

I

1291

had an earlier job as a teacher?

considerswark more impartant than family?

I

§C]
~

is o disc jockey in a night-club in London. A few
years ogo she thought her future was in tennis. 'For
o while I troined promising young players on a
full-timebosis, but one doy a neighbour who was
o radia producer took me down to his radio stotion
ond I became involved in the music scene,' she
soys. There are Iots of late nights for Dino but
surprisinglythe .ob doesn't offer her much in the
woy of a socio life. 'I don't hove ony real contoct
with the large numbers of people I mee!,' she soys.
She porticularly likes the fact thot she now only
works four hours a doy. 'The one thing I resent is
hoving to oppear cheerful 011the time even when I
feel down,' she soys. She hopes to be oble to
produce her own records one doy but she hos
given up her ombition of going to college. 'You
con't do everything in life,' she soys.

JA1ig~lg'ff3~I(:ji;:j;;;;?ii{fj~~';~~~~i'8;1f};ht
1

is a clown, she points her face white and weors
funny clothes to entertoin people. She decided
clowning was the job she wonted ofter seeing o
clown show. '/ sold thot was it. /t involved no
talking, and thot suited me down to the ground, '
she soys. She soon reolised thot women only
introduced the oct and were on stoge for o few
minutesbecause it was considered o lob for men.
'Thot is chonging now,' she soys. 'But from the
beginning I decided to coli myself Chris on the
programmes insteod ol Angelo sa thot the
oudience don 't know if /'m o mon or awomon.'
Angelo hod to choose between fomily and work. 'I
liked my wark too much to think of chi/dren,' she
soys, 'and I hove no regrets.' She soys the secret of
her successis thot she is a very happy person,
which is whot you need to be o good clown.

UlI
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works on a cruise liner, a flooting luxury hotel
which is her home for eight months of the year. She
is the ship's secretary and hos responsibility for 011
informotion customers may need while on board,
as well as octing as secretory to the captoin. 'He is
very demanding but I hove no complaints from
him,' she soys. Losing touch with the real world for
sa Iong is no problem because the ship's officers
con toke odvontoge of the octivities provided for
the entertoinment of possengers. '!'ve mode mony
losting friendships here,' she soys, 'we get
customers of 011oges and bockgrounds.' Her
previous work experience as a PersonaI Assistont to
a manager prepared her for the demonds of this
job. It was berter poid thon her present job but she
gove it up because she hod alwoys liked the idea
of working on a ship. 'The only disodvontoge is
thot there are constont time changes when you go
round the world and it mokes you feel physicolly
unwell,' she soys.

!Dolly,ly1asQns
; jj;;>\jjljBi.s,t.j'ji;
hos worked in a chocolote foetory for the post
twenty yeors. 'I was nearly sixteen when 1joined,'
she soys. 'lvIy porents both worked here at the
time, sa it hod become a kind of family tradilion.
My first job was as on ossistantand I've since
climbed the Iodder to become customer relolions
manager.' Her present job involves a number of
responsibilities, from performing taste testsfor 011
chocolates to ensure their fiavour is the same, to
organising events for relired employees, including
parlies and excursions to the seaside. '1like to
hove voriety in my job,' she says, 'ony comments
from customers will be forwarded to me to deal
with. Of course, /'11never meet them personally but
they will 011get o writlen response from me.' She
admits thot ot the moment she is finding it difficult to
concentrate on the degree course in marketing she
storted last year, but is confident she will finish iI by
june.
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Writing
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--

(1 hour 30 minutes)

Youmust answer this question.

Write an answer to one ol the Questions 2-5 in this part Write your answer in 120-180
words in an appropriate style.
2

You and a friend want to find a summer job abraad. Your friend has sent you a letter
with an advertisement Read the letter and the advertisement together with the notes.

You have received this invitation lram a magazine called 'Ani mai Lile'.
We have heard you knowa lot about animals. Could you write an article for us
explaining to oUr readers which animais make good pets and how to /ook after
them?

This sounds interesting, just what we want. i've made some notes on it but
i'm tOG busy with exams. Can you write to them for more detaiis? Maybe you
can think of other questions, too.

Write your article.
3

See you soon

You have been doing a classpraject on traditional lestivals in your country. Now your
teacher has asked you to write a composition on the following subject
My favourite loeal festival
Write your composition.

SUMMER JOBS AGENCY
FCEle vei

* Doyou speakEnglishwell?

waitre ss?

* We havesummerjobs in hoteisand
restaurantsin the USAandAustralia.
* Accommodationprovided.

food?

4

You havejust come back lram a visit to a local museum organised by your sehooLThe
Principal has asked you to write a report about the museum and what you saw there,
saying whether it is ol interest for ali age graups in the schooL
Write a report lor the PrincipaL

where?

* Travelexpensescovered.
* Freetime allowed.

5

Answer one of the lollowing two questions based on your reading of one of the set
books.
Either

(a) Write a composition, comparing two charactersfram the story you have
read and saying which of the two you prefer and why.

Or

(b) 'I would have preferred to seethis story on film and not to have read it'
With refereneeto the book you have read, write a composition, saying
whether you agree or disagreewith this statement and why.

* We arrangetravelto andtram your country.

Write a letter to the Summer Jobs Agency asking for the information which your friend
suggests and adding any relevant questions of your own.
Write a letter ol between 120 and 180 words in an apprapriate style. Do not write
any addresses.

lDflI
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PAPER 3

Use ot English (1 hour 15 minutes)

~.:A'1RT

For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand decide which answer A, B, C or D best tits
each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).

'fJi'.1Fi,1\i'~~,

Mark your answers on the separate

Example:
O A became

0

I!I!!!D

A

B

c:J
B

c:J
C

answer sheet.

turned

c:J
D

p. '"Ai:R;:rj,~~"":2~~~l1ir~:

C

appeared

D

When he sailed into (13)
winds 750 miles south ot Tasmania, he met waves that were
twenty-tive metres high. This meant staying awake most ot the time. He only managed to
sleep tor twenty-minute (14)
at a stretch. But he succeeded in the end, (15)
all the
difficulties that he had to tace.

DJI
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took
widely
incidents
printed
individual
put
lived
demand
tour
avoid
breaking
mind
strong
times
apart trom

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

had
broadly
happenings
bought
own
lett
spent
urgency
voyage
escape
knocking
bother
heavy
occasions
according to

at

I

At school, Sarah Biggssaysshe was verybad (O)
languages. Nowshe speaks
English,Spanishand Italianand works (16)
a bilingualsecretaryin a travel
company in England.(17)
severaltoreign languagesat work is not easy,but
tor Sarah,and other multi-lingualsecretaries(18)
her, it is alistaridard
practice.

I

Klink knew that his (9)
would be dangerous. On the way he had to be caretui to
(10)
huge tloating blocks ot ice. These icebergs, as they are called, were everywhere
and (11)
one ot them would have been a disaster. As Klink knew that any rescue
mission would have been impossible in the rough seas, he did not (12)
to take a
lite-boat.

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

sheet.

GOOD AT LANGUAGES

For his polar adventure, Klink built his (5)
boat. He (6)
off in 1998 trom South
Georgia and he arrived back there 88 days later - although he (7)
eleven ot those days
on dry land in Antarctica. He did not stop there out ot (8)
, but because he wanted to
see the Antarctic Peninsula.

went
really
events
sold
proper
set
passed
necessity
excursion
expect
crashing
consider
tast
periods
as far as

~

answer

succeeded

In March 1999, Amyr Klink, a Brazilian yachtsman and polar adventurer, (O)
the tirst
man to circle Antarctica while staying south of 50 degrees latitude. He (1)
the most
dangerous sea route in the world. Klinkwas already (2)
known because in 1984 he
had rowed across the Atlantic in a smali boat. The book which he wrote, based on his
(3)
on that trip, had by then (4)
millions ot copies.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Write your answers on the separate

Example:

POLAR ADVENTURER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand think ot the word which best tits each
space. Use only one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Sarah comes
time spent

she attended school and college. But it was

trom Spain, (19)

abroad

after college

encouraged her interest in languages.

(20)

In her job, Sarah has (21)
great deal more responsibilitythan the title ot
secretarywould suggest. She stressesthe importanceot (22)
tluent in
Spanishbecause part ot her job is dealing (23)
customerstrom LatinAmerica.
(24)
such clientscome trom abroad, she has to translate everything
(25)
say into English.She is given(26)
time for preparation at
all, 50this aspect ot her job is one ot the (27)
difficult.
It is importanttor Sarahto be up-to-date with changes (28)
her own
language,50 she reads Spanishnewspapers and books lookingtor new additionsto
(29)
vocabulary.Sarah saysshe (30)
not give up this job even it
they offered

her a better

salary in another

company.

made
thoroughly
experiences
produced
single
got
remained
requirement
cruise
retuse
hitting
accept
hard
lengths
in spite ot
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'1"-For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence so that It has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).
Example:

O Ali your lockers must be left completely empty at the end of term.
nothing
You must

--

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Some of the lines
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tlck (0/) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (Oand 00).

your lockers at the end of term.

The gap can be filled by the words 'leave nothing in' so you write:

~

E"mpl~

leave nothing in

Write only the missing words on the separate answer sheet.

31

32

33

. don e their homework.

I expect Lucywas pleased that she' d won the prize.
been
that she'd won the prize.

'I will only work extra hours if I get paid at a higher rate.'
unless
'I will.

35

. I get paid at a higher rate.'

Max offered Gaby a 11ftto the station, but she didn't accept.
turned
Gaby.

36

37

If I had to say it what my hobby is, I suppose the answer would

00

have to be reading. It all started in early childhood when my

41

father used to enjoy much making up stories for my brother and

42

myself. This was a hugely popular every nlght at bedtime. As we

43

grew older, we turned to books and by the time I was ten, I had

44

a large collection of these children's literature. Ever since I can

45

remember, I have read about a book a week and I am get through

46

lots and lots of such magazines too. I especlally enjoy reading in bed

47

and if 1am really enjoying

a book,

48

I also tend to fili my spare

up time with reading.

49

me reading on the bus, for example, or if I am waiting from in a queue.

Tamsin was the only student who hadn't done her homework.

Lucy
34

O

the cake because it was still hot.

apart
Ali the students.

I
THIS IS MY HOBBY

'Don't touch the cake, Toby, it's still hot,' said Mrs Smith.
not
Mrs Smith.

ua :

I

I will stay up all night to finish it. But
You will often see

. offer of a lift to the station.

50

I never go anywhere without have something to read. I actually

Valerie doesn't object to her photograph appearing in themagazine.

51

objection
Valerie

collect magazines and I have a room at home filled with them. I even

52

buy magazines written in languages that I don't know them, just for

53

the pleasure given of looking at the pictures and seeing the way

her photograph

appearing

in the magazine.

There is no more petrolleft in the car.

run
The car.
petro!.
38 'If you ask me, you should buy a new coat, Tracy,'said her mother.
advised

54

how they are designed. It will come as no great surprise, therefore,

55

if I will tell you that my main ambition

in life is to become

an editor.

Tracy'smother ...
. a new coat.
39 Peoplesay that the famous coupleare about to get married.
said
The famous couple
40

about to get married.

You can borrow my camera, but you must be careful with it.
long
You can borrow my camera

l!IJ!fI
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careful with it.
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Far Questions 56-65, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of
each line to form a word that fits In the space in the same line. There is an example at the
beginnlng (O).Write your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Example:

G

interested

--PAPER 4

Listening

You will hear people talking in eight dlfferent situatlons. For Questions 1-8, choose the
best answer A, B ar C.

I

You hear part of a play on the radio.
Who is the woman talking to?
A her boss
B her mother
C her doctor

THE TRAINING PROGRAM ME
If you're (O) .iUt<;'.t:!"r.t.e:d. in getting

fit, then what you need is a trainlng

programme. Although aimed at improving physical
programme can also be (57)
(58)

""""""""""

(59)
(60) """""""""

""""""""""

(56)

,

this

in such a way that It helps in the

of partlcularathleticskilis.Thereis a range of different
to choose fromand a growingamount of scientific
. to explainthe effectsof each one.

When you begln training, It is importantto start (61)

, raising
of the programme in a gradual way. Although it is

the (62)

(40 minutes)

impartant to work sufficientlyhard to make an (63)
physicalcondition,the activitiesshouldn't be (64)

on your
"""

It is

(65)
, therefare, to ignore warning symptoms such as sharp ar
persistent pain in particular muscles.

INTEREST
FIT
DESIGN

2

DEVELOP
ACTIVE

GENTLE

You hear a man talking about a boat tri p on a river.
What made this river dangerous?

A

B
C

KNOW
3

c:::=ID

its depth
its speed
its rocks

c::=J2J

You hear this advertisement on the radio.

What is the advertisementfor?

INTENSE

A
B
C

IMPRESS
PAlN

a TV programme
a shop
a book

c::=J2J

WI5E
4

You hear part of a play on the radio.
How doesthe man feel?
A
B
C

5

6

7

LEJ

You are listening to the radio and hear this announcement.
What is the purpose of the announcement?
A to complain about something
B to praisesomeone'shouse
C to recommend something

CTIJ

You hear a man talking about the house where he lives.
What caused him problems In his bedroom?
A

the vlew from the window

B
C

the spacefor storing things
the heating system

LEJ

You hear a radio announcement about a future event.
What is the aim of the event?
A
B
C

8

gullty
nervous
bared

promoting understanding of wildlife
developing electronic machinery
protecting the natural environment

In a radio play, you hear this discussion

c::=J2J

about jigsaw puzzles.

Why does the man !ike jigsaw puzzles?

lfEI
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A

They help him to concentrate.

B

They hel p him to relax.

C

They hel p him to pass the time.

TEST
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2,
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You will hear someone welcoming
complete the notes.

students to an English Schoo!. For Questions 9-18,

Tip Strip

International

Another task in Part 2
asks you to complete
notes.
o

o

Guide to Activities: availablein

I

0

A

I took a break fram sWlmming.

B

I gaveup my studies to swim.

C

I went ona swimmingtour abroad.

Speaker2
Course content

*conversation classes *

I

I~

Thewordsyou needto

write are on the tape.
o Write one to three

You will hear five young swimmers talking about what's happened to them in the past
year. For Questions 19-23, choose from the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the
letters only once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

Speaker 1

Beforeyoulisten, read
the questions. Think
about the type of
information which is
missing.

English School

-

Prablemswjth your course?Go to

I

[lI]

Speaker3

D I swam for my college team.

Speaker4

words in each space.
o Check your spelling.

Activities organised:

Question 9: Two places
have the 'Guide to

Friday morning

Activities' - the library
and the reception. But
only one of them has a
copy available at the
moment. Which is it?

I

@]

Fridayafternoon

I

@]

Question 15: Two
possible meeting places
are mentioned, but
where shoutd students
meet this Saturday?
Question 18: The teacher
recommends one dass,
but recommends against
another. Which one does
she think students
should do?

E

I had a physicalproblem.

F

I was a win ner of competitions.

c=JEJ

Speaker5

You will hear an interview with Ricky Foyles, a singer and songwriter. For Questions 24-30,
decide which of the statements are TRUE and which are FALSE and write T for True or F
for False in the boxes provided.

For Saturday trip:

remember to bring

I

I~

24

@]

meeting place

25
Sunday 6 p.m.:

~
~

go to

collect materials and

I

Recommendedextra class:

I

Ricky's songs are about the lives of famous people.
The message in Ricky's songs is difficult

26

Ricky's popularity

27

Money is unimportant

28
29
30

Ricky has folIowed

to understand.

is on the increase.
to Ricky.

the advice of some of his fans.

Ricky thinks his fans are disappointed

when they meet him.

Ricky is anxious about his new album.

@!j

~
~
~
CEJ
~
~
~

Tip Strip
Another task in Part 4 asks you to mark statements true or false.
o

Beforeyou listen,underlinekeywordsin the statements.Verbsandadjectivesareoften

important.

o Look out for prefixes, e.g.1.mimportant.
o The ideas in the statements will be mentioned on tape, but does the statement reflect what
is said?
Question 25: Ricky says the wordsin the songs are easy to understand, but what does he say
about the message?
Question 27: Ricky tatks about his attitude to money in the past and present. Listen for how his
attitude has changed.
Question 30: Ricky uses the word 'anxious' when talking about new songs. Does 'anxious'mean
worried or not worried?

mu
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TipStrip

.

Listen to the

instructions. Make

sure you do what is
asked.
. Don't he afraid to ask
your partner or the
examiner to repeat
something if you
haven't understood.

.

Listen to the questions
the examiner asks your !
partner, and listen to
what your partner says.
The examiner may say
'And what about you?'
or 'Do you agree?'.

.

Don't give short

answers. Say what you
think and why.

Speaking
~~A'~R

(14 minutes)

,,:T),":;::';;I;;.~i~:;'\~t (3 minutes)

The examiner encourages you both to talk briefly about yourselvesby answering questions
such as:

p.;A\R:fT.~t:;:1

Do you have any brothers and sisters?
What do the other membersof your family do?
Tell us something about the place where you are living at the moment.
What type of house would you like to live in, in the future?
P,:A"'R

encouraged

to make a brief comment

in response to a visu al prampt.

:],Ff,L';~

(1 hour 15 minutes)

You are going to read an extract fram an article about space tourism. Choose fram the list
sentence which you do not need to use. There is an example at the beginning

Mark your answers on the separate

A

interruption

Reading

A-H the sentence which best summariseseach part (1-6) of the extract. There is one extra

::;r~j,~2 f'::;f?;,:fiA:i:: (3 or 4 minutes)

You each talk for a minute without

PAPER 1

B

after your partner has spoken.

E

Careers can be planned in readiness for jobs in
space tourism.

You are

We can rook forward

(compare, contrast and speculate)

c

to a time of widespread

Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs,
are painting.
Candidate

D

and say why you think the people

Financial planning

is required now if you want to

F

There are good reasons for encouraging
tourism.

Individuals can contribute

in various ways to

G

In its initial phase, space tourism will offer only
basic facilities.

making space tourism a reality.
Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 154 which show people painting.

answer sheet.

be a space tour1st in the future.

space tourism.

People painting

(O).

H

The development of space tourism will depend
on the level of commercial investment.

space

Space tourism is becoming the concern of private
companies.

You have a minute to do this.

B, do you like painting?

People waiting

0

5PRCE TOUR/5M

(compare, contrast and speculate)

I

The general publicare veryinterested intravellingto space.
Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 155 which show people waiting in different
Candidate B, compare and contrast these photographs,

situations.

and say how you think the people

are feeling about having to walt. You have a minute to do this.
Candidate A, do you get impatient waiting

You both discuss a decision-making
without

interruption

/ prablem-solving

task, iIIustrated by visu al material,

by the examiner.

Student advice centre (discuss and evaluate)
Turn to the pictures on page 156 which show ideas for an Advice Centre at an
international college for students from abroad.
What kind of advice may students need in each area? Which three areas do you think are
the most urgent?
(3 Dr 4 minutes)

P,tA"R:;T;Y\ij:4;~~Y1;

I

H

~

'

It is possible to envisage a future when demand for space
tourism travel will grow from thousands of passengers per year
to hundreds of thousands per year. Tickets to orbit will cost less
and flights will depart from many different airports. Orbital
facilities will grow from just being prefabricated modules to

I largestructures constructedfor hundreds ofguests.

Many people still think that to get the chance to go to space you
have got to try to become an astronaut. Unfortunately, the
chances of succeeding are tiny, slmply because there are 50 few
astronauts
and there 15no prospect of a lot more being
employed, However, you need not despalr because you will be
able to go as a visitor. 50 for anyone, the first thing you should
do if you want to go to space is save up because the demand is

expectedto be strong and, Inthe earlystages, priceswillbe high.

Where else might students get advice?

Inorder to stay longerIn space,you could work In one of the

Do you think adults should give young people advice even if they don 't ask for it?
How difficult is it to follow other people's advice?
How do people in your country feel about spending time abraad on their own?
TEST

2,

PAPER

5

businesses that will be set up in orbit. There will be opportunities
In manufacturing- aerospace vehiele makers, orbital
construction, electric power, extra.terrestrial mining, chemical
engineering and other fields. 50 you can start university studies
and try to get the sort ofwork experience that will ensure you
are well-placed to apply for a job in any of these areas.

0

I

0

I

But like any other business, space tourism will develop
progressively. Starting as a relatlvely small-scale and relatlvely
hlgh-priced actlvlty. customers will find that the service will be
nearer to 'adventure travel' than to a luxury-style hotel. Orbital
accommodation will be safe but rather simple. Thls will be a
tlme for the pioneers who will not mind the jack of comfort.

-

[II

Apart from the Interest factor, such tourism is the only way in
which space activitles can become profitable and the qulckest
way to start to use the limltlessresources of space to solve oUr
problems on Earth. And living In space involves every line of
business, from construction to marketing, fashion, interior
design and law.

[!]

On Earth, governments provide a number of services, such as
defence, police and a legaj system. But most actlvities are done
by indlvlduals and companies and it is golng to be the same in
space. Over the past few years a growlng volume of work has
been done on !he subject and it 15nowelear that setting up
commercial space tourism services is a realistic target for
businesses today.

The examiner encourages you to develop the discussion in Part 3 by asking questions such
as:

Have you ever asked for advice? When?

!ID

no

~I

for things?

(3 or 4 minutes)

Pj.'A\:Rf!',T.#.~~'3i\ih~if:1$

Theideaofwhat'scalledSpaceTourism,
whereordinorymembers
ofthe pub/icqueueup to buyticketsfor travelinto outerspace
andback.reallystretchestheimagination.Accordingto Alan
Grant,thisdistantdreamcouldsoonbeareality

I Fewprojectsare successfullycompletedwithoutthe help of
people who beJieve In them. It is posslble to take an actlve role
In bringlng space tourism about by askingairJines,hoteis and
travel companies if and when they Intend to offer space travel.
Others may prefer to lend a hand by dolng research into one or
more ofthe areas needing it, or by joining one ofthe many
companles that are already working towards a future in
space.

-7

1>~;A~"R~T18\,2~~sf>x:~!'lt;You are going to read a magazine article about a young sports person. For
Questions 7-14,

choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

Mark your answers on the separate

""=-_.~-

""

answer

sheet.
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K

slight he was. Wakeboardmg, you
see, involves being pulled along at
high speed behind a power boat,
ralher like in water skiing, Ihen
launching yourself Inlo Ihe air lo
pertorm a series ol complicaled
trieks, as in skaleboarding or
snowboarding, Now, Ihat is a teal
you'd Ihink required big bones and
bulging muscles. Bul Tom is jusl
1,44m tall and weighs 38 kilos.
'I! hurt my lorearms at lirst, but now
I guess I'm used lo il, , Tom told me.
Al 14 years old, Tom has been
praclising Ihe sport lor just two
years, bul has already tound
compeling in his age group al most
100 easy. He didn'l say Ihal, ol
course. Maybe because he didn't
wanl to seem bigheaded, especially
wilh his Dad sitting just a lew metres
away, or maybe because he just
doesn't Ihink i1's imporlant. 'I
wakeboard because i1's lun,' he lold
me with a smile, 'and scary!'
He knows he's good Ihough and one
look at his results conlirms Ihat this is
justilied. Vet when Tom slarted, Ihe
organisers tried to persuade him not
to enler his lirst competilion, thinking
he'd be upsel when he came lagI.
Tom won by a mile and silenced
them alI. So, what makes him so
good? Perhaps pUlting on a welsuil,
whalever the weather, and practising

IIZD
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his height
his strength
his skilfulness

D

his bravery

When asked about his successin competitions, Tom appearedto be
embarrassed,
proud.
modest.
nervous.

-,

9

nOWing that Tom Finch, a junior
champion in Ihe relalively new
sporl ol wakeboarding, had won
so many competitions, I was more
Ihan a lillle laken aback lo see how

A
B
C

A
B
C
D

Wakeboarding
_OM

What surprisedthe writer most on first meeting Tom Finch7

When Tom started entering competitions, people thought
A
B
C
D

lor al least Iwo hours everyday. For
42 that is what Tom does. He also buys
and studies every new wakeboarding
video and spends hours working on
every new Irick, tinding new ways lo
twist and lurn his smali body.

10

What does 'that' in line 42 refer to 7

A
B
C
D

He's also not atraid lo take advice
trom people better than him. 'I
wouldn'l be where I am wilhoul my
tralner,' Tom says. 'II lakes so much
longer lo learn withoul him; he can
spot whal I'm doing wrong in a
second and put me rlght. He gives
me lols ol lips on some ol the real
lechnical delails too.'

11

12

USA Ihough. Tom told me thal
everylhing is lwice as lasl, twice as
big Ihere, which makes il really scary
and dangerous. Tom knows no lear
Ihough and wanls one day to be a
prolessional. He might only be 1,44m
lali, but le1's not lorget Ihal the
prolessionals were all lourteen-yearolds at one Iime 100.

14

on new tricks
grateful when his trainer

points out his mistakes.
makes him wark hardo
stops him being afraid.
spends long hours with him.

becoming better understood
getting more practice
getting easierfor people
becoming mare popular

train others in his sport.
go and live in the USA.
get over his remaining fears.
make the sport his career.

In general, what does the writer think of Tom 7

A
B
C
D

j:1

working

In the future, Tom hopes to

A
B
C
D

I! will take a lew years unlil the
overall standard reaches Ihat ol Ihe

practising daily
buying videos

What doesTom mean by the phrase 'on the up' in line 597
A
B
C
D

13

studying hard

Tom is particularly

A
B
C
D

Allhough the sport is stlll relatively
unknown compared lo surling and
snowboarding. which everyone's
59 heard ol. Tom reckons irs on the up.
'Everyone at school is well aware ol
it, Irying il and loving il,' he says.
He's not wrong either. Even on Ihe
rainy, windy day that I met him,
there's a queue ol eager bodies in
wetsuils getting into the treezing
water at the walersports cenlre near
London where Tom trains.

he had not been trained.
he might hurt himself.
he was below the age limit.
he would be disappointed.

He's very determined.
He's easily persuaded.
He's overconfident.
He's underachieving.

TF~T
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You are going to read a magazinearticle about marathon running. Sevensentenceshave
been removed fram the article. Choose fram the sentences A-H the one which fits each

A

He argues that after 16-20 miles, you have to slow down and running gets
really hard.

B

After a quick top up of water and a rest, most go home and make a fuli
recovery.

gap (15-20). There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. There is an
example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer sheet.

Jf ever there was living proof that marathon running

c

When it comes to marathon running, however, the experts are divided.

D

In spite of this, marathon running is bad for your health.

E

But this weakening effect on the system is short-lived.

F

Within a couple of months, however, she was managing two ar three miles.

G

This is because running halves your risk of getting heart disease.

H

She started by running to the shops, wearing an anorak and carrying her
shopping bag.

keeps you fit, Jenny Wood Allen from Dundee is it.
O
H
She was 71 and she did not even
have praper training shoes then.
~

1

1

At first she could only run to the end of her
avenue, which is about three quarters of a mile.
She had problems getting back and had to either
take a bus or ask somebody for a lift.

L1~L --

_J

Scientifically
perfectly
walking
them,
reasonably

fit, you can

probably

speaking,

human

tuned for jumping
lon g distances.

1161

and
1 One of

Professor Craig Sharp says that if you are

run for two hours at a medium

this point your muscles run out of glycogen

beings are

and running

pace and feel OK. At

- the best source of energy we have.

This means you start using fat for energy, and your body has to work harder to
transform fat into energy. This happens at a time when you are starting to feel

exhausted.
l17il.

1

Alithis is proof- he believes- that the body isn't designed

for long-distance running.
Other

specialists have a very different

sensibly and prepare several months
1~81

opinion.
in advance,

Dr Percy Brown believes that if you train
it could even help you live longer.

-~

He believes the only problem you may have when running a marathon is exhaustion or
a smaliinjurycausedby falling or tripping overthings. 1191
Only 1 in 1,000
1

actually

makes it to hospital.

Another problem may be post-race exhaustion. Surveys show most runners are much
more likely to catch colds ar develop chest infections in the week after running a race.
1201

.J Thereis no evidenceof lastingdiseaseor an increasedriskof iIIness.

At 87, Jenny Wood Allen will be doing the London marathon for the 13th time this
Sunday. And she plans to go on taking part for many years to come.

l'D1I
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You are going to read an article about wildlife

photographers.

For Questions 21-35,

choose from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once. There is an
example at the beginning

(O).

Mark your answers on the separate

answer

W'lLDLIFE

sheet.

A
B
C
D

PHOTOGRAPHE!RS

George Fenns
Paul Sommer
Roger Miller
Nathan Ribbs

Wildlife photographer

George

Fenns is a man who

loves his job. 'When I was three, a neighbour's

Who
defends a previous employer?
learnt to make something

at an early age?

does not mind working in low temperatures?
earned money to buy equipment?
needs long preparations
completed

before taking photos?

a university course?

likes to photograph

what others can't see?

would like to work in amiider

climate?

taught me to climb aur fence,' he recalls. 'I slipped
away and brought back a snake I found on the road.

~
~

I've been interested in wildlife
parents encouraged

§C]

photography.

'I sold turtles for twa dollars each

[m:=J
~
~

about it for a wildlife
award as a journalist.

§C]

time to write articles

~
tm=J

made his own equipment?
had an encouraging

family?

has seen his work used by writers?

a

magazine which won him an
His latest job was in the Arctic

in freezing temperatures.

who are starting

1321

he says. 'That money got me

photos on salman, and he also wrote an article

129J I

turned down a well-paid job?

and

led to

year photographing
life under water. In 1999 he
braved the frigid Pacific Ocean to do a series of

~

he wrote published?

of art, which

my first camera.' He naw spends three months

admits his profession may be dangerous?
has had something

for animals

his appreciation

when I was sixteen,'

§C]

ever since.' George's

his enthusiasm

also nurtured

found his camera gave him confidence?

wants to save animals from extinction?

kid

'I'd now like a job where

it's warm and sunny,' he says. He never complains
about the rigours of his job, but would like to have

I

~
~
la51 I

,

l

.1

I

I

,j

i

and train young

photographers

out in this profession.

Photographer Paul Som mer is working in Siberia.
'On bad daysit can be minus 20 degrees,with a
strong wind.' he says.He protects his film from
freezing by keeping it inside his gloves. 'You get used
to it,' he says. Siberia is a far cry from his childhood
in north Brazil. His years at college gave him no hint
of future high adventure either: 'I workedtwa jobsas a waiter and as a restaurant manager - to get
money for college,' he says. And his efforts paid off
when he finished his degree. He was offered a job as
a journalist in an award-winning newspaper, but
said no to it in order to concentrate on photography.
His contract as photographer in Siberia does not
pay as much as he would have got as a journalist.
However, he has no regrets. 'My photos have been
used by researchers who are studying animals here.
They have been the basis for important pieces in
scientific journaIs,' he says, 'sa this is a very
satisfying job.'

Freelance photographer Roger Miller is on a
contract to take photos of volcanoes, of the lava
that Ilowsafter an eruption andof the animallife
around these areas. He is aware of the risks involved
in his assignments, but takes it all in his stride. By
age 11 Roger was building his own telescopes and
photographing stars. 'I was a very shy kid. The
camera made me comfortable around people,' he
says. In 1970 a science instructor took Roger and
his classmates to Mexico to view atotal salar
eclipse. It was this experience and the help of the
science teacher that prompted him to take up
photography as a career. 'My parents wanted me to
become a writer,' he says, 'they have not lost hope.'
His parents may have to wait a long time because
Roger's newest challenge in his next assignment is
teaching astronauts how to set up their equipment
to photograph the activities around the space
vehicle. Arter that he is planning to take a year off
to complete a degreein geology which he started
years ago.

Nathan Ribbs spends a lot of his time on a 30metre-high platform that puts him at eyelevelwith
the nests of rare birds in the jungle. The platform is
very smali and the danger of falling off it i8 evident
to everyone except Roger. 'It's like taking pictures
from a hill,' he says. For each of his jobs, the steel
structure for the platform orten has to go on river
canoes and along difficult forest trails. 'But it is very
rewarding to see and photograph animals that few
people will ever see. I do this wark because I think
these creatures have to be protected sa they won't
disappear altogether.' Nathan has no intention of
returning to his previous job as a photographer of
animals held in captivity. 'Zoos are undergoing very
positive changes,' he says, 'they are nowaleading
method of educating about the naturai world.But
I've dane my share of that kind of photography.
This is sa much more challenging.'
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You must answer this question.

(1 hour 30 minutes)

Write an answer to one of the Questions 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words in an apprapriate style.
2

You and a friend participated

in your club's Sports Weekend

a fortnight

ago. Your

friend has sent you a letter with a smali article fram a newspaper
about the Sports
Weekend.
Read the letter and the article, together with the notes. Then write to the
newspaper
editor saying what
another article.

your friend suggests

~~.~
it'fi be good to spend a week at your piace. Any idea s as to what we might do?

and asking them to publish

Shouid ! bring any speciaf
you from Engfand.

Look at this article in the paper about our Sports Weekend! What they say
is not true. i'm going on holiday today. Cou!d you write a ietter to the editor
using the notes i've made?

The local Milton Club Sports Weekend
didnotcome
up to our expectations.
The Milton team 10st 3 to l against
Rangers in a match which was very
disappointing.

The Milton team did

~

seem to have dane enough preparation
work and twa of its best p1ayers
sunplY did not turn up. There were
unexp1ained de1aysthroughout the day

sick

--

and some of the athletics

rain

ciothes?

Do fet me know if there

is anything

i can get

I

Write your letter, answering your friend's questions and giving relevant details. Do not
write any addresses.
You have been asked
must end like this:
C/ara woke

to write a story for a magazine

up with a shoek.

for young

people.

Your story

It had been oni y a dream

Write your story.

3 days a
week

4

tra ining!

You have just come baek fram a two-day study trip to a historie town. Your teacher
has asked you to write a report about your visit, saying what you saw during the twa
days and whether you would recommend a similar visit for other students.
Write your report.

5

events were

cancelled. They will need to do better
next year.

Answer one of the following twa questions based on your reading of one of the set
books.
Either

Or

Write a letter of between 120 and 180 words in an apprapriate style. Do not write
any addresses.

(a) Write a composition, deseribing the good and bad qualities of one of the
characters in the book you have read.
(b) 'It was very difficult to follow the plot of this story and at times I got lost.'
With reference to the book you have read, write a composition, saying
whether you agree or disagree with this statement and why.

I
I

Dl!
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3
Not true!

This is part of a letter from an English friend who will be visiting your country next
month.
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PAPER 3

Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)

~.u

For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits
each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

Example:
O A as well as

G

answer

B as longas

~c::::::Jc::::::Jc::::::J
A
B
C

D

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand think of the word which best fits each
!1Iijspace.
Use only one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Write your answers on the separate

sheet.

Example:

C as soon as

G

answer

sheet.

was

D as good as

THE BIRTH OF THE T-SHIRT
The T-shirt, or at least the T-shirt as we know it, (O) .

I

. born in the theatre. When

Tennessee William's play A Streetcar Named Oesire opened in New York in December

1947, a young actor (16)

SINGING FOR A MUSICAL LIFE

MarlonBrandowent (17)

wearing a (18)

the first time the T-shirt (19) .
According to a group called The Voices Foundation, everyone has a singing voice (O)
a
speaking voice somewhere inside them. This, they say, should be encouraged from an early
(1)
because it provides the best, and the cheapest, (2). . on which to build an
understanding of musie.

. been seen publicly as anything (20)

the end of the century.
The idea for the T-shirt came (22) .

. Brando himself. He had wom one at

rehearsals for the play. The director was (23)

shirt being advertised by the American company Sears Roebuck. They had decided to
market the shirt (24).
. a fashionable garment in its (25)
right,
rather than just something to be wom (26).
warmth beneath a denim
workshirt (27)

. an army uniform.

It was Brando, however, (28)

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

start
ground
Behind
grow
fact
able
repeat
come
however

life
basis
Beneath
do
true
expert
heart
reach
despite

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

time
root
Besides
form
real
skilled
memory
go
although

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

age
plot
Between
make
actual
fit
mind
arrive
whether

10 A lines
11 A rule
12 A awareness

B notes
B certainty
B touch

C book
C trust
C grasp

D page
D belief
D feeling

13
14
15

B
B
B

C
C
C

D
D
D

A
A
A

degrees
let
benefit

qualities
set
favour

measures
put
gain

practices
cut

impressed by the look that was

created that he asked Brando to wear the shirt in the play itself. Brando may have seen the

The (11)
of the Voices Foundation is that a natural (12)
for rhythm, harmonyand
musical structure, the very (13)
we appreciate in the greatest musicians, can only be
achieved through the exploration of music with the voice from the start. The foundation
has, therefore, (14)
itself the task of developing a singing-centred musical education
programme that could (15). . junior pupils ali over the world.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

stage

an item of underwear and it set a fashion trend that was to last through (21)

(3)
the Foundation's ideas, lies the teaching of the Hungarian composer Zoltan Kodaly.
He observed that song can (4)
a key part of the relationship between mother and child
almost from birth. This is especially (5)
of more traditional societies, like those of West
Africa, where some smali children are (6)
to sing literally hundreds of songs, all of
which have been leamt by (7)
But many modem children first (8)
to an
understanding of music when they leam to play an instrument, and (9)
some teaching
of the theory of musie is usually a part of this, their relationship with the musie on the
(10). . is often a mechanical one.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.

of blue jeans and a bright, white, capped-sleeve T-shirt. It was

. popularised it, especially with (29)

release of the film version of Streetcar in 1951. A short leather jacket completed the look

that was to be adopted (30).
afterwards.

teenage rebeisin many countriesfor decades

Ii
Ii
I
I
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'i1 For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence sa that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between twa and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).
Example:

O

It was the most relaxing holiday I ever had.
such
I have never

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Some of the lines
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (Oand 00).

holiday.

The gap can be filled by the words 'had such a relaxing' sa you write:

G

b,m,I.,
had such a relaxing

~:

I

Write only the missing words on the separate answer shee1.

TV CRITIC
31

put
I find it hard
32

O

I find Robert's taste in music very hard to tolerate.

00
Robert's taste in musie.

43

and violence,

44

programmes

45

with schoolwork. A good soap-opera or comedy it is a source of

46

the relaxation for many people. Television also provides jobs

47

for thousands of people, sa that think how much unemployment there

48

Christine complained formally when her course of study was cancelled.
made

would be without i1. In general, therefore, I think that television is

49

a good thing.

Christine

50

complain

51

that are shown

52

about

53

scenes

54

very 'cool'

thing to do, making

55

copy what

they see and take up with smoking

waiting for buses.

11'5very difficult to predict the weather here.
tends
. unpredictable here.

People say learning lists of words is not a good use of time.
waste
. of time.

when her course of study was cancelled.

'I find ali the advertisements on TV really irritating,' said John.
nerves
, said John.

'Ali the advertisements on TV really
37

Mark regretted selling his old motorbike.
wished
Mark

38

but television

does have its good points.

which are broadcast

There is, however,

about,

and that there
on television.

how they shouldn't
on television.

on are educational

one most thing
is the amount

and can hel p

I would

of smoking

Adults are always lecturing

to smoke,

What's

Many of the

like to
in the films
up children

and yet we see many smoking

more 50, smoking
young

people

is often shown

as a

much more likely to

. his old motorbike.

'If you take my advice, Paul,' said Lynda, 'you should buy a personal computer.'
advised
Lynda .

39

you

would cali a television addict, and I am agree that there are badly-

Learning lists of words is.

36

I am not what

written programmes which they contain unnecessary bad language

The weather

35

a girl cal led Jessica on the subject

of television.

from

42

I find waiting for buses very boring.
I

34

in last week

41

get
33

I am replying to the letter which you published

themselves.

a personal computer.

Pauline hadn't expected to see sa many people at the concer1.
surprise
It came

40

"""."""""..."'.""""..

to see 50 many people at the concer1.

Golf is becoming increasingly popular in Britain.

iI
I

i

popularity
The

in Britain.

I
I
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For Questions

56-65,

Example:

~I

PAPER 4

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example
beginning (O). Write your answers on the separate
answer
sheet.

listening

at the

You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For Questions 1-8, choose the
best answer A, B or C.

happiness

I

On the radio you hear an announcement
programme is being discussed?
A a play
B an interview

HAPPY 15 HEALTHY
Medical

research

beneficial

has found

effect

on health.

such that humour
courses
hospital,

of (58)

HAPPY

that (O) ..fJ.aPP!1J.I(.i?i?.has a strongly
The healing

properties

is now being used alongside

are

of (56)

two clowns are provided

in making

the

2

ENTERTAIN
SUCCESS

3
It seems that when we laugh, there can be a (61) .
blood pressure and the amount of (62) .
Although it is (63)

. in both
in our muscles.

to prove it at the moment, this mayaiso

REDUCE
TENSE

to laugh 50 much, suffer more often from physical

lIKElY

4

III

5

II

6

I

ii
I

!
I
i

7
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You hear part of a playabout lifein a schoo!.
Who is talking?
A one of the teachers
B the Head Teacher
C one of the students

LEJ

You hear a man talking about his tent.
What does he like about it?
It is easy to put up.
It is large.
It is waterproof.

c:::::J}]

You hear part of nature programme on the radio.
Why are kangaroos being studied?
A to help protect their environment
B to learn about fitness from them
C to make sure they are in good health

c:::::J}]

You hear the weather forecast on the radio.
A
B
C

8

I

CTIJ

the causes of the problem
the effects on plants

What will the weather be like tomorrow afternoon 7

!

I

cm

You hear a scientist talking about pollution on the radio.
What do scientists need to know more about?
A the animals at risk

A
B
C

I

~

[:=EJ

a music programme

Youhear a SchoolPrincipaltalking on the phone.
Who is he talkingto?
A a teacher
B an architect
C a secretary

B
C

POSSIBlE

mean that peo.ple who feel unhappy and who are, therefore,
(64)
(65)

about a future programme. What type of

LAUGH
TREAT

of

for the (59)

patients. Doctors say that these clowns are (60)
children feel better.

C

TRADITION

more (57)

in some hospitals. In a London children's

.

for example,

(40 minutes)

cloudier than in the morning
warmer than in the morning
windier than in the morning

cm

You hear a news report about a fire.
Where did the fire take place?
A in a food storage area
B in a restaurant
C in agricultural buildings
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You will hear an archaeologist

1""A'iR:a~?\~~w.r"ti~~i~\.

talking about her job. For Questions 9-18,

You will hear five people saying why they became professional

artists. For Questions

19-23, choose fram the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the letters only once. There

complete the sentences.

is one extra letter which you do not need to use.
Anna jirst thought

she'd like to be an archaeologist

after she sawa

I
Anna prejers archaeologyto history becauseit is a

Why I became a professional artist

0
l~

I

I

[!II

I needed to earn a livi ng.

B

I had relatives who gave me support.

c

I did not

D

I was offered an interesting

E

I wanted to avoid academic studies.

F

I was persuaded by somebody else.

Speaker 1

activity.
RecentlyAnna and her colleaguesjound a

A

in

Speaker2
have

other

ski 115.

London.
Much oj Anna's time is spent dealing with the

I

I

is to check that the

~

and

I

.~" A

1:'R~:T

,::I!i'fJ lifi\lJ1'l';;'"

You will hear a conversation
Gregg. For Questions 24-30,
Write I for Imitation,

Anna finds it interesting to dean an old wall because she may learn

I

~

and

I

~

it was built.

becausethey're

hot and d usty.
use scientific techniques to find out about the

I
The Archaeology

G2Jof people in past centuries.

Service is often involved in helping

I

Speaker4

CJE]

Speaker5

~

it.

Archaeologists

CE!J

oj the excavationare in the right place.

After deaning the piece she has jound, Anna has to

Anna particularly dislikesworking in

Speaker3

job.

[EJ

produced by other archaeologists.
One oj Anna's responsibilities

C2J

~

about three films, Imitation,

Midday Train, and Postman

decide which of the following

is said about each film.

M for Midday Train or P for Postman Gregg.

24

This film deals with unattractive

25

This film has some very good actors.

26

This film is based on real-life events.

27

This film ends in an unexpected way.

28

This film has a plot that is difficult to follow.

~
~

characters.

29

Thisfilm is about travelling adventures.

30

Thisfilm shows interesting scenery.

c:::::=mJ

~
~
~
~

to understand the law.

Tip Strip

.
.

Anotherlask in Part 4 asks you to mateh stalements to three different speakers or topies.
Before you lisIen, underline the key words in the questions. Adjeetives and nouns are often
importan!.

The films will be diseussed altogether. Lislen oul for pronouns such as it, that one, the other
one, etc. Which films do they refer to?

Question 24: The woman describes the eharacters in one film as 'unpleasant'. But which film is
she talking about?
Question 30: This question talks about scenery. One of the films lakes place mostly indoors,
another doesn't show much of the countries it's based in. 50 which 15the film with the wonderful
views of hills,lakes, etc.?
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PAPER 5

Speaking

--

(14 minutes)
(3minutes)

PAPER 1

Answer these questions:
Do you wark ar do you study?
Can you tell us something about the place where you study ar wark?
What type of wark would you like to do in the future'
What qualifications do you think you'll need in the future?

Reading

(1 hour 15 minutes)

You are going to read an article about an island off the coast of south-west England.
Choose

the most suitable

is one extra heading
Mark your answers

~;If~";.1IIIIIIi!8"

Tum to pictures

fram the list A-I for each part (1-7) of the article. There

on the

separate

answer

at the beginning

(O).

sheet.

~ (3 ar 4 minutes)
A
B
C

Working at home (compare, contrast and speculate)

I

heading

which you do not need to use. There is an example

1 and 2 on page 157 which show

people

who wark at home.

A natural

D
E
F

fortress

An unfortunate

choice

An undeserved

reputatian

A lack of variety
A chance

to escape

A range of facilities

Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs,
and say why you think the people
have chosen to wark at home. You have a minute to do this.

G
H
I

A surprising

impression

An unexpected
A mystery

development

solved

Candidate B, would you like to wark at home?

I

On holiday (compare, contrast and speculate)

I

Tum to pictures
Candidate

1 and 2 on page 158 which show people

B, compare

have chosen
Candidate

and contrast

Andrew Osmondtook a boat to Lundy- an islandwhere
the weather is no laughing matter

on holiday.

and say why you think the people

this type of holiday. You have a minute to do this.

QU

A, do you like city holidays?

m;lf"l!II;.I

these photographs,

(3 ar 4 minutes)

Turn to the pictures on page 159 which show ideas for a Youth centre.
got an old house they want to use for the centre.

Alocal

Look at the plan of the house

council has
and the

for how each area could be used.

How popular

would the various suggestions

be wit h young

people?

How would you use

the space available?

B;If~1II;l!II~.Answer

(3 or 4 minutes)

How necessary

would you choose

to do in a Youth centre'

is it to have spaces for young

Which age graups

England, takes such a long time. The scheduled two-hour joumey
time seems excessive. Now, three hours into the voyage, the
island telt no nearer than when I had boarded the ship. I began to
understand something ot Lundy's isolaton, tor this stretch ot
water, where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Bristoi(hannei can be
very rough.

do you think should

What spaces do young
How easy is it far young

people
people

Do you think life for young

people

be admitted

Why?

only?
to a Youth centre?

have in your country'
to get on with older people?

people

is easier ar more difficult than jt was in the past?

The captain's voice came over the loudspeaker, 'Wouid all day
visitors piease report to the main lounge area.' It was the only
thing to make me smile during the whole voyage; the shocked
expression on the taces ot the day-trippers as they realised they'd
have to spend the night on the island because the sea was too

D1JII
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When I told people that I was going to Lundy, the most trequent
remarks were, 'Won't you be bored and ionely?' and 'Isn't it only
tor bird-watcheis?' What surprised me on arrival was just how
diverse a range ot activities my tellow travellers were planning. As
well as divers, there were rock-elimbers, artists, naturalists and, ot
course, some birdwatchers because Lundy is deservedly tamous
as a haven tor all kinds ot seabirds.

My thoughts were already turning to the wamn little stone house
that was awaiting my arrival on dry land. And suddeniy, we were
there. Lundy presents a tormidable tace to seabome arrivals. Its
cliffs rise 400 teet, along the island's three-mile length, and tingers
ot rock jut out into the sea, making the water dance white with
agitaton. It is not surprising that the island has resisted all
attempts at invasion over the centuries.

The tiny collection ot stone buildings that make up the viliage ot
Lundy are situated at the southem end ot the island, and here
you tind !he only anchorage too. The elear blue water ot the

Betore leaving home, I had read that Lundy was tamous tor its
diving and snorkelling, but I had laughed at the idea ot swimming
in these cold seas and had left my snorkei and tace mask behind.
Now, contronted with this brilliant-blue truth, I was almost
beginning to regret my decision. I would certainly come to regret
leaving behind my hooded waterproot jacket and my torch, in
tavour ot a smart shirt tor the evenings that was elearly not needed.

0

0

0

0

The absence ot any true native population on Lundy means that
as a tourist, you don 't teel that you are invading anyone's privacy.
Most ot the residents are people employed to iook after the
weltare ot visitors. The renta! accommodation is both imaginative
and evocative ot the island's pas!. There are 166 buildings tor
rent. You can choose between a 12-room castle, a tisherman's
cottage or, like me, a modest lighthouse keeper's house.

O]

rough tor the return crossing. Those ot us who had pre-booked
accommodaton on the island couid afford to look smug.

these questions:

Which of the activities

I

l

I had always been slightly puzzled as to why the boat trip to
Lundy Island, eleven miles off the coas! ot Devon in south-west

Youth centre (discussand evaluate)j

suggestions

land ing bay made me think we must have taken a wrong tum at
sea and somehow tound ourselves coming ashore on one ot the
Greek Islands. i had never seen such beautitul waters around the
English coas!.

Across to Lundy Island

UJ
I

But, should you be thinking ot a trip to Lundy, remember that you
don't have to take part in the outdoor pursuits. The most popular
activity on Lundy these days must be doing very little. I went tor
rest and relaxation and tound it in abundance. I suggest taking a
good book and then finding a sheltered corner where you can

enjoythe beautituisceneryand the incomparabletranquillity.

I

l.;lif'.;--_.-

t
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You are going to read a magazine article about a young mother whose house was burgled.
For Questions 8-15, choosethe correct answer A, B, C or D.

How was Lisa feeling as she walked home trom work?

A
B
C
D

Mark your answerson the separate answer sheet.

9

L

isa Tyler was weary after a long, hard day at the pottery factory where
she works. But as she approached her home in the English city of
Stoke-on-Trent. her heart lightened: sao n she would be hilVing a nice
cup of tea, putting her feet up and watching Friends, her favourite TV series.
5 But first. she needed to change out of her work dothes and pick up her threee
year-old san from his grandmother' s house nearby.
As Lisa walked up her garden path,
an upstairs bedroom. A shiver went
QUietly,she crept round to the back
a break-in. Sure enough, a window
hanging on the gatepost!

ran to a neighbour's house and rang the police. But as she sat waiting for the
police to arrive, Lisa's curiosity got the better of her and she decided to go back
and see what was going on. That's when she sawaleg coming out of the
downstairs front windowo It was a man climbing out. Lisa gasped in shock.
The burglar was carrying her portable television!
18 At this point. Lisa saw red. She didn't have many possessions and she'd saved
long and hard to buy that set. Besides, nobody was going to stop her watching
Friellds.

10

11

19noring her, the man !led across the garden. Sa Lisa threw herself at him and
successfully rugby-tackled him to the ground. The burglar struggled to escape,
but Lisa hung on like the best kind of guard dog despite being punched and
kicked. As she looked up, she realised that she recognised the burglar's face.
She was so surprised that she lost her grip and the burglar got away, leaving
the TV behind in the garden.
By the tirne the police and her father arrived, Lisa was in tears. 'l can't believe
you were so foolish, Lisa,' scolded her father. 'You could have been killed.'
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She felt frightened.
She got angry.
She fel t brave.

He tried to explain why he was there.
He feli over as he ran towards her.
He pretended not to have heard her.
He dropped the TV and attacked her.

What did Lisa's father do when he arrived?

A
B
C
D

'l know, but at least he didn't get my TV,' she replied.
Lisa later remembered the name of the burglar, who had been in the same
year as her at schoo!. He was later caught and jailed for 15 months after
admitting burglary and assault. In May last year, Lisa was given a Certificate
of Appreciation by Staffordshire Police, for her 'outstanding courage and
public action'. But in the future she intends to leave household security to a
new member of her family, Chan, who is a real guard dog.

She got impatient.

What happened when Lisashouted at the burglar?
A
B
C
D

14

Shewas worried about losing her television.
Shewanted to know what was happening.
She noticed something from her neighbour's windowo
She realisedthat the burglar was leaving.

What does 'Lisa saw red' (line 18) mean?

A
B
C
D
13

Something had been broken.
Something had been left outside.
Something was in the wrong place.
Something was moving inside.

Why didn't Lisawait in her neighbour's house unti! the police arrived?
A
B
C
D

12

contact
visit
collect
check

What first led Lisato think there was a burglar in her house?
A
B
C
D

'Oh no you don't,' she muttered under her breath, as the fury swelled inside
her, Without even stopping to think. she tore across the garden and started
shouting at the burglar. 'Give me my TV - drop it nowi' she screamed.

DJI

What does 'pick up' mea n in line 5?

A
B
C
D

she noticed a light flashing on and off in
down her back. What if it was a burglar?
of the house to see if there was any sign of
was open and someone's coat was

Well,26-year-oldLisadidn't fancy coming face to face with a burglar, soshe

tired
anxious
depressed
relieved

He told her off.
Her comforted

her.

He praised her.
He argued with her.

How was the burglar caught?
A
B
C
D

Lisa was able to describe him.
He was found at another burglary.
Lisa realised she could identify him.
He was already known to the police.

1
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You are going to read a magazine article about herons. Seven sentences have been
removed from the article. Choose from the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap
(16-21).

A

Another reasonlor this increasecan be lound in the milder winters and the
reduction in water pollution.

B

Further north the bird is equally widespread,although It is absent lrom areas ol
high ground,

There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. There is an example at

the beginning

(a).

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

c
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Heronsare beautiful birds Yearsago, as I walkedto work in a fish lactory in Aberdeen,
heronswould alwaysbring a little bit of iight to the dark winter mornings. Usuallythere
would be a couple ol them standingon the river's edge, 1.01

H

5uch nervousnessis understandable,given that they havesullered Irom
persecutlon Irom lish larmers.
While heron numbers haveincreased,it is important not to be complacent.
However, a hard winter will temporarily

set numbers back,

The commonest hunting technique is to stand still by the water's edge, with only
the eyestwinkling as it carelully seanslor lish.

G

It appears,however,that ali is well lor the heron at the moment.

H

But once dawn broke, the heronswould move upstreamto quieter stretches ol the
river.

1

Thisnatural cautiousnessis usualin herons,They preler to spend the day in areas
where they can hunt lor lish in peace,Theyseldom allow close approachand are quick
to taketo the air when they sensehumansare about. [1'{jL

I

Thiscruel treatment is now on the decline and consequentlythe latest Bird Atlas
estimatesthere are probablytwice as many heronsbreeding in Britaintoday than in the

l

Thismeansheronscan leed and survivein areaswhich
late 19605. 117'1
were previouslyunavailablebecausethey were either too cold or ruined by poisonous
substancesin the water.
Weatheris probablythe single most important lactor in the improvementin the heron
population, In ellect, new areasol habitat havebeen opened up, 118'1
I The
one ol 1963had a notable impact, but surprisinglythere is little to suggestthat the
samehappenedin the Ireezingtemperaturesol 1979 and 1892.
1191

1 As well as the UK,similar increaseshavebeen recorded throughout

Europe.Bythe early 19705,the heron had becomethreatened in manyparts ol central
Europe,but hassince recovereddramatically.And il not persecuted,will evenbreed in
city centres, such as happens in Amsterdam.

I There are still

12.01

numerous threats, mostly to do with habitat

degradatlon,and which certainly allect populationson a local scale.Drainageol lields
and excavationreducelood supplies,The planting ol lorests, while providing nesting
sites, mayaiso reducethe water Ilow in some water coursesand hencelish avaiiabllity,
The heron iives on lish, 1211
On other occasionsa different tactic is
adopted, this time slowly stalkingthrough the water, looking intently at any stirrings. II
the need arises,the heron will wade deep until the body is alloat and it can evenswim
1

lor a short distance.They are such a delight to watch, particularly in the morning when
they go huntlng in the lrost-drapedwinter semi-darkness.

mil
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You are going to read a magazine article about holidays abroad. For Questions22-35,
choosefrom the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once. There is an
example at the beginning (O).

I
I
I

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Whichot

A

Graham Buckley

B
C
D

Tom Farley

Walking in a foreign

tinds somewritten information inadequate?
is careful to keep his money safe?
is dissatisfiedwith airport staff?
prefers to take little equipment with him?
gives adviceon travel documents?
believeshe ruined somebody eise'sholiday?
had a problem at an airport?
thinks travellers should do some reading?
is nervousbefore trips?
informs travei agents about his walking skilIs?
shows respectfor local cultures?
finds communicating in the locallanguage helpful?
asksmountain climbers for advice?
is carelesswith his luggage?

.

TEST

Gordon Monts

the people A-D

goesto a different place each time?

lIiDI

Peter Sampson

TRICKS
OF THE
TRADE

Graham Buckley has been
solve any problems you
climbing hills ever since
may have if you try and
speak their language.'
he was eighL He books
his walking holidays
through travel agents. He
Peter Sampson is also a
seasoned traveller and
believes there is plenty of
believes that in order to
choice when it comes to
deciding where to go,
enjoy awalking holiday
abroad it is important to
with something to match
everyone's abilities and
get the essenlial things
righL 'Your trip of a
aspirations. 'But matching
your ability with what you
lifelime could easily get
find in a brochure isn't
off to a slow start if you
don't arrive in lime for
easy,' he says. 'What you
find is an attractive
the flight,' he says.
If you're planning to go on your
'Arriving just in time is
description but the
r1rSt wa1king holiday abroad,
brochure won't give you a
risky, I did it once and
make sure it runs smoothly
breakdown of the skills
found that sameone else
Alan Barns gives us the opinions
required.' His advice is to
had already taken my
seat.' No less important,
get information about the
ot tour experienced
travellers.
chosen area from the
he says, is working out a
abundant printed materia!
plan to carry your cash
safely. 'li is not a good
available, befare starting
off. 'II should not be fargotten that once you are
idea to just stuff it in your pocket,' he says. Peter
in a foreign country, you may have trouble finding
usually gets on very well with the local inhabitants
out information if your command of the language
and makes an effort to respect their customs.
is shaky.' Graham is convinced that people usually
'Every country has its unique rules that local
pack last minute and as a result take too much
people live by,' he says, 'and you can appeal' rude
if you, for example, wear the wrong sort of
gear. 'I find it's virtually impossible to take too
little equipment,' he says, 'unless you forget to
clothes. I don't speak any fareign languages, but I
take your boots and passport, of course!'
ask local people who speak English for advice in
this respect.'
Tom Farley likes to play safe when he books his
walking holidays ever since he found himself
Gordon Monts goes on a mountain c1imbing
struggling up a steep mountain that he was
holiday tWice a year, and has 50 far never been to
ill-prepared for. 'What I regret most about it is that
the same place twice. In spite of his experience,
I ruined the walking experience for the others
he admits to feeling uneasy when preparlng for a
because they had to keep waiting for me,' he says.
trip. 'I've never had anything go wrong, but I
He nowasks the travel agents about the area he'll
know things can happen, and do happen.' Just in
be covering and gives them details about the type
case things do go wrong, Gordon thinks it is a
of walking he 110rmally does to allow them to
good idea to keep a recard of his passport
match his ability to a suitable walkil1g holiday.
number and flight numbers, and makes copies of
Tom is also very careful when it comes to packing
all the holiday papers the travel agent gives him.
his rucksack. 'rf I am f1ying, I put the rucksack
'This is a good idea, particularly if you are as bad
inside a large bag with a zip,' he says, 'the people
as I am at looking after your rucksack and things.'
who handle luggage at airports are often very
Once at his destination, he spends a day ar tWo
careless and things could go very wrong if you
studying the mountain routes he has chosen. 'Even
find your rucksack's damaged.' What Tom likes
if you have dane a lot of preparation beforehand,
you need to look at your plan again. There are
best about his travelling experiences Is the chance
to use the languages he has leamt. Just a few
usually many other people who have already
c1imbed in the area, 50 I talk to them and get lots
words of the local language make all the
difference to a trip,' he says. 'People will help you
of good tips.'
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You must answer this question.

~

(1 hour 30 minutes)

Write an answer to one ol the Questions 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words
2

in an appropriate

style.

This is part ol a letter you received Irom an English Iriend:

You are planning to do an English course in an English-speaking
country with a Iriend
who has sent you a letter with an advertisement.
Read the letter and the
advertisement

together

with the notes. Then write to the Seymour

asking lor the inlormation
questions ol your own.

which your Iriend suggests

and adding

When I saw you last summer you sald you were going to join the new sports club
in your area. How often do you go? What sports can you do? Do they organise

Travel Agency
any relevant

competitions?
Please

I found this advertisement

any new friends

there?

Jack

and thought they sounded serious and weif-

organised. f'm going to see my grandparents

Have you made

write soon,

for a few days, so could you

write to them asking for moredetails? I have made a few notep and maybe

Write your letter,

you can think of other points.

any addresses.

Thanks. See you soon.

3

answering

Jack's questions and giving relevant details. Do not write

Your teacher has asked you to write a story lor the school magazine. The story must
begin like this:

Anna was wa/king home when the storm broke out Where cou/d she find she/ter?
There was a house on/y 50 metres away.

SEYMOURTRAVEL
AGENTS

Write your story.

4
our level?

Learn English in an English-speaking
country

.
.

.

.

Courses

available

in: Great

send us info?
5
classes when?

One-month or two-month courses.

no!

Either

(a) Which part ol the story you read did you like the least?Write a
composition, deseribingthe part you liked leastand explaining why.

Or

(b) 'One of the characters in the story I have read is uninteresting
boring.'

?

We make al! travel arrangements. -I,
Further information

Answer one ol the lollowing two questions based on your reading ol one ol the set
books.

and grammar.

Accommodation with families.
- ar in Student Hostels.

prices?

Write your article.

---

Britain, Ireland, Australia,
New Zealand and the USA.

Conversation

An international magazine has askedyou to write an article deseribingyour home
town and saying what attractions it has lor young visitors.

on requesl.

and

With relerence to the book you have read, write a composition,

saying whether

you agree or disagree wit h this statement

and why.

I

Write a letter ol between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate style. Do not write
any addresses.

iii

j
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Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)
For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits
each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

Example:
O A answer

B

answer sheet.

C

reason

D

-A

C=:::JC=:::JC=:::J
B
C
D
~

The more we (7)
about whales, the more wonderful they seem. Some species can
(8)
their breath for more than an hour and dive to a (9)
of over2000 metres. They
use a system of sounds (10)
as echo-Iocation to find the fish they eat and they have
further sounds to keep in (11)
with each other. The noises they (12)
can travel
hundreds of miles under water. Some species seem to sing complicated songs which
(13)
of a number of separate themes, sung in a specific order which can (14)
up to
half an hour or more. If you ever get the (15)
to see one of these great creatures in the
wild, you will understand why they have inspired 50 many legends.

TEST

how

I

Have you ever asked yourself (O) """""""""

How far would you travel for a good mea I? If you were a humpback whale, the (O) .....
would be five thousand miles. These large sea animals travel at least that far from their
winter home off the (1)
of Columbia to their summer (2)
areas off Antarctica. The
distance covered by some types of whale is amazing, especially when you (3)
their
enormous size. The blue whale is the largest animai that has ever (4)
and it can weigh
as much as thirty elephants. It (5)
as no surprise, therefore, to hear that ancient folk
legends tell of sailors (6)
these creatures for islands.

-

~

answer sheet.

solution

WHALES

lU!1I

Write your answers on the separate

Example:
explanation

think of the word which best fits each

A PIANO AROUND THE HOUSE

~

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand

space. Use only one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

beach

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

feeding
view
been
gets
supposing
find out
store
depth
called
reach
provide
consist
long
break

4,
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coast
dining
think
stayed
cbmes
mixing
look out
keep
length
known
touch
propose
compose
last
choice

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

seaside
eating
consider
born
goes
confusing
show up
hold
width
referred
cali
process
include
play
chance

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

.

people passed the long evenings in the days

before television?The answer is that those (16)
could afford it used to play
the piano, or (17)
the veryleast tried to persuade their daughters to
(18).
50. Althoughthere is less piano-playingnowadays,pianos are still
(19)
interest to collectorsof antiques, both as instrumentsand as piecesof
furniture.
As a result, it is once (20)

""""""""""

very fashionable, amongst those (21)

both money and space, to have a grand piano in the living room. Not (22)
pianos, however, are equally fashionable. It would be a mistake to (23) ....

too

excited about the possible resale value of a modern piano bought ten years

(24)

"""""""""'"

for example.Similarly,not everyold piano is going to be a good

investment.
Rather, (25) """"""""""

television sets today, they were made (26)

huge

numbers in the early twentieth century. At that time, pianos became (27)
popular that most sizeable towns had a local manufacturer. Newly-married couples
frequently got (28)
as a main wedding present. So nowadays, many pianos
are (29)
little more than the value of the materials they are made from, and
end their days being chopped (30)... """"""" for firewood.

ground
chewing
believe
lived
seems
mistaking
turn up
save
breadth
named
range
produce
involve
give
luck
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For Questions

31-40,

first sentence,

using the word given. Do not change

between

complete

two and five words,

Example:

O

the second

sentence

50 that it has a similar meaning
the

word

given,

inc1uding the word given. Here is an example

It is sald that gardening

to the

You must use

,....!
I P:FA'fIl.~*;;'4~:ilf;'.'~"

(O).

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Some of the lines
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line 15correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate

is very good exercise.

sheet. If a line

There are examples at the beginning (O and 00).

supposed
Gardening

verygood exercise.

The gap can be filledby the words 'is supposed to be' 50 you wrlte:

~

answer

has a word whichshould not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.

"'mpl."
is supposed to be

I

~

:'O"

I

Write only the missing words on the separate answer sheet.

HOW TO BE ANIMAL FRIENDLY
O

31 The new one-waysystemseems pointlessto me.
point
I can't
the new one-waysystem.
32 The old house willneed a thorough redecorationbefore you can livein it.
have
The old house """"""""""""""""'>"""""""""
redecoratedbeforeyou can livein II.
33 Unlessyou promiseto get back in time for lunch,you can't borrow the car.
long
Youcan borrowthe car
to be back in time for lunch.
34 Paulanever succeededin getting her homeworkdone on time.
able
Paulawas
her homework done
35 (arrie doesn't run as fast as Sarah.
runner
Sarah is
than (arrie.
36

It was necessary

to follow the instructlons

exactly.

The Instructions

'"

exactly.

It may be dark when you get back, 50 take a torch with you.

case
dark when you get back.

Take a torch with you
38

Frlendly', which I read recently.This is a book for young people

41

who are interested in animals but don't know how much about them.

42

It has great cartoons and photographs and is packed with them facts

43

about the relationship between people and animals. There are written

44

chapters on vegetarianism, wearing fur and leather and endangered

45

animals. It is written

46

from the animals' viewpoint.

47

50 much sad that I wanted to ery,but on the whole it is fun to read.

48

As well as facts about the animals mostly themselves, there is also

49

information about that what cruel people do to animals, and how

50

people use animalsfor different things in various parts of the world.

51

It also tells you how animals have been saved people's lives. For example,

52

I was amazed to read the such exciting story of how three wild bears

53

saved a five-year-old

54

this book was excellent and would definitely

55

over the seven years old who wants to know more about animals.

in such a way that it helps you for to see things
In some of places, this book was

on time.

had
37

"

I am writing to recommend a book whose called 'How to be Animai

00

This old car probably won't last for more than a year.

girl when she got lost in the woods. I thought
recommend

it as for anyone

unlikely
This old car
39

. for more than one year.

It isn't easy for Daniel to get up before the sun rises.
difficulty
Daniel

40

up before the sun rises.

David remembered

to take everything

except

his front door key.

forgot
The only thing which

liD
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For Questions

56-65,

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals

at the end of

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example
beginning (O). Write your answers on the separate
answer
sheet.

Example:

~

punctuality

at the

I

PAPER 4

Listening

You will hear people talking
best answer A, B or C.

are often

PUNCTUAl

keen to impress upon their children the (56) ....

of being
and

IMPORTANT
POLITE

punctual because they see it as an aspect of (57)
consideration for others. It is also a quality that (58)

EMPlOY

regard as verypositive,and those who are (59)
unpunctual
may end up being (60)
. in their careers as a result.

SUCCESS

It may be, however,

CHOOSE

that less punctual

a more (62)

people

have (61)

lifestyle than those who always arrive on time.

they are late for appointments, this may not seem (65)

REASON

You hear an announcement

3

4

4,
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~

LEJ

There should be no human activity at alI.
It should be developed as a tourist resort.

the organisation
the performances
the atmosphere

~

You hear a news report about an outdoor market.
What is the advantage of the ma rket to customers?
A The food costs less than elsewhere.
B There is more information about the food.

161

There is a wider variety of food.

You hear a woman talking about an experience while travelling in
Africa. In her opinion, why did the hippopotamus go away?
A It lost interest in them.
B
C

8

CID

You hear a woman talking about a rock music festival.
What does she like about the festival?

C
7

the

~

You hear a man talking about a sub-tropical island.
How does he feel about the island?
A It should become a centre for research.

A
B
C

6

1-8, choose

on the radio.

What is being advertised?
A an article of clothing
B a type of bag
C a piece of electronic equipment

5

TEST

For Questions

You hear an advertisement on the radio.

B
C

lIIlI9

situations.

What problem does the radio station have this morning?
A lack of information
B lack of staff
C lack of time

RElAX
STRESS
PATlENCE

to them.

2

USUAl

They may find it (63)
when 50 much emphasis is placed
on timekeeping. Indeed, if others get (64)
when

in eight different

Youhear an announcement on the radio about a competition.
In the competition,what do you have to answer a question about?
A a film
B wildlife
C clothing

ON TIME
For many people, (O)p.lm0t!-!a.lity.. is a big issue. Parents

(40 minutes)

cm

It was hurt by one of the oars.
It was frightened by the noise.

You hear somebody complaining about plans to open a restaurant.
What does he say?
A The food will be unhealthy.
B The streets will be dangerous.
C The local shops will be affected.
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Ti
You will hear an interview wit h a man who plays the traditional
instrument

called the didgeridoo.

For Questions 9-18,

~

I

Australian musical

complete the sentences.

~

You will hear five writers giving advice to young people who want to start writing
For Questions 19-23,

stories.

choose from the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the letters only

once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.
I

Today's celebration

of the didgeridoo

I

is being held at a

I

0

I

are made from wood that has been attacked by

I
After making the instrument,

the aborigine

[

I~

Speaker2
Speaker3

E

Keep a personal diary.

F

Do a lot of research.

Speaker 5

[

24

in Australia.

@]
25

I

~
I

26

@j

~

Jack got a role in the soap opera because
A he had a certificate in drama studies.
B one of his friends was a TV star.
e

you have to be able to control your

and

You will hear an interview with a young TV soap opera star, Jack Benton. For Questions
24-30, choose the best answer A, B or C.

"

~

When playing the didgeridoo, it's important not to
To keep a note going on the instrument,

~

of the didgeridoo.

com es from pictures found in

Didgeridoos
arebelievedto haveexistedaslongas
yearsago.

today's

Write about your own life.

@J

I

I

e

of aboriginal peoples at
27

event.

30
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He reads about other actors' experiences.
He listens to his old friends.
Hefollows his mother's advice.

~

What does Jackvalue most in his friends.
They help him to relax.
They listen to his problems.
They protect him from his fans.

~

What is Jack'sreasonfor not going to the gym?
A He prefers team sports.
B He is too busy.
e
He thinks it is unnecessary.

~

Jack'sdream for the future is
A to become a cinema actor.

~

to win a TV prize.
to become world-famous.
TEST

'"'

~

What doesJack sayabout the clothes he wears?
A They are light-coloured.
B They are expensive.
e They are fashionable.

B
e
TEST

~

How doesJack avoid the bad effects of fame?

A
B
e

29

~

a TV star had just resigned.

Jackfinds the most difficult part of his job is
A remembering his lines.
B pretending to be a bad person.
e working with famous people.
A
B
e

28

liD

c::::B

when she describes him as an

The earliest evidence of the didgeridoo

There will be displaysof the

Usesimplelanguage.

D Write something original.

to put traditional artwork on it.

I
Bob was first attracted to the

B

Speaker4

[!I]

Bob is keen to correct the interviewer

I~

people use

I

Concentrate on your writing.
Speaker1

in England.
I

Didgeridoos

A

4,
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PAPER 5

Speaking (14 minutes)
(3 minutes)

PAPER 1

Answer these questions:

Reading (1 hour 15 minutes)

What do you enjoy doing in your free time?
You are going to read an article about a man who went on a training course for rangers in
a wildlife reserve in Africa. Choose from the list A-I the sentence which best summarises

Has your choice of freetime activities changed over the years?
Where do you like to go on holiday?
15there a part of the world you would particularly

each part (1-7) of the article. There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

like to visit? Why?

!here is an example at the beginning (O).

. :.lv!.1II;llllIIIII1I!Ir_-

(3 or 4 minutes)

lResponsi~leJ()~s(compare,

Mark your answers on the separate

sheet.

contrast and speculate)

Tum to pictures 1 and 2 on page 160 which show people doing responsible jobs.
Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs, and say what type of person you
need to be to do those jobs. You have a minute to do this.
Candidate

answer

A

This is the situation the professionals fear.

E

This was an opportunity

B

This is a realistic assessment of the situation.

F

This was an unexpected achievement.

C

This was a good opportunity
conditions.

G

This is why it's important

H

This was a mistake not to be repeated.

I

This was an essential skill to master.

D

B, could you do either of these jobs?

I

IMaking things (compare and contrast)

to sample certain

This was a chance to share the experiences of
others.

to see the wider picture.

to keep your distance.

Tum to pictures 1 and 2 on page 161 which show people making things.
Candidate B, compare and contrast these photographs,
are to make. You have a minute to do this.

and say h~w difficult

these things

RANGER
TRAINING
Mark Thompson

Candidate A, are you good at making things?
(3 or 4 minutes)

l~"';lII!lIIII!!I!I!I:
iDis_cIJssion

gro_up (discuss and evaluate)

Tum to the pictures on page 162 which show ideas for a discussion group at your college.
Students will have the opportunity

to participate in a discussion with guest speakers who

will be invited once a month. Look at the suggested discussiontopics for the first three
months.
What kind of advice may students need in each area7 Which three areas do you think are
the most urgent? How popular will these subjects be with students? What type of
questions might students ask the speakers?

1:.lv,.'III;lII!-'

(3 or 4 minutes)

Answer these questions:

How difficult can it be to discuss these subjects with adults?

to discuss these subjects?

Why is it important
What well-known

personality would you invite to a discussion group?

How could you organise a discussion group?

ff.DiI
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course for park rangers.

'One night a pride of lions came into the camp after we had
gone to bed,' Michael from Chicago told me. He was one of a
party from the USA who were making a return visit to the
camp. The four of us on the ranger training course listened
avidly to their tales from the wild side. 'The cubs were
playing with the tent ropes.' As he continued, I made a
mental note to sleep with my gun next to me.

I

As the buffalo charged towards me, I raised the ritle to my
shoulder, tried to steady my arm, took aim and fired. The
bullet hit it square in the chest, saving us from the dangerous
attack, or least it would have done if this had been for real.
The hole in the paper target was proof of that. I was in Africa
to learn some of the skills that a park ranger requires and,
although I have no love of guns, knowing how and when to
shoot is a must.

11~

151
J

We were practising using real guns and bullets in the safety of
a dried-up river bed, under the instruction of a real park
ranger called Rick. 'Animals have a tlight zone and a fight
zone,' he explained. 'Get up close to them and they will run
away, but at a certain point, if you get too dose, they will
turn and fight.'

121

What discussion subject interests you the most?

went to one of Africa's top wildIife

reserves to take part in a training

lo I

bucket which was suspended from a tree. But I wasn't
tempted to swap the simplicity of the camp for a hotel room,
because in the camp I really feh a part of the bush.
1~1

I

Apparently the danger when travelling is that you might
suddenly come across an animal unexpectedIy and surprise
it, and buffaloes are the ones that scare the rangers most.
'Elephants usually stop short when they charge, but the buffalo
just keeps on going, you have to shoot,' Rick warned us.

~J

I

Soon I was in the mood for some adventures of my own. The
days ahead were divided between lessons in ranger skills, and
excursions into the bush. These tours, made either on foot or
by four-wheel drive vehide, began at the crack of dawno They
provided an opportunity not only to take in (he wide variety
of wildlife on the reserve, but also to gain an understanding
of the whole ecosystem and the role of the ranger in that.

Ipi

___I

Although I doubt if 1'11ever be ready for a lone stroll across
lion country, the course has at least increased my chances of
survival. One afternoon, Rick let me take the wheel of (he
jeep and use my usually dreadful sense of direction to find
our way back to camp. To my great astonishment I managed
it, and rea[ised that I was starting to mal« some sense of the
landscape that had at first alllooked the same.

J 171

Rick gave out such pieces of useful, common-sense advice at
regular intervals. 'Don't stray too far from the camp,' he
warned us. I looked around at the four large tents and ring of
stones that marked the campfire under a great marula tree.
Whilst all the holidaymakers in the safari lodge enjoyed
hotel-style comforts, we had oillamps and showered under a

I had also learned that only a handful of dedicated and
skilled individuals can really make it as a true professional in
this business. What was called a ranger training course was
reallya lesson in ranger appreciation. There was no way that
any of us would ever come close to being ready to take on
any of their duties for real.

I

.

You are golng to read a article about a group of engineering
choose the correct answer A, B, C ar D.
Mark your answers on the separate

8

students. For Questions 8-14,

answer sheet.

9
'l've worked on cars since I was a kid,' he soys,
'but this was the first engine that I'd worked on

Fas t-tra ck

Corsham Is clearly a true obsessive. He worked

10

on

the engine for at least three hours a day throughout
his final year at university. The project finally came

octually run In the car itself. They eventually got it
golng at down after o desperate all-night session.
'But what a nightl' Corsham says 'I don 't think I've

11

gol word s to describe what il felt like, that feeling al
great pride when it actually started The most
Formula one motor racing is very much on
international sport. Mony of the leading formula
one racing teams choose to bose their operations
in Britain, however. This is surprising because

drive the car with my engine in it, it was wonderful.'

answer lies in the Iong tradition of mechanical
engineering in British universities which continue to

other people finalising thelr part before you can do
yours,' he remembers. Stewarl spent his whole
Christmas holidoys producing a model ol the

turn out highly-skilled graduates in the subiect.

industry. Students at the University have designed
and buill a single-seater racing car as part al their
course. Each third-year student took sole
responsibility

for a section of the car, for exomple,

the engine, bodywork or brakes, and the work
was assessed as part of the students' final degree
marko Even more exciting for the students is the fact

al designing

This October, Martin Corsham,

leading formula one teams. It is a dream job that
makes every other mechanical engineering student
in the country feel more than slightly envious. More
significantly, it's a iob thot 21-year-old Corsham is
30 adamant he would not have got without the
hands-on experience he gained at Birmingham.

TEST
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14

and

competition, and had received relatively little
fund ing compared to their rivals, their car impressed
the judges. The university now plans to make the
project a regular feature of the course. It has

D

has a separate area of responsibility.

racing car.

Haw do ather students view Martin's new job?
They are jealous of hlm.
They are encouraged by it.
They are proud of him.
They are surprised by it.

'adamant'

in line 30 describes a feellng of

certainty.
gratitude.
satisfaction.
modesty-

Which part of the project dld Martin find most rewarding?
A working without assistance
B the last-minute preparations
C the moment the engine started
D driving the finished car
What did lan Stewart find most difficult about the project?
working in the holidays
being dependent on other people
producing a model of the car
getting the details right

Where did the idea of the racing-car project come tram?

A
B
C
D

building their own car. The university was guick to
see the value al the idea and gave its backing.
Last May, the team took the car they had built to
Detroit. Although the team was new to the

the student

13

The idea for the racing car programme originally
came from the students themselves. Reading about
on annual competition for racing-car builders in
Detroit, USA, studentson the course decided that
they too would be capoble

works wit h prafessional racing drivers.
is expected ta be successful in races.

A
B
C
D

bodywork at home. He returned to college to flnd a
few crucial details on other parts al the car had
been changed and he had to slart again.

that the team building the car also gets to race it
against teams from other universities.

responsible for the engine on last year's course, is
starting work as a trainee with one of the world's

12

lon Stewart, who was responsible for the bodywork
on the car, also found the whole experience very
voluable, if alittle fruslrating. 'It's difficult relying on

At Birmingham University, far example, the
engineering department has specialised in
preparing students for a career in the motar-racing

lDiI

satisfying thing though was actually getting to drive
the car. I was the first person who gol the chonce to

Britain no Ionger has a car manufacturing industry
of any great significance. So why do the formula
one teams choose to work there? In part the

builds a complete

B
C

A
B
C
D

to a head the day before the car's official test run
on April 22nd. Until that day, the engine had never

Students ot BirminghamUniversityhave
found the drive to succeed - by building
their own rocing car.

University course, each of the students

A

A
B
C
D

completely on my own. I took what was basically a
motorcycle engine and turned it into on engine for
the racing cor'

Studies

On the Birmingham

racing-car builders in Detroit
staff at the university
students on the course
local employers

What does 'It' refer to in line 71 ?

A
B
C
D

the car
the course
the project
the university

proved very successful, not only as a practical
demonstration of the students' theoretical studies, but
also in allowing them to get their hands dirty and
impress future employers.

'
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You are going to read an extract from a book about a biking adventure. Seven paragraphs
A

have been removed fram the extract. Choose the most suitable paragraph fram the list
A-H for each gap (15-20). There is one extra paragraph which you do not need to use.
There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

sheet.

B

Bikes on Kilimanjaro
descent, we sat down to consider what we
had gained from this experience.

We had succeeded in reaching the top of
the mountain with our bikes still in working
order. The next challenge was going to be
coming down. We melted enough snow to
provide us with water for the desce n!.
141I

H

1181

1

Then the whole lot was dropped into the
top of my rucksack. The tent was
plastered with ice, which added to the
weigh!.

I

1151

And we had the bikes on top of tha!.
When we pulled our bikes out of the snow
to make our condusive exit from the
mountain, the sun was dropping down
with increasing speed towards the bJack
cliffs of Uhuru Peak and there was total
sllence.

beenluJfilled:thatof cyclingto Uhuru
. Peak.Unlortunately,
muchexcitementand

E

F

I

1171

In spite ol the sadness we lelt, we knew that we had 'earnt alittle more about
ourselves and a drop more about other people. It is only by pushing
ourselves to our limits that we get to explore ourselves.
This added up to several pints of valuable liquid in plastic containers, which
weighed a ton. Sleeping bags, assorted socks and spare layers of clothing
were packed away.

J

othervaryingmodesof downhilltravel.

.

aut principally, we nad not don~,
- 'c'
everything we had planned with aur 5ikes

H

When we'd got everything packed up, we lound we had the biggest and
heaviest loads we'd ever seen. Each ol us had one ol the huge expedition
rucksacks to carry, stuffed to the brim.

Most ended "XithwiJd, uncontrallable
slides and somersaults. But with every
1

'.

G

Instead of that, the bike turned over and the large rucksack took off down the
slope in a series ol giant hops. Picking up the bike, I wondered whether I'd
ever recover the sack.

. Afterthatincidentwe experimentedwith

experimentation with the bicycles had io
beabandoned.
..

And only by living under stress with others
can we lorm true bonds.lt was certainly
sad to leave Kibo summit, but we were in
no doubt that there would be other
adventures. Setting off down a mountain
towards warmth and salety normally
encourages a spring in the step.

'-j

Nevertheless, ourimmediate objective had

It was sa quiet and calm that I could almost hear the creak ol ice in the
northern glacier. II was sad to say goodbye to the peak because we were
leaving the adventure before we had really got started on the more exciting
bits.

What I didn't realise until the whole ensemble was travelling at high speed,
was that I couldn't see where I was going. The rucksack I was wearing on my
chest had been pushed upwards into my lace, leaving me total/y sightless.

I

1191

However, that afternoon I was barely capable ol lifting one loot above the
other. In the lirst section ol aur descent there were rnany large racks, sa we
were carrying our bikes down. At this point, I decided to try to ride the bike
down, something that ended in disaster.

D

The combined weight ol rider, bike and
rucksack was over 130 kilograms; a lot lor
a pair of brakes to hajd in normai
conditions. I was sitting as lar back as
possible on the bike seat, keeping the
weight as lar rearwards as possible on the
steep slope.! could just reach the
handlebars with outstretched f,ingers.

J

111>1

c

Part of the reason for this had been aur physical stale. We had suffered a
number ol minor injuries on the way up, which had delayed aur ascent.
Getting to the top had left us with little energy for any extra bicycle riding.

[n8treqescended .'!'Ie.felt better. Until we '.(
suddenly reallsed that aur adventures on
the m()Uf1taipsidewere being observed
from below.A,crowd of mountain climbers
,',,'

'pecause ol the constraints of time in!he,;,
,pad bEOJenfoflowip9.our
everyJ~!I through
"iJ)odern society 3,000 mi1esawaytowhich'~!: birioculars'!"
.c;'
,"
.
We.were bound. Belore starting theJ'
"
"

lIR
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You are going to read a magazine artiele about successfulyoung people. For Questions
21-35, choose from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once. There
is an example at the beginning (O).
Justin Weston

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

A

Justin Weston

B

Tom Hall

C

Adam Huntley

D

Josh Rendell

fifteen.'I owe my successto
the arts instructor who
pushedme allthe way to
Arts College:he says,The
move from Englandto
Scotlandalsobrought him
into direct contact with the

Who
has been successfulat writing?
thinks criticism has a positive effect on him?
found a job was easierthan expected?
has seenhis income increase?
is grateful to a teacher?
was influenced by the area where he lived?

~
~
~
~
~
[LJ

landscapethat was to
become hismain subject
matter.Mr Weston Iooks set
to become one of his
generation'sgreat painters,
but hisstyle is not
universallypopular,as a
number of negative
commentsfrom colleagues
hasshown.'Suchcomments

[LJ
wants to change the responsibilitiesof a job?
considersexperiencemore important than qualifications?
alwayshad a elear senseof purpose?
does not want to be a role model?
is worried about leaving others in charge?
did not accept a job he was offered?
thinks his successmay have a positive effect on others?
is unhappy about the calls he receives?
is not liked by some fellow workers?
is in contact with young people in his area?

is one of the most hotly discussed

youngBritish artists.After a childhood in the south of
England,he discovered his passionfor art while at
secondaryschool in Scotland,where the whole family
had movedwhen he was

~
[ill=:J

only giveme more courage
to do new and exciting
thingsand to paint more
effectively:he says.

~
~

WIT H CAREERSVARYING FROM
FARMING TO POLlTICS,THESE
YOUNG ACHIEVERS- MOST STILL
IN THEIRTWENTIES- ARE OUR
TIPS FORTHE MOVERSOF
TOMORROW ...

messageson hisansweringmachineevery day.'Mostly
from newspapereditors askingmy opinion: he says,

.

1911
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a successfulyoung person who is not happyat the
thought of beingseenas a leader of a generation.
'I don't like that at all:he says.But the factsspeakfor
themselves.At the age of
26,Adam hasjust become
Head Gardener at
Cromart, one ofthe most

MEET
THE
RISING
TALENTS

Tom Hall is a political
correspondent.He has built
upa glittering career in
televisionjoumalismsincegraduatingfrom London
Universityin 1993.Evenat university,he knew where
he was going.While fellow history studentsenjoyedan
activesociallife,Tom performed in playsand edited the
studentnewspaper.When he graduated,he tumed
down job offers from the national papersfor the
excitingperformanceaspectsof televisionreporting.
He found the wark much lessdemandingthan he had
thought it would be.'j was ableto tum my attention to
writing aswell: he says,Daysafter publication,histhriller,
Shadows,haswon critical acelaim.The only thingTom
Hall dislikesabout hisjob is findingan averageof thirty

K:=:J
§D
~
~
~

Adam Huntley is agardener,It is refreshingto meet

renowned gardensin
England.'My approachas
Head Gardenerwill be
different from what has
gone on so far,'he says,'the
modem Head Gardener
also hasto be involved in
attractingvisitors.'Adam has
been awarded a grant for a
trip to the Caribbean,
where he hopesto find a
number of plantsto enrich
the Cromart garden,'I am
pleasedat the prospect of
travelling:he says,'but I'm
also nervousabout letting
samebody elsetake over
my job:

Josh Rendell is a farmer.
Owner and managerof a
largedairy and arabie
crop farm, 29-year-oldJoshfinds he is the youngest of
all farmers in the area.In 1991,he and histhree
brothers inheritedthe landfrom their father,Since
then, he has reduced costs and increasedefficiency
to such an extent that hisprofrts havedoubled.Josh
hasa geographydegree from Exeter Universityand
a degree in businessmanagement,but most of what
he has learnt.he says,camefrom his day-to-day
work on the job. His recreationsineludeorganising
visitsto the farm for childrenin localschools, but his

centra role is runningthe farmwell.'Ifyour business
is healthi he says,'it can benefitthe local
community.'
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Writing

lZ1lBIIIIII

Youmust answer this question.

(1 hour 30 minutes)

You are planning

Write an answer to one of the Questions2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words in an apprapriate style.
2

a camping holiday with a friend who has sent you a letter with a

You see this announcement
English.

in an international

magazine for young people learning

Camping Site advertisement. Read the letter and the advertisement together with the
notes. Then write to Willows Camping Site asking for the information which your

Take my advice ...

friend suggests and adding any relevant questions of your own.

Write an article telling other students the things that have worked for you in learning
English.
You should deseribe any method, books or people who have helped you and explain how
these could help other students,

This wou/dbe a good place for our holiday but we need to find out morel /'m
busy he/ping in my parent's shop. Couldyou write for more deta/ls using my
notes? May be we won't need to take our tents. Canyou think of anyth/ng
else weneed to ask?

Write your article.
3

See you soon.

You have decided to enter a short story competition.
the story must begin wit h these words:

The eompetition

rules say that

It ali began when the phone rang.
Write your story.

WlllOWS
CAMPING
SITE

send directions
walking?

3 km north of Bonar Bridge, close to
Rodney village,
Bus transport fram and to train station.

*

All facilities

for hire.

in different

countries.

have received fram a friend in another country.
at school about

how computers

are chang/ng people's lives

Please could you wr/te me a short

country, saying how computers are changing things
I can then incJude th/sin my project.

report about your

and how people feel about

it?

Write your report.
frequency?

5 Answer one of the following two questions basedon your reading of one of the set
books.

cooking?

Either

* Organised activities:
fishing, walking, etc. or tell liS
what YOliwant to do!

Write a letter of between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate.

This is part of a letteryou
We're doing a project

available.

* Tents and caravans
how much?

4

Or

(a) Which charaeter in the book or one of the short storiesyou have read did
you like least?Write a composition, explaining which character you have
chosen and why.
(b) A magazine for young people has a page where readers can give their
opinions about books they have read. Write a short article for the
magazine, saying what type of young people would enjoy the book and
why.

Do not write any

addresses.

I
[

I
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PAPER 3

Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)

P?A~'R~T~~1~

For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits
each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

Example:
O A origin

G

~A

B

answer sheet.

C

age

c:::J
c:::J
c:::J
B
C
D

spring

I

Until the sixteenth century, most players of instruments were (11)
performers, but as
musie became more (12)
, orchestras and musical groups bega n to (13)
This
(14)
about the writing of musie to be played by several musicians at one time. This can
certainly be (15)
the birth of modern musie.

&.;D

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

hitting
slice
make
looked
forms
ancient
raised

10
11
12
13

A
A
A
A

spirit
separate
widespread
turn

14
15

A
A

produced
appointed

TEST
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

3

playing
reckon
knocking
point
cali
appeared
manners
old
based
temper
lonely
enlarged
appear
affected
called

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

producing
guess
crashing
piece
take
felt
systems
aged
established
mood
unique
expanded
spring
caused
decided

~

answer sheet.

one

RUNNING

Wall paintings show what some of the first instruments (6)
like. Early civilisations had
already discovered the three basic (7)
of producing musie: blowing into atube, striking
an object, and scraping a string. We know that western musie comes trom the (8) .....
Greeks. The musical scales we use now are (9)
on certain sequences of notes which the
Greeks used to create a particular (10) ......

recording
think

Write your answers on the separate

D growth

Nobody knows for certain what the (O)
of musie was. Musie is certainly older than
poetry and painting but as early man had no way of (1)
it, we can only (2)
what it
sounded like. Watching a child (3)
on a drum with its hands or a (4)
ot wood, it is
easy to see that this is the simplest of instruments. It does not (5)
much effort to
produce a rhythm on it.

A
A

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand think of the word which best fits each
space. Use only one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning (O).

Example:

MUSIC

1
2

r~

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Runningis (O)
of the cheapest and most effectiveforms of exercise.When
you first (16) """""""""" up the sport, it is importantto build up your strength slowly.
Youshould, however,plan to go out for (17)
least thirty minutes, running for
a minute and walkingfor a minute. (18)
this seems likea long time, you
should try running (19)
a partner as this willhelp you to
(20)
going.
It is a good idea to run on grass rather (21) ...
hard surfaces.Thiswillhelp you
to avoid injuryto your muscleswhich may not be (22)
to this kindof exercise.
You(23)
to wear clothes that are both waterproof and lightweightand you
shouldtake care overyour choiceof footwear.Thisis (24)
the right kindof
shoes are absolutely

Make (25)

essential

for running.

you buy them trom a shop (26)

to help you to match the shoe to things (27)

the staff are trained
the weight and shape of your

foot. Don't be influenced (28)
brand names, but lookfor comfort. You
should allowa centimetre (29)
the tip of your big toe and the end of the
shoe. The average shoe is good for 200-300 miles,so you should be prepared to buy a
new (30)
regularly.

performing
realise
banging
shape
do
sounded
ways
an~ique
supportedl
humour
single
extended
be
brought
named
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~.:A',:R:.;rJl~i3~$~i&tii:; For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence 50 that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).
Example:

O You should book their ticket today to be sure of getting a seat.
had
To be sure of getting

r

p[AkR':-r~~.r1:4:tl~;}~s~

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Some of the lines
are correct, and some have a word whieh should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tiek (v') by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word whieh should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (O and 00).

yourticket

a seat,

today.

~

The gap can be filledby the words 'you had better book' 50 you write:

0

~'mpl~
you had better book

~

I

I

STUDENT'S WEEK

Write only the missing words on the separate answer sheet.

O
31

If Amy had arrived a moment later, she would have missed the start of the film.
time

There is a whole

Guests are asked to say if they prefer tea or coffee with their breakfast.

42

the sehools in the area, and students liketo invitethem

rather

43

their parents

44

can have a reallygood time and enjoyof the celebrations.

'

e with their
tea or COffe

)

Bears

in these mountains.

Not many people read magazines about stamp colleeting these days.
widely

these days.

Magazines about 'stamp colleding
John will only answer if you ring the doorbell twice.
unless
John

45

""',"'"

week of aetivities

and teachers

whieh organised

by all

to the party 50 that everyone

First,lam going to tell you somethingabout the preparations

46

made up in advance. Students build stands, whieh are

47

large tables where they can be put all the food

48

for the party.Musieis veryimportant, 50that the students

49

who can playinstrumentsget together with to praetisethe

50

songs they are going to play.Everyonelooksforward to

51

Students' Week beeause it is sueh a fun for the young and

allthe help she'dreeeived.

34 Peoplesay that there are bears livingin these mountains.
said

52

"

also for the old. Even 50, when it rains, the eelebrations are

53

not spoilt as it is always possible

54

whieh students put up just in the ease they are needed.

55

Ifyou think ever visitmy town in spring,come and join us.

to move into the tents

, you ring the doorbell twice.

Too tired to continue, Phil stopped walking.

carry
Phil couldn't """"""""""""""""""""""
38

Week,

the start of the film.

MrsParkersaidthat """"""""""""""""""""""""'"

37

Students'

whieh begins with a party on the first day of spring.

33 MrsParkerexpressedher thanks for allthe help she'd received.
grateful

36

like to celebrating

41

Guestsare asked to say if
breakfast.

35

students

00

Amy arrived just
32

In my town,

".

hewastoo tired.

Trevor decided to wait and only book his flight at the last minute.
put
Trevor decided

39

his flight until the last minute.

You must not waste any time in applying for a visa.

soon
You must apply for a visa
40

long
As

I!EI

TEST

possibly ean.

We'll only eat indoors if it rains.

5,

rain, we'lI eat outdoors.
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For Questions

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of

56-65,

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example
beginning (O). Write your answers on the separate
answer
sheet.

Example:

~

i

visitors

PAP ER 4

Listening (40 minutes)

at the
You will hear people talking
best answer A, B or C.

There are a few rules that al! (O) i,if3it.9.r.E to the wildlife reserves

VISIT

should observe. (56).
... these rules is necessary
if people want to enjoy themselves and have an (57)

FORGET

FOLLOW
.....

. to !eave your car

in the car park 50 as to cause as liUle(59)

as possible

by unexpected noises, (61)

DISTURB

if they

PATlENCE

3

SURROUND

This often means that people have to put up with (64)

PLEASANT
ANNOY

insects.

2

ADVISE

weatherconditionsand(65)...

""""""""

4

5

6

7

8

PAP

ER

3

c::TIJ

You hear a man talking about a meal he had.
What was unexpected about the meal?
A the amount of food

CI1J

the quality of the cooking
the price he had to pay

You hear a woman who works for a dance company.
What is her role in the company?
A Shetrains the dancers.
B Sheselectsnew dancers.

c::TIJ

Sheorganisesthe tours.

You hear a manager talking about her employees.
What does she expect them to do?
A check their own work
B work a fixed number of hours
C

5,

CTIJ

You hear a man talking about a mountain.
Why did he advise his friend not to climb it?
A The walk would be tOGlong.
B Hisfriend was not fit enough.
C The mountain paths were rough.

C

TEST

CI1J

a library
a leisurecentre

You overhear a man talking.
What is the man doing7
A giving advice
B telling a story
C asking someone to do something

B
C

D:lI

For Questions 1-8, choose the

PARTICULAR

those made by

want to see the animals in their natural (63)

B
C

FRIGHT

to the varied wildlife. The animals can be easily (60) .....

machines.Secondly,people need to be (62)

situations.

You hear a man talking about a new public building.
What does the building contain?
A a museum

RULES FOR WILDLlFE WATCHERS

experience. First of ali, it is (58)

in eight different

c::TIJ

keep their skilis up to date

You hear an advertisementfor a boat trip.
What will customers get if they don't get to see dolphins?
A another trip on a boat
B their money back
C a free mea!
You hear a man talking about his job.
What does he do now?
A He is a wr/ter.
B He is an actor.
C He is a teacher.

TEST

CTI]
c::TIJ

5,

PAPER
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P~A::R~,T«iii3.,~E~Jj;,!. You

You will hear part of a radio programme about restaurants. For Questions 9-18, complete

the notes.

will hear five tour guides saying why tourists value their wark. For Questions 19-23,

choose

from the list A-F what

each speaker

says. Use the letters only once. There

is one

extra letter which you do not need to U5e.

TheBlueRestaurant
Best place to sit:

I

lI]

What you can see: The River Thames

Best thing to eat:

Why tourists value my work

(

A

I speak several foreign languages.

Speaker 1
B

I am a specialist

on local museums.

Speaker2

I

~

c

I organise

I

[!!]

D

I adapt

the tour myself.

my services to different

Speaker3 DE]
age groups.

Speaker4

Apple pie

E

I offer tourists

advice on entertainment.

Speaker 5

Tamsin'sRestaurant
Best place to sit:

I

c:=§
c:=§

I know the history of this area wel!.

@]
~ ;'A',RJT4'.r:f41~:1li1'J?t1'; You will hear a radio interview
24-30,

What you can see: Shopping street

with Ella Webster, a fashion photographer.
For Questions
decide which of the statements
are TRUE and which are FALSE and write T for True

or F for False

Bestthing to eat:

I

@J

I

~

Mushroom soup

24

Ella thinks travelling is an unpleasant part of her job.

25

Ella's problem s are aft en caused by insensitive editors.

26

In Mauritius, Ella had no time to take all the planned photos.

27

A problem at the airport prevented the piane from landing at
Nairobi.

TheRiverRestaurant
Best place to sit:

I

@J

in the boxes provided.

28

After the landing in Uganda same of the luggage was losl.

29

The experience at Nairobi made Ella change some of her opinions.

30

At present, Ella is thinking about whether to change jobs.

~
~
~
c=JE]
~
~
~

What you can see: The park

Best thing to eat:

UlI
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PAPER 5

Speaking

(14 minutes)

,!~'(f

-- \1

-'

:~j
'."

~~

"
""~~,.w
~,

(3 minutes)
~rA.;Ri!TQ':l1ii10~~t~;.

PAPER 1

Answer these questions:
Tell us something

about your reasons for studying English.

(

Tell us where and how you've learnt English.
Do you knowany other loreign languages?
Which other language do you think will be most uselul for you to learn?

Reading (1 hour 15 minutes)

lt,})f~RjT0~,,;::,1ii,'i~~~~ You

are going to read an extract from an article about rowing.

which you do not need to use. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

'P,;'Alll;;r,i<11~2f~~~'E\'i!./(3
I

or 4 minutes)

Choose the most suitable

heading from the list A-I for each part (1-7) of the extract. There is one extra heading

answer

sheet.

I

Taxis (compare, contrast and speculate)

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 163 which show people who have chosen to travel
by taxi.
Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs,

and say why you think the people

have chosen to tra vel by taxi. You have a minute to do this.

A

The challenge of middle-age

F

C hildhood

B

A record broken

G

Learning to accept danger

H

Wanted: an almost impossible challenge

I

A decision taken

C

A priority:

D

The earliest successes

E

Unexpected success stories

understanding

oneself

impressions

Candidate B, do you often travel by taxi?
People and animals

(compare, contrast and speculate)

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 164 which show people and animals.
Candidate B, compare and contrast these photographs,

and say how you think the people

are feeling about the animals. You have a minute to do this.
Candidate A, do you like animals?

PlAriR~'11~;"3j*~",t!iiW~(3
Weekend

activities

or 4 minutes)

(discuss and evaluate)

Turn to the pictures on page 165 which show ideas for special weekend activities at a
college. The activities are designed to encourage young people to play and work in teams.
What team skills might students learn in each activity? Which activity do you think would
encourage team spirit best?

P,;'ATR,T~4~i11~

(3 ar 4 minutes)

Answer these questions:
How much do you like working

in teams?

What hap pens when a team member is not really making an effort?
When is it better to work individually

instead of in a team?

Who is better at playing in teams, teenagers or children?

0

I

I

Planning what to do for one's birthday becomes
increasingly difficult as one gets older, but I know how I
will celebrate on October 9th next year. I intend to row
the 2,900 miles from Tenerife to Barbados.

[II

Many people have tried to row across the Atlantic and
quite a few have managed It. It is clear from accounts of
survivors that it is an exhausting test ol endurance.
50ldiers, sailors, housewives, Oiympic rewers: the

0

emerge lrom surprislngly varied quarters.

[2]

I

0

something that most people would find Irightening
painful.

less than hall the tlme Ridgway and Blyth had taken.

It wasn't until the lirst Atlantic Rowing Race, in 1997,
that New Zealanders Rob Hamill and Phil 5tubbs shot
across to Barbados in an incredible 41 days. This was

and

0

[2]
I

When we are young we can afford to dream; as we
grow older the gap widens between what we would like
to do and what we actually can do. We com e to the
realisation that we either have to act naw or dream on.
Alter the age olIorty,

liDI

TEST

5,

PAPER

5

people respond to that realisatlon

I

Twa Norwegian sailors we re the lirst to row the Atlantic
in 1896. They took 60 days and their achievement was
unequalled until1966, when two soldiers, John Ridgway
and Chay Blyth, made It In 91 days.

What 15apparent, however, 15that the main struggle
takes place not in the muscles but in the mind. 50,
belore fussing over such preliminaries as linding a
crewmate and sponsorship to the tune ol fSO,OOO, I
realised that first I had to explore my own mind and try
to answer the obvious question ol why I wanted to do

How do people study in your country, in groups or individually?
What team sports are popular in your country?

I

I have sailed, climbed, explored the Amazon and run
marathons, but what I am looking lor now is an
endeavour that scares me and may not be within my
capabilities. 5uch as racing across the Atlantic in a
rewing boat.

Q]

triumphant

in varying ways, and rowing across the Atlantic is one ol
them.

As a schoolboy I had read about Blyth and Ridgway and
about the innumerable hardships and setbacks they
suffered. It was horrllying, and i concluded they were
mad. Looking back at the book now, I see they thought
50 too. When people asked them why they had
undertaken such a dangerous journey, they replled that

every person had secret ambitions.

I

--

You are golng to read a passage written by a zoologist.
choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

8

For Questions 8-14,

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

9
ost children

at the tender

age

of six ar 50 are

fuli of the most

impracticol schemes for becoming policemen, firemen or troin drivers
when they grow up. But when I was that oge, I could not be bothered with
such mundane ambitions. I knew exactly whot I wanted to do, I was going to
seem, a very unreasonable idea. My friends and relatives, who had Iong
lound me strange because I showed little interest in onything thot did not have
fur ar leothers, occepted this as just onother monifestation of my strangeness.

II

As the years passed, however, to the

remarks about owning

bewilderment

10

my own

of those friends and

11

From my latest trip to West Alrico, I had brought bad a considerable
collection of onimals which were living, temporarily lassured her, in my

12

I was given an introduction to a man named Hugh Fraser who, I was told,
was a brood'minded, kindly soul. He would show me around the island and
point out suitable sites. 50, I Ilew to Jersey and was met by Hugh Fraser who
drove us to his lamily home, probably one of the most beautilul oId houses on
the island. There was a huge walled garden with Iots of outbuildings all built in
the beautifullocal
stone which was the colour ol autumn leaves glowing in the
sunshine. Turning to my wile, I said: 'What

13

He went on to exploin that the house and grounds were too big for him to
keep up as a private individual,

and 50 he wanted to move to a smoller place

in England. Would I care to consider renting the property lor the purpose ol
establishing my zoo? I could not imogine more ohroctive surroundings lor my
purpose, and by the time lunch was over, the bargain had been sealed.
The alarm displayed

by all who knew me when this was announced

really understand

his ambitions.

14

Hugh knew a lot about zooS.
Hugh owned a number of houses.
Hugh knew the island very well.
Hugh had offered land for rent.

What was Hugh's initial reaction to the writer's comment about the walled garden?
He was horrified at the praspect.
He was surprised by the suggestion.
He was too embarrassedta reply.
He was interested in the idea.

What did the writer particularly

A
B
C
D

II my host had promptly lainted on the spot, I could not have blamed him The
thought of creating the average person's idea ol a zoo, with all the grey
cement and iron bars, in such a lovely spot was horrible. To my astonishment,

replied that I hod meant it, but added hastily thatl realised that it was
impossible. Hugh said he did not think it was as impossible as ali thal.

They didn't

Why was the writer introduced to Hugh Fraser?

A
B
C
D

a marvellous place lor a zoo.'

however, Hugh Fraser did not laint, but merely cocked an enquiring eyebrow
at me and asked whether
I really meant what I said Slightly embarrassed, I

They became increasingly angry wit h him.
They were shown to be right about his ideas.

Why didn't the writer start a zoo in England?

A
B
C
D

sister's suburban garden in Bournemouth. But after a number ol unsuccesslul
ahempts to convince local coundls in various areas to support my plans, I
began to investigate the possibility of starting my zoo on the island ol Jersey in
the English ChonneL

They were pleasantly surprised by him.

A He had too many animals.
B His sister was against it.
CNobody
wanted to help him.
D He couldn't get permission.

relatives, my resolve to have my own zoo grew greater and greoter, and
eventuolly, after going on a number of expeditions to bring bock animals lor
other zoos, I felt the time was ripe to ocquire my own.

They took no notice of it.
They encouraged him in it.
They tried to talk him out of it.
They tried to interest him in other things.

What doesthe word 'bewilderment' in line 11 tell us about the attitude of friends
and relativesto the writer as he grew up?
A
B
C
D

have my own zoo. At the time, this did not seem to me, and still does not

Theylelt that, if they ignored my often'repeoted
zoo, I would eventually grow out of il.

Howdid the writer's friends and family react to his childhood ambition?
A
B
C
D

like about the place he chose for his zoo?

its size
its price
its setting
its facilities

How did the writer's sister feel about the establishment of the zoo in Jersey?
A
B

alarmed
relieved

C
D

supportive
disappointed

con be

imagined. The only exceptionto the general chorus ol disopproval was my
sister. Although she thought it a mad scheme, at least it would rid her bock
garden of the ossorted iungle creatures who were beginning
strain on her relationship with her neighbours.

!lEI
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You are going to read a magazine article about a woman who makes mirrors decorated
with seashells. Six sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from the
sentences A-I the one which fits each gap (15-21).

There is one extra sentence which you

do not need to use. There is an example at the beginning
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

(O).

sheet.

A

T

B

I

c
D

Viv Thomas, together with her husband Clive,returned to Britain after nearly

MAKING

30 yearsof livingabroadwith wonderfulmemories. O
1

I

I

l

MIRRORS

friends and neighbours who came to visit her. 115~

F

I

That was two years ago. Viv now runs her own smali mirror-making business.

VivThomasusedher

She buys shelIs [rom all over the world through a wholesale company and has
converted a spare bedroom in her house into an office-cum-studio.

exoticshellcollectionto

1161

I

A local carpenter makes frames for her and a glazier then fits the glass inside.

mokingIhedecoroled
mirrorswhichshenaw

This represents about one week's work and each mirror brings in anything between
fI 00 and f400 for the business.
As Viv discovered, it's a good idea to find a company willing to sell goods on your
behalf.
Before long, she was being asked to make mirrors for other people.
But it didn't end there, Vivalso had to think about equipment such as the heavyduty boxes needed to send the mirrors abroad.

Determined to use them rather than just keep them in a box Dr throw them
out. Viv made a shell mirror for her bathroom. This was very much admired by

embarkono newcoreer

E

Together they can afford to take stands at specialist exhibitions and craf! fairs.

G

H

She works there, surrounded by shelIs of every shape and colour and the other
materials needed to make the mirrors.
Once this happens, she feels she will be able to concentrate on the side of the
business she enjoys.
This is a very economical way of selling.
She a]so brought back a huge collection of sea shelIs collected from beaches around
the Indian Ocean.

Viv does everything else herself; the design. the initial painting of the [rame
and then the final making up. 1171

J

sells011overthe world.
Cliveis a banker and was able to advise Viv on deciding how much money
should be invested when she decided to set up the business. Around f3000 was
spent on shelIs alone. t181
how to market her work more widely.

I Viv's main problem

was knowing

Local shops could onIy sell a smali number because once they had added their
profit margin, the mirrors became rather expensive. However, Viv has now
made contact with another company that makes and sells mirrors of a
different type. 11'91
I At such events, the right sort of people get
to see the mirrors and can order them directly.
Venturing into other areas, Viv plans to approach restaurants and hoteIs
directly as she thinks her mirrors might be attractive to them. She has also
taken a website on the Internet. 120!

1 It means Viv doesn't have

the expense of travelling around with her range of mirrors in the back of the
car.
Viv reclwns it will take another year before her business starts to malce money.
1211

I She would lilceto employ someone to help her with the

administration and preparation of the frames, for example, which would allow
her to devote more time to the artistic side.

nrnri'I
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You are going to read an article about student accommodation
students talk about the place they live. For Questions 22-35,

in which four college
choose from the people

(A-D). The people may be chosen more than once. There is an example at the beginning
(O)
Mark your answers on the separate

answer sheet.

Which student says ...?
My accommodation

seems quite expensive.

I have plenty of storage space.
I have reason to regret a decision.
My college doesn't provide accommodation.
My room is maintained

to a high standard.

I have washing facilities in my room.
I would like to have more independence.
I had to buy some extra electrical equipment.
I would like to have more private space.
11'5easy to keep in touch with people here.
My room is not very well.furnished.
I'm expected to do my share of the housework.
This is the only place where I can afford to live.
I save money by doing my own cooking.
There are good recreational facilities nearby.

~
1221
1231

I
I

~
~
1261

1271

1

~

Theres

For my :E38 per week rent, I get a reasonably-sized

for my single mom and three meals a day. This
alsoincludes the use of a washing machine and

room with on old wardrobe, a tiny desk, one shelf,
a rather stained carpet and a sink. When I f/rst

ironing board. But I can't complain because my
room has just been re-carpeted, the furniture's

moved

new and the cleaner comes indaily. The main
drawback is sharing the bathroom with nine other

was that I had to buya new pillow because the

students

and we don't have any kitchen facilities.

The first thing 1did whenl arrived was buy myself
a mini-fridge, 50 I cou,ld have cool drinks

PAPER

1

self-catering

block.

not much luxury, but I get va/ue for money.

in, I probably

spent

more on decorotion

than I did on food. My only real cornplaint, though,
one I was provided with fe/t like a plastic bag fuli
of o/d towels. I share the kitchen and bothroom
with six other gir/s. One of them has a TV in her

room, but she is a bit possessive about it. The

whenever I wanted. But, we're on the university
network, 50 I have access to the internet and free

fridge is not huge, 50 you're a/ways trying to

e-mail from my room, and we get room phones 50

space. I twice set oft the f/re alarm by burning my

'I can ring friends around the campus for nothing.

dinner, 50 tended to give up on cooking after that.
We eat a lot of take-aways. In the next b/o ck,

squeeze your food into the last remaining inch of

there's agames

Kerry Dunnock

room where we hang out which

has things like table football and satellite

TV if

you need a break from studying.
The city where I study

I

is appalling

for cheap

accommodation,
and the college has nothing of
its own to ofter you, but I was lucky. I found a
room in a nice little terroced house with centrol
heating

which Ishare

with three other gir/s. / have

a year/y contract with a private land/ady and I pay
:E220 a month for my study bedroom.
This is not
1

bad as it a/50 has a large walk-in wardrobe where
I put all my stuff. I share the bathroom, kitchen
and a smalIliving
room with the other girls, and
we split all the bills between us. We tried to make
up, cleaning

and putting

but its not always strictly

folIowed. Caoking yaur own faod is much cheaper
than eating at college, and llike it because I have
what I want when I want/t.

6,

BeckyMartin

llive in a college-owned

out the rubbish,

TEST

@]

get fuli board as well as a mom. '1'5 not exactly
what you cali cheap, though. I pay E87 per week

a rota for the washing

liIiE

I

llive in what's called a hall of residence where ,

~

~
~
1341

Matthew Wren

I

~
~
~
1311

0

~

Karl Yorat

1made the big mistake of going to a college fairty
near my home. lt isn't 50 much the course that'
don't like, but the fact that I'm stuck at my
parents' house 50 1don't fee! in touch with wha1's
going on at campus. eJn
some waysl'm lucky
because I'm not paying out all the money for food
and rent that other people have to find, and l have
someone to do my washing, but I don'thave the
same amount of freedom ar privacy as the people
who're living away fmm home. ! even haveto
share a room with my younger brother. When I
to'ld my parentsl wanted to move out and go into
college accommodation, they said they'd stop
supporting me financially- Sa, in the end, ejhad to
give up the idea, that hasn't made any of us very
happy.
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PAPER 2

Writing

~

Youmust answer this question.

-

(1 hour 30 minutes)

You are planning to do a computer coursewith a friend who has sent you a letter with
a school advertisement. Readthe letter and the advertisementtogether with the notes.
Then write to the school asking for the information which your friend suggestsand
adding any relevant questions of your own.

Write an answer to one of the Questions 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words in an appropriate style.
2

An international
competition.
title about

magazine

for English learners

The rules of the competition
a musical

or theatrical

of your age is organising

a writing

say you must write a composition

performance

with this

you have seen.

A live performance I will never forget
Write your composition.
3

I thlnk thls may be just the klnd of course we want. Cou/d you wrlte to the
school for more detal/s?

/'ve made som e notes and maybe you can th/nk of

A

smalitown in your country is hoping to attract foreign tourists. Youhave been asked

other po/nts.

to write an article for an international
travel magazine
explaining what tourists can see and do there.

See you when J come back from ho/iday!

Write your article.

4

i
i
1

We hove the course for you!

I

how much?

.
..
..

weekends?

!

Write your letter ot application. Do not include any addresses.

.

5

Answer one ot the following two questions based on your reading of one of the set
books.
Either

Four-week courses throughout the
yeor

INTENSIVE
SUMMER
COURSES

briefly and

An English langnage newspaper needs reporters in al! eountries to write about
loeal events in !he areas of sport, fashion or the arts. If you are interested, please
write to us explaining why you would be a good person to do this job and what
you eould write aboul.

Would you like to improve your
computer skilis?

hours a week?

the town

You see this advertisement in an international newspaper. You are interested in
applying for the job.

BENTONCOMPUTER
STUDIES
beginners?

describing

beg/n?

(a) A television company is planning to turn the book you have read into a
television serial aimed at teenagers.You have been asked to write a
report saying whether you think this is a good idea and what changes
might be necessaryto the plot, the setting or the characters.
Write your report.

Use of school computers free
Or
We provide

011study moteriols
COURSES
RECOGNISED
certif/cates?

(b) An Internet magazine has a page where people can recommend books
they have read to others. Write an article for the magazine saying what
you liked and disliked about the book you have read and what type of
people you think might enjoy it.
Write your article.

Write a letter
any addresses.

of between

120 and 180 words in an appropriate

style. Do not write
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PAPER 3

Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)
For Questions 1-15, read the text belowand decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits
each space.There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Example:
O A further

B

older

C

-

For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand think of the word which best fits each
space. Useonly one word in each space.There is an example at the beginning (O).
Write your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Example:
greater

D

G

have

I

more

HOLIDAY READING

-

GA

j

r:=:=J
B r:=:=J
C r:=:=J
D.
..

Tourists in the British holiday resort of Blackpool (O)

.

no excuse to be without

a book to read on the beach this summer,(16)

to the launch of the UK'sfirst

mobile seafront library. Forthe two months of high season,two local students will be

TEDDY BEARS

pushing a multicoloured barrow (17) .

The history of the teddy bear goes back no (O)
than 1903. In that year, a cartoon
(1)
in an American newspapershowing PresidentTheodore (Teddy)Roosevelt(2)
to
shoot a bear cub on a hunting expedition. Soon after this, an enterprising toy shop owner
in New York made some toy bearsand (3)
them in his shop window with a sign that
(4)
'Teddy'sbear'. Thesebears proved to be 50 popular that they soon sold (5)
, and
it wasn't long before a factory was establishedto (6). . advantage of the great (7)
for
these new toys.
At about the sametime, the Steiff toy factory in Germany had introduced a (8)
of 50ft
toys, made (9)
mohair and wood shavings,with movable headsand limbs. (10)
the
popularity of teddy bears in the USA,Steiff decided to (11)
making these as well and
they were modelled (12)
the real bears in Stuttgart zoo. It is these early Steiff bears
that are now most eagerlysought (13)
by collectors.

beach, handing (18)
million visitors.
The scheme, (19) .

return (22)

iII1E

TEST

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

remarked

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

defending
displayed
said
out
take
clalm
grade
along with
Given
enter
on
through
hotter
charm
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approached
reversing
published
wrote
up
find
order
chain
down from
As
put
at
to
harder
purpose

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

appeared
denying
introduced
spoke
off
make
demand
kind
up for
Although
set
wit h
after
heavier
choice

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

reported
refusing
demonstrated
named

swap the books. In (23)

event of poor weather the

Bothwomenhavebeenselectedfor (24).

combinationof goodhumour,love

of books and fitness. They will be trying to persuadepeople sitting on the beach to
down their newspapersand (26)

Holiday reading, they insist, isn't just to (27).
read things you (28)

into a book instead.
wit h relaxation, it's a chance to

not otherwise have time to try. The only problem that

Catherine and Melanie loresee is that they might (29) .
(30)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

second-hand books, speciallydonated

the people of the town. This meansthat borrowers can either keep,

two students, Catherine and Melanie, will be offering indoor storytelling sessionsfor
children instead.

(25)
These days,teddy bears are a good investment for people who want to sell them years
later at a much (14)
price. However,it's obvious that most teddy bear loverscollect
them for (15)
rather than profit.

has been launched by the local council's library and

information service,relies (20)
(21)

the deckchairsand sunshadeson the

novelsand reading advice to some of the resort'ssixteen

. out ol books.

. the idea is a success,other resortscould soon be lollowing Blackpool's

example.

away
get
request
range
out of
Since
begin
in
for
higher
pleasure
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For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence 50 that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between two and five words, including the word given Here is an example (O).
Example:

O

It was difficult for Angela to understand why Peter had gone away.
found
Angela

--

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Some of the lines
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (Oand 00).

why Peter had gone away.

The gap can be fiJled by the words 'found it difficult to understand' 50 you write:

0

~'mplm'

found it difficult to understandl

~:

I

Write only the missing words on the separate answer sheet.
O

31

The police were there to make sure that the crowd did not invade the football

pitch.

prevent

visited to you last week.

happened

when

You will remember

I

that I

left off your house at about eight as I wanted

42

to catch the ten o'clock time train back home. Instead

43

of following

44

station.

45

I realised

46

hurry up. I started

It is not advisable for Jane to request a bank loan at the moment.

47

back in case of a bus came. But there wasn't a single

ought

48

bus to be seen on the road. Then I did something

49

that was 50 much siJly:I decided to go a quicker

50

way by cutting myself across the fields, something I

51

am used to be doing when I go on holiday. By the time

Mary made mistakes because she refused to listen to advice.
resulted

52

I reached the station, the train had been gone, however.

Mary's mistakes.

53

What is the worse, I had to sleep on a hard bench

54

because there wasn't going another train till the following

55

day. Some people never follow good advice I

. the football pitch.

During the storm, they did not let the children

leave the school building.

allowed
During the storm, the children
33

to tell you what

41

The policewere there to.
32

00

I am writing

the school building

The heavy summer rainfall has caused severe floods.

your advice for to take a bus, I walked

I had been walking
I would

for twenty

minutes

to the

when then

not catch the train if I didn't

brought
Severe floods .
34

. the heavy summer rainfalls.

Jane
35

37

Paul did not visit the Smiths because he didn't know where they lived.
if
where they lived.

. refusal to listen to advice.

They say the government is considering the introduction of a new tax on fu el.

said
Thegovernment
. the introductionof a newtax on fuel.
38 George'shealth is better than I had been led to believe.
as
George's health .
39

. I had been led to believe.

Although Tom eats large amounts of chocolate, he never puts on weight.
spite
Tom never puts on weight
chocolate.

40

had to sell her house

her debts.
TEST

large amounts of

My grandmother had to sell her house in order to pay off ali her debts.
that
My grandmother

mJi]

more faster and kept looking

a bank loan at the moment.

Paul would have visited the Smiths
36

walking
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For Questions

56-65,

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals

beginning

(O). Write your answers

Example:

0

on the separate

answer

at the

sheet.

ambitiousl

-

PAPER 4

at the end of

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example

(
\

Listening

You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For Questions 1-8, chaos e the
best answer A, B ar C.

\

You hear part of a play on the radio.
Where is the scene taking place?
A in a station

MUSIC IN SCHOOLS
Primary schools in London are trying out an (O).'?'mr.iti.Q.I}.~.plan

AMBITlON

through which young children get an (56)

INTRODUCE

. to serious musie.

The idea comes from a group of famous (57) ...
concerned about the (58).

... of certain types of classical

musie. They see the plan as one possible (59)
próblem

of declining

who are

audiences

to the

MUSIC

2

SOlVE

at classical concerts.
ARGUE

the instrumentswork.

SUCCESS

These sessions

that they have now become

B
C

SURVIVE

Their(60).
isthat an interestin classicalmusieshouldbe
developedin early(61).
Theyrejectthe idea that children
are (62).
in seriousmusieor necessarilyfind it boring.The
group goes into a schooland givesa live(63)
of a short
classicalpiece and then this isfoliowedby an (64)
of how
have proved so (65) ....

a regular feature

in some

3

CHILD
INTEREST
PERFORM

4

schools.

You hear a man talkingto a friend about a broken vase.
Who does he blame for breaking it?
A himself
B his friend

You hear a woman talking about something she saw when she was driving.
How did she feel about what she saw?
A amused
LEJ
B anxious
C angry

6

You hear a woman recommending a hotel.
Why does she recommend the Dorian Hotel?
A It is close to tourist attractions.

~

Thereare good viewsto enjoy.
The rooms are very comfortable.

You hear the beginning of a radio programme.
What is the radio programme going to be about?
A flowers which you can eat
B how to grow your own food
C becoming a vegetarian

LEJ

You hear a woman talking about a college.
What is her connection with the college?
A She is a student there.
B She is one of the teachers.
C

3

~

a third person

5

8

PAPER

c=J2]

EXPlAIN

7

6,

c=J2]

You hear a man talking about a car he has hired.
What is his opinion of the car?
A It is too old.
B It is too slow.
C It is too smalI.

B
C

TEST

LEJ

in a shop
in a restaurant

You hear a man talking on the telephone.
Who is he talking to?
A his boss
B his doctor
C his teacher

C

Dm!]

(40 minutes)

eJ:!]

She works as a secretary there.
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II1II You will hear part of a wildlife pragramme which is about birds called waxwings. For
Questions

9-18,

complete

the sentences.

The interview takes place in a I

The main part of the waxwing'sbodyis
The blackmarkson the bird's
beautiful.

0

in a smalitown.

~

and

I

I

You will hear five people saying why they like reading novels. For Questions 19-23,
choose fram the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the letters only once. There is one
extra letter which you do not need to use.

Why do you like reading novels?

in colour.

A

Novels are good for improving language skills.

Speaker 1 LE

[DJ are particularly
B

Novels make me forget my prablems.

c

Novels add some adventure to my life.

Speaker2
Waxwingsusuallylivein the I
The birds have prabably

come to England

~

of Eurape.

as a result of

D

~
The time of year when

these

birds normally come to England

in their ho me area.

E

Novels teach

subject

of conversation.

me how to act in certain

Speaker4 c::=JEJ

situations.

is

Speaker5
F
@J

The food that the birdsmost liketo eat is I

Novels increase

my knowledge

of other

You will hear two people

~

cultures.

I

talking

about

holidays.

For Questions

24
25

~
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decide which of the

[!Ii

The cali of a waxwing is said to sound like the noise made by

TEST

24-30,

views are expressed by either of the speakers and which are not. In the boxes provided,
write YES next to those views which are expressed and NO next to those views which are
not expressed.

fram a tree.

iIIDf]

c::=JEJ

~

Many people in the area have reported seeing waxwings in their

One good way of attracting waxwings is to hang

Novels are a good

Speaker3 c:=:0

~
c:=§

I generally prefer not to travel. abraad on hol.iday.
My recent holiday came at an inconvenient moment.

26

I ance went on a free holiday as a result of my job.

27

On holiday, I prefer to choose the activities I take part in.

28

Sitting on a beach is enjoyable if you go well-prepared.

29

I begin to feel restless if I sit alone in the sun for tOG long.

30

If I have a good book to read, I.don't mind where I sit.

TEST
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Speaking

"..."
k

(14 minutes)

__a

P./A~;R2;r:i~~~f"w;:,@;8'ij,; (3 minutes)
Answer these questions:
What type of things do you like to read?

PAPER 1

Reading

PJ'i:A'fR;T~1~'~

You are going to read an article about a couple who run a business trom their tarm in the
north of England. Choose the most suitable heading tram the list A-I tor each part (1-7)

Do you prefer to read anovel or see the film? Why?
Which film actor or actress do you like most? Why?
Do you prefer going to the cinema or watching
(3
P,!~'A~'Rt:r~;i$2;?Wf,;;'iltl
Getting

away

trom

ot the article. There is one extra heading which you do not need to use. There is an

a video at home? Why?

example at the beginning

or 4 minutes)

it all (compare,

contrast

B, do you like to get away from It all sometimes?
(compare,

contrast

Professional skilIs are exploited

F

Continuing

B

Ensuring that nothing

G

Protessional recognition

C

No shortage ot ideas to come

H

Filling a gap in the market

D

A necessary alternative

I

The idea that bega n it all

E

Time well spent Is rewarded

gets wasted

to tarming

B, compare and contrast these photographs,

A farming couple wllO hated to waste missIlapen
vegetables. havefound a profitable way to put
them to good use.

(3 or 4 minutes)

J5;r3i;;~!)}'iE;J

\.

IElectricity(discussand evaluate)
to the

pictures

in high standards
is obtained

to offer the highest quality to our customers, whether they
come in for a loaf of bread, or take a whole dinner-party
menu. l take it as a complirnent if people take home one of
my dishes to serve to their family and friends and get away
with pretending they made it themselves.'

Waste Not, Want Not

and say why you think the people

Candidate A. are you interested in clothes?

Turn

investment

and speculate)

are wearing these clothes. You have a minute to do this.

')'A"R.7

sheet.

A

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 167 which show people wearing special clothes.
Candidate

answer

and speculate)

Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs, and say why you think the people
have chosen to travel in this way. You have a minute to do this.

Clothes

(O).

Mark your answers on the separate

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 166 which show people enjoying a break trom city lite,

Candidate

(1 hour 15 minutes)

on page

168

I

which

show

the

different

uses

you have to give a talk to young children about the importance

ot

electricity.

Imagine

that

ot electricity in our lives.

How important is electricity for each ot these activities? Which examples would you talk
about with a group ot young children?
P,J.A~iR i:1"~~~~;4~ki[r1i~Wi,iti(3 or 4 minutes)
Answer these questions:
Would you be able to live without

0

I

I 0So it was that the couple realised that they had a surplus ofI
misshapen or damaged vegetables grown on the farm
which were unsuitable for selIing in tlie shop. Clara, not
wishing to see them get thrown away, decided to turn them
into soup.

Bob and Clara Darlington, who own and run a farm in tlie
North of England have always looked for new ways of
making money out of the produce they grow. Their success
began when they established a shop on their farm, so that
people could come and buy fresh vegetables directly from
them.

CD
The business was au immediate success, and soon scored
top marks in a competition set up by the Farm Retaii
Association to find the best farm shop in the country. The
Association's inspectors found the Darlingtons' shop
offered excellent service and value for money as well as

0

I

electricity? What would you miss most?

Are there any alternatives to the use ot electricity?

quaiity fruit and vegetables.

Which do you think is the best way ot making electricity?

~j

How important

Clara Darlington is a trained chef and, in addition to a
range of home-grown foods and other loca! produce, she
began offering a variety of prepared meals which she had
made herself in the farmhouse kitchen. A smali cafe
alongside the farm shop was soon added, with everything
that visitors could taste on the menu also being for sa!e in
the shop.

is it for young children to understand about the environment7

Do the electrical goods we use in the home make us lazy?
How can we hel p young children to understand what lite was like in the past?

0
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I

I 'l realised there was a huge untapped demand in London
and other big cjties,' says Clara. 'Because people coming
home late from the orficefind a tub of fresh soup and a
slice of bread a quick and tasty easy-to-prepare mea!,
much hea!thier than a take-away.'

[II

Clara's next idea is to produce a range of pasta sauces
handmade to the same standards using naturai ingredients
[II
I and fiavours. These she thinks she might be able to sell
effectivelythrough mail order. One thing you can be sure
Clara admits that starting the business was expensive, and
she has worked very hard, but maintains that if the
. of at the Darlingtons' farm, there's always something new
going on.
product is good, the public recognise tliis and buy it. 'l airn

mEJ

I

The soup met with the immediate approval of customers to
the shop and Clara now produces ten different varieties.
She spent much of the summer travelIing up and down to
London by rail. doing presentations of the soups. As a
result, they are now served in first-elass railway restaurant
cars belonging to three companies as well as bejng stocked
by a number of high-elass London stores.

I

.

~

8
You are going to read an article about a man who has broken a long-distance
record. For Questions 8-14, choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.
'

Mark your answerson the separate

answer

-~

windsurfing

A
B
C
D

sheet.

-,--"._=.~-,-

-,._,--,

9

,-,.-

-

,,--

.

Am__l!!

10
evin Cookson, a 23-year-old
engineering student, has been
keen on windsurfing for many
years. Recently, he set a new record for
travelllng all the way round the coast of
Great Britain on a windsurf board.

K

'I don't really know why I did It: says
Kevin, 'just for the fun of it, I suppose. It
was there to be done, that was all.'
Despite lacking both the obsessive
ambitlon and the funds that normally go
wit h attempts to break records, Kevin
made the journey In eight weeks and slx
days, knocking one week off the
previous record set In 1984.

11

65 Such a prolonged period of gruelling
windsurfing made relaxatlon Important
however, and for this, Kevin favoured the
pub method. This also provided social
opportunities. 'The people we met were
probably closer to 4,000 kilometres.
really encouraging: he recalls. 'They
Kevin fitted hlsfitness tralning in around
thought what we were dolng was really
his flnal year unlversity examlnations. 'I
great. It was hard work, but we had a lot
dldn't have that much time to prepare: he
of fun along the way.'
explains. 'But I went runnlng often and
Kevin has been windsurfing since he
supplemented that wlth trips to the gym
was thirteen years old and is also a
to do welght training. I found I got a lot
hlghly-ranked competitor at nationai
better during the trlp itself actually. At
level. 'I don't know where I'm ranked
the start, I was tlred and needed a rest
now: he says, 'because I've missed a
after four hours, but by the end I found I
iot of important competitions this year.
couid do ten hours in a row no trouble.'
But what I did has more than made up
Kevin had a budget of El,OOOto cover
for that and 1'11be doing my best to be
the whole expedltion. The previous
up there amongst the winners once I get
record had been set with a budget twice
back into the competitive sport next
that slze, while a recent unsuccessful
season.' Given his unique achievement
attempt had cost \:40,000. Budgets
this year, Kevin seems well-placed to
have to meet the cost of fuel, food and
take on the world's top windsurfers.
accommodation for the support team, as
well as the wlndsurfer's own equipment
and expenses.

13
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all day without

had only a limited amount

a break.

of time for training.

spent most of his time working

out in a gym.

He had no support team.
He used better equipment.
Only one vehicle was used.
It took lesstime to organise.

on a boat
in a tent
in the van
in friends' houses

What does Kevin say about his dieU

A
B
C
D

He didn't

keep to his plan.

Variety was important.
Certain foods were essential.
It was largely left to chance.

What does 'gruelling' (Iine 65) mean?
A
B
C
D

14

could already windsurf

Where did Kevin sleep most of the time?

A
B
C
D
12

spent a lot of time practising on water.

How was Kevin'strip unlike earlier attempts at the record?
A
B
C
D

When asked If his athlete's diet was a
closely kept secret, Kevin replied that he
ate a lot of pasta and added the odd
tin of tuna to keep up his energy.
'Baslcally, we had anythlng that was on
speclal offer In the nearest supermarket:
he confided.

Leaving from Exmouth In the south-west
ot England, Kevin travelled up the west
coast of England and Wales, before
going round the top of Scotland and
then com Ing back down the other slde.
The journey offlcially covered 2,896
kilometres, although given the changes
of directlon to flnd the rlght wind paths,
the actual dlstance Kevin travelled is

EID1I

Previous contenders had been
accompanled by a boat on whlch they
slept at nlght, as well as a fleet of
vehlcles on land to carry their supplies.
Kevin made do wlth an inflatable
rubber boat and an old van manned by
four friends who folIowed his progress.
Overnlght arrangements had to be
found along the way. Apart from Uoeodd
occasion when they enjoyed the
hospitality of frlends, the team made use
of the camping equipment carried In the
van, and slept on the beach.

He enjoyed the challenge.
It had always been his ambition.
It was a way of making money.
He was invited to do it by others.

Before making the trip, Kevin

A
B
C
D

Windsuningaround
Britain
.

Why did Kevin decide to try and break the record?

extremely fast
quite lonely
very tiring
highly uncomfortable

How does Kevin feel about regular windsurfing competitions7
A
B
C
D

They no longer interest him.
He'ssure he can do well in them.
He regrets missing them.
He has no plans to enter any.
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You are going to read a newspaper article about a man who went on a holiday in Canada.
Six paragraphs have been removed from the article. Choose from the paragraphs A-H the
one which fits each gap (15-20). There is one extra paragraph which you do not need to

A

use. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

sheet.

B

I had experienced similar fears on walking safaris in Africa. Except that there
you do it in the company of a trained guide with a big gun. Ali you get for
protection in Canada is a leaflet. Canada, I complained to the lonely trees, is
supposed to be safe and calm, that's why people go there.
Fortunately, May is one of the best months to see bears, I was informed.
This was confirmed by a list of that week's sightings posted to the notice
board in the park's Information Centre.

c

D

It was just a leaflet, but it seriously affected my
holiday. I had picked it up while innocently
looking through a rack of tourist information in
Jasper,a city in the Rocky Mountains of
Canada.

0

E

[EJ
Vet here I was in a Niagara of sweat as I
walked deeper into the forest. There were
strange rustlings everywhere. I knew it was
time to start singing. I tried some Neil Young.
Wasn't he Canadian?

F

H

~

Bearshadn't really figured in my traveller's
dreams, but they did that night. 'If you meet a
bear, stay calm, talk quietly, don't run,' the
leaflet continued. If It was a black bear, ali I

G

'The last one was in 1992,' explained a local
guide I bumped into. 'It was a guy who went
camping up in the backwoods.' And then he
added: 'He was British too.'

had to do was play dead, whereas if it was a
grizzly, then it was essential that I didn't play
dead.

H

~
@J

I

To find out which of these was best, I asked
around. 'I always hum You are my sunshine',
said a jolly American. 'I just jangle my keys at
the corners,' said a local. Many walkers appear

'What
town?'

I replied. 'Sure you've

This comment really made my day. But he went on to tell me that only five
percent of visitors to the Jasper National Park ever get to see a bear.
'You're in wild bear country,' it warned, and there were graphic pictures of
both black bears and grizzly bears. I had come to Jasperto go walking in the
mountains. I had a vision of enjoying the snowy peaks, mystic forests, and
soothing lakes.

all over

calving,

they've

got hooves like razors.'

Within ten minutes, in fact, the mighty pine
trees were blocking out the daylight, making
civilisation seem a distant memory. Somewhere
out there, I knew, there were bears. Although I
didn't feel that brave, I walked on.

PAP ER

Ali of a sudden, the prospect of walking alone in the Canadian woods didn't
seem 50 attractive. At breakfast, I reread the leaflet very carefully. It was
important not to surprise a bear. To avoid this one should whistle, talk, sing
or carry a noise maker.

got to keep well

§I

7,

50 I decided to trust to my own voice. Armed with nothing but a map, an
apple, and a bottle of water, I set off on a three-hour hike. It was only a few
kilometres out of the city, but to a tlmid townsperson like myself, it seemed
wild enough.

at this time of year,' he let slip.

you mean the ones wandering

away from them when they're

~I

TEST

The thing is, and thls is no joke, people do, very very rarely, get attacked by
bears. As many as five visitors have died from bear-related incidents since
the park opened in 1907.

'Of course, it's the elks that are really
dangerous

to take strap-on bells but these, I was warned,
may not be loud enough to do the trick.

om

Well, I'm glad to say I completed my hike without being attacked byeither
animai. But I can't say that I enjoyed it, I was too terrified for that.

1

I

But don 't be discouraged from visiting Jasper.
The mountains are lovely and you get a great
view from the Tour bus, ar the local tramway
that climbs up to 8200 feet. And neither of
these attractions is patronised by bears!

TEST
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You are going to read a magazlne article in which four men talk about the clothes they Ilke
to wear. For Questions21-35, choosefrom the people (A-D). The people may be chosen
more than once. There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

/

You are what you wear
Four men talk about what they wear and why

Which ot the men

sometimestries to surprise people through the clothes he wears?

CITEJ

admits that his clothes are generally untidy?

~

~
~
~
~
~
~

buys clothes which last a long time?
is usedto belng criticisedfor the clothes he chooses?
likes to get a good deal when buylng clothes?
needs help with clothes for less formai occasions?
needs to have the right clothes to get work?
needshelp in choosing his clothes'
needsdifferent clothes for different types of work?

1281

1Al

1

C

I

Chris Theydon

1

I would like to be taller. I have a lon g body and short

I hate shopping for clothes and will only do so when

legs, but I have no problems in dressing for work-

it's absolutely necessary - about once every six

sm art suits, shirts and ties are the order of the day,

months. My girlfriend usually comes with me because

and I do invest in good quality suits that keep going

she has better taste than I do! I'd describe my style of

for years. My appearance

1

J

Alan Upshlre

is important for the work I

dress as very casual, perhaps bordering on scruffy. I

do and I now know what labeis to buy for sults that

try to avoid wearing smart clothes, and this may be

are going to flt well. What I have trouble with is casual

somethlng to do with the fact that I'm hopeless at

wear for weekend s - you know, the right sort of

keeping thlngs smart. Ironing's a skllll've

mastered, for example. Also, as I was in uniform for

never really

admits he doesn't look after his clothes very well?

1291

1

informallook

prefers to take his time when chooslng clothes?

1301

I

out. I'd like to find the perfect casual jacket, but I hate
ties and wouldn't wear one out of work. I want to look

about twelve years when I was in the army, I never

relieson personaljudgement when choosing what to wear7

131ij

1

casual and stylish even though I'm in my fortles. I

should be smarter for work, but it's a pretty relaxed

don't like to see older men wearlng tralners, but I

office and so jeans and T-shirt is the norm. It's very

~
~
~
~

tends to avold clothes in bright colours?
usedto work in a job where clothes were provided?
wants to change his appearancecompletely?
wants to buy clothes which are suitable for his age?

for supper wlth friends, or taking the kids

really had to think about ali this somehow. I know I

don't know what type of casual shoes to buy, for

rare for me to wear a suit, but as I've got about three

example.

friends' weddings coming up, perhaps I ought to think
about a new one.

[!]

Bany Sheldon

Being an actor, the way I look can affect my

~

opportunities

I would describe

and the parts I get. I've got used to

I

DesWaltham
my style of dressing as Indivldual. I

wearing my hair long, but I know it's time for a change

know what llike and I know what wili suit a partlcular

now. But how short do I go, and what style should I

occasion.

choose? That's the problem because

have on the way other people react to'you.

I want it to look

I'm very worried about the effect clothes
1'11

wear a

dramatlc, I want a new look. My style of dresslng is

suit If I think It will make a meeting more productive or

slmple and stylish, especially for rehearsals when 1'11

my oldest jeans if I want to shock people. I Ilke

go In jeans and T-shirt. But I also work part-time at a

shopping

film-sales company and, although I work mostlyon

for clothes. Where I shop depends on where I am and

the telephone,

I have to look smarter. I don't mind

shopping for clothes, but I'm not very good if I have

and I like clothes, but I don't like shopping

as I travel abroad a lot, I'm also looking for bargalns in
the sales wherever I go. One problem Is that my wife

anyone with me because I like to browse at my own

is a fashlon designer and so I aiways get a reaction to

pace, you know, try lots of things on. I find I buy a lot

the things I buy, although she's long since given up

of things in black and white. It's simple and stylish

trying to Influence me.

and easy to put together.

DD!]
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PAPER 2

Writing

~'JI/:.1I ;111iIIIRi-

You must answer this question.

(1 hour 30 minutes)

(If:.W;lI'!~- -

Write an answer to one of the Questlons 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words in an appropriate style.
2

You have seen an advertisement

lor volunteers

in an Environmentallmprovement

Project in your area. You want to ofler your hel p during the summer holidays but you
need to know more. Using the notes you have made, write to the Environmental

Improvement project giving relevant details and asking for further

Your class recently had a discussion about the importance ol exerclse and sport for
keeping fit. Your teacher has now asked you to write a composltion giving your
opinion on the subject. This is the title of the composition.
Which is the best way for young people to keep fit; working out in a gym or playing a
team sport?

information.

Wrlte your composition.

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT
can I choose?

We need

--~

your help to improve
environment!

3

You have decided to enter a short story competition organised by an international
magazlne. The short story should begin with these words:
It was the last day of the summer holidays and I wasn't expecting much to happen...
Write your story.

our

4

Your school is planning to start a video club showing Illms in English. As a member of
the committee,

We need volunteersto
. plant trees
. clean riversand canals
. pick up rubbish
. create footpaths
. mend walls

show

to appeal

to as many students

the different

types

in the school as possible.

Write your report.

no!

5 Answer one of the following two questions based on your reading ol one of the set
books.
Either

reaJ/y?

you have been asked to write a report suggesting

of lilm the club should

WE GIVEYOUTRAINING

what kind?

Tell us when and lor how long you
would be available and if you have any
experlence

(a) A penfriend in another country who also studies English has asked you to
recommend a book to read in the summer holidays. Write to your friend
saying whether the book you have read would be a good choice.
Write your letter. Do not include any addresses.

Or

WE PAY YOUR EXPENSES

food?

(b) Your teacher wants to read a short passage Irom the book you have read
to a class of younger students She aims to give them an idea of what the
book is like and encourage them to read it. She has asked you to write a
report saying which passage Irom the book would be most suitable and
why.
Write your report.

Write a letter
any addresses.

iJlE
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120 and 180 words in an appropriate

style. Do not write

.
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PAPER 3

Use of English (1 hour 15 minutes)
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For Questions 16-30, read the text belowand

think of the word which best fits each

space. Use only one word in each space. There is an example at the beginning
For Questions

1-15, read the text belowand

each space. There is an example at the beginning
Mark your answers on the separate

answer

Write your answers on the separate

(O).

sheet.

Example:
Example:
O
A took

B

made

C went

D

~

The children were not left to their own devices,(7)
Airline rulessaythat children
under twelve can only fly if accompanied(8)
an adult. 50, a group of three 'aunties'
and one 'uncle' flew with them to (9)
them entertained and (10)
wit h any
problems that might arise.They are part of a British Airways team known as the 'flying
aunties'. Theseare BA employeeswho volunteer, in their own time, to (11)
an escorted
s.ervicefor unaccompaniedminors to both Europeanand long-haul (12).
. Once in the
air, there is a range of activities availableto the youngsters(13)
computer games,
colouring books and soft drinks on tap. In (14)
, the children havethe 'aunties' all to
themselves- for such membersof (15)
do not take on other duties.

realised
count

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

unique
upwards
classes
linked to
however
from
hold
manage
provide
departures
regarding
further
staff

7,
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thought
amount
solo
forwards
courses
long as
although
by
get
deal
produce
routes
composing
addition
crew

C aware
C number
C single
C afterwards
C studies
C part of
C altogether
C with
C help
C solve
C pretend
C destinations
C containing
C extra
C team

.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

. of Britain's favourite sweets for more

a hundred years.Eachbox contains a selection of the eight different

liquoricesweets,eachaf (17) ...

Few passengerson the British Airways flight to Hong Kong which (O)
off from London
Airport on Saturday 7th August, were (1)
that their flight was setting a record for the
company. In fact their piane was carrying 112 'unaccompanied minors' - the largest (2) .....
of children travelling without parentsor guardiansever to haveflown on a (3)
flight.
Most of these children, aged from six (4)
, were returning to Hong Kong after taking
three-week English(5)
at various language schools as (6)
an exchangescheme.

TEST

onej

Bassett'sLiquorice Allsorts have been (O)...

THE FLYING AUNTIES

iD]

sheet.

LlQUORICE ALLSORTS

(16).

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

answer

left

[~]~~~~I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(O).

decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits

hasa name.Onthe boxitselfisa pictureof

Bertie Bassett,a figure (18)
body is made entirely from AlIsorts. Over forty
millian Allsorts are now produced everyweek at the company's plant (19) .
. the
city of Sheffield and these are exported ali (20)
the world.
Yet the idea for the produet was the result (21).

. an accident. In June 1899,

Bassett'swas alreadyselling the individualliquorice sweets separately,when company
employee, (harlie Thompson, dropped a tray fuli of them (22) .

a presentation

to the owner of a sweet shop. 5eeing (23)
... good they looked ali mixed
(24)
on the flaor, the shop owner said he (25) .
like to sell the
sweets, (26)
A new brand (27)

only if they could be sold as a mixture.
. thus created which soon becamevery popular. It has been

in production (28) .
since. For something created purely (29).
......
chance, the successof the product has been incredible. (30) .
its rather
old-fashioned image, it is one of those brands which continues to grow, according to
reports issuedby the sweet industry.

known
quantity
lone
backwards
lessons
along with
moreover
at
keep
bother
present
arrivals
including
plus
group
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For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence 50 that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).
Example:

O Clara started to understand mathematics better after she'd changed
school.
understanding
Clara's
school.

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Som e of the lines
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a Ilne
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (O and 00).

to improve after she'd changed

The gap can be filled by the word s 'understanding

O

-

of mathematics

started'

so you write:

E~mpl",

O

Nigel asked

if Ann could lend him her hairdryer

Nigelasked ...

. hairdryerfor a while.

Chris is hungry because the last time he ate anything was Thursday evening.
Chris is hungry because he

Thursdayevening.

the open-air

forward to be hearlng ali about it from me.

42

I am sorry that to have to disappoint you, but the truth

43

is that I did also watched

44

know, I bought

45

I knew they would

34

35

It on televislon.

my ticket months

Let me tell you what

47

to be one of the first person

a solution to this difficult problem.

As you

ago because

be sold out of very quickly.

impossible

has happened

that day. I wanted

to arrive at the concert

hall

48

Peter is angry because Joanna did not accept his invitation.
turned

to get a good seat right in front,

49

50 I took up an early train. But when I got there, I realised

If Joanna

50

that I had left my ticket at home. 50 I had to go ali the way

51

back to get It, which It took at least an hour But then,

52

believe it or not, the organisers would not let me in because

his invitation, Peter wouldn't be angry.

I don't think I can manage if Sheila doesn't help me.
do
help.

'Have you finished your homework yet?' Mr Brown asked his daughter.
if
homework yet.

Mr Brown asked his daughter ............
37

I am sure you are looking

We will not be able to solve this difficult problem.

I think I can't .
36

concert,

46

It will be """'"

for to see

41

not
33

As you were not able to come to London

00

for a while.

borrow
32

!

understanding of mathematics started

Write onJy the missing words on the separate answer sheet.

31

~~

near from the stage,

53

the concert had already started! Iwas 50 much angry with

54

them.

55

In the end, I went

They simply refused

to listen to my explanations.

back to home

and switched

TEST

PAPER

on the TV!

'Do we have to pay for our own tickets?' I asked my friend.
expected
I asked my friend.

38

""""""

pay for our own tickets

The strong winds caused the tower to fali over.
knocked

It was the strong winds.
.over.
39 The bus driverstopped frequentlyto allowthe touriststo see the sights.
that
The bus driver stopped frequently
40

George

iID!l

TEST

see the sights.

Martha held George's hand and prevented him from falling over
had

7,

would
PAPER

have fallen over
3

his hand.
7,

3
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For Questions 56-65, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of
each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the
beginning (O).Write your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Example:

~I

PAPER 4

Listening

~

Youwill hear people talking in eight different situations. For Questions 1-8, choose the

(40 minutes)

best answer A, B or C.

fascination
You hear part of a news report about complaints against railway companies.
What does David Driver think about the situation?
A The railway companies are doing their best
B The situation has improved slightly.
C The complaints are exaggerated.

THE WILD WEST
In the USA. people have a (O)f?"",il:J.at:i9.1:J.
for everything connected

FA5CINATE

wit h the 'wild west' of the cowboy era. This has led to (56) .

VARY

activities which are of interest to (57) .

TOUR

who are travelling

around the western states. There are (58)
concerts of cowboy musie and, most (59)
shows to watch.

of wild west painting,
. of all, live rodeo

money prizes, are (61).
in giant (62)

COMPETE

. popular. There are 739 each year, held

EXTREME

arenas as well as open-air show grounds across

the west Most of the riders are professional (63)
the events were (64)

EXCITE

. for big

Rodeos, where cowboys take part in horse-riding (60) .

.., but most of

based on the cowboys' everyday working

tasks. Despite some concerns over possible (65)

. to horses,

2

EXHIBIT

3

DOOR
PERFORM
ORIGIN
CRUEL

4

most people are thrilled by the display of skiIIand daring to be seen at a

rodeo.

On a phone-in consumer programme, you hear a cali from alistener.
What is she doing when she speaks?
A explaining why a mistake occurred
B justifying her behaviour
C askingfor advice
You hear a man talking about a campaign he has been organising.
What is the aim of the campaign?
A to influence a decision that will be taken
B to support a decision that has been taken
C to prevent a decision being taken at the moment

6

CTIJ

CD]

You hear part of an interview with a woman who used to run an agency for
photographic models. Why did she give up the business?
A It became too big.
CDJ
B She wanted to sell it
C

5

c::J:I]

It no longer interested hero

You hear an announcement about library services.
How are the services going to change?
A the num ber of staff employed
B the way money is collected
C the times when they are available

LE

Youhear part of an interview with a famous writer.
What is his attitude towards ideas?
A
B
C

7

8

Old ideas can always be recycled.
Unused ideas may be useful one day.
There is no such thing as a new idea.

c:==E]

You hear a woman talking about an artist
What is her opinion of the artist?
A
B

She admires his courage.
She respects his commitment.

C

She appreciates his difficulties.

LEJ

You hear part of a radio phone-in programme.
What type of advice is the caller asking for?
A
how to repair something

iD3
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B

how to find something he needs.

C

how to change the appearance of something

TEST
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You will hear part of a wildlife pragramme about a snakewhich comesfram a group of
islandsin the Caribbean. For Questions9-18, complete the sentences.

The racer snake is one of the
It is thought that araund

I

0

I

~

-

snakesin the world.

wild racer snakesare living

in the Caribbean area.

Martin describesthe news about racer snakesas
By last autumn,

I

I

~

@J

There are plansto set up a

I

~

and

I

~

to handle.

on an island in the

Caribbean.
A graup has been formed on the islandto educate both

I
A leading researchernow has the job of
snakeson the island.

A

I have had work experience.

B

I haveworked on projects.

C

I work well in teams.

D

I have a good grasp of written language.

E

I pay attention to detail.

F

I know the company well.

had been praduced at the Wildlife

Trust in Britain.
Martin describesbaby racer snakesas too

You will hear five students who want a summer job in an office saying why they are
suitable for the job. For Questions 19-23, choose from the list A-F what each speaker
says.Usethe letters only once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

I~ about the wildlife.

and

I

~

~

24

and the mongoose.

You can tell when aracer snake has been attacked becauseof the

26

I~ markson its body.
27

28

29

Speaker4

30
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Speaker 5

What reasondid one firm of publishers give for not accepting Dominic'sfirst book?
A its subject
B its style
C its length
Dominie wanted the charactersin his books
A to be as realistic as possible.
B to change as the story developed.
C to be likeable people.

c:=2J

What happenswhen Dominie writes a good seriesof books?
A Readerswant more of the same.
B He gets tired of receiving letters.
eMany
publishersoffer him contracts.

~

What is Dominic'sambition at the moment?
A to win an award in the science-fiction field
B to get more people to read his novels
C to improve his story-telling skilis

~

Dominic saysthat he accepted a film offer because
A he was too praud to reject it.
B he was pramised high earnings.
C he wanted a rest fram writing.

~

As a young child Dominic enjoyed reading
A poems.
B fictional stories.
C

DI§I!]

C§

Speaker3

~

25

~

Speaker2

You will hear a radio interview with Dominie Austin, a science-fiction writer. For Questions
24-30, choose the best answer A, B or C.

the racer

Racersnakeson the islandwere being attacked by both

Speaker 1

C@]

books about history.

What does Dominic say readersshould do before buying a book?
A read reviewsof the book
B read a smali section of it
C find out about the author
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PAPER 5

Speaking

(14 minutes)
(3 minutes)

PAPER 1

Answer these questions:
Tell us about the type of food you like to eat.
Do you prefer eating at home Ol'eating out?
Who cooks most of the food you eat?
Do you prefer formai meals Ol'informal snacks7

~;I1!'.:'\'li;.HllZi!!.""'11
i-

(3 or

(1 hour 15 minutes)

You are going to read an extract
list A-I the sentence

from an article about

which best summarises

a businesswoman.

each part (1-7) of the extract.

Choose

from the

There is one

extra sentence which you do not need to use. There is an example at the beginning
Mark your answers

on the

separate

answer

(O).

sheet.

4 minutes)

~

Classrooms (compare and contrast)

I

Reading

Tum to pictures 1 and 2 on page 169 which show different classrooms.
Candidate A, compare and contrast these photographs, and say which of the classrooms is
better organised. You have a minute to do this.

A

An up-market produet

B

Attracted to her latest interests

C

Facing up to competition

D

Building a range of calours

E

Initial involvement pays off

F
G
H
I

Personal

taste

influences

a decision

Building on previous

success

The thinking

a decision

An unusual

behind

combination

of interests

Candidate B, which of these classrooms do you prefer?
I

Food shops (compare and contrast)

Tum to pictures

1 and 2 on page 170 which show different

kinds of shops where

you can

THELADYWITH BLUENAILS

buy food.
Candidate B, compare and contrast these photographs, and say which type of shop
provides a better service. You have a minute to do this.

Sandy Lerner ;s founder of an unusua/ ronge of
nail-polish c%urs

Candidate A, which of these shops would you rather buy food from?

0

The links between computers and cosmetics are not
obvious, but one of the most successful self-made
businesswomen in the USA,Sandy Lerner, has made her
fortune in both.

(3 Ol'4 minutes)

Tum to the pictures on page 171 which show different weekend activities. Imagine that a
group of students from another country is com ing to spend a long weekend in your area
to leam about the local culture.
What type of places should they visiU Which activities should they do? Plan their weekend
timetable.
(3 or 4 minutes)

W

How important is it to understand the culture of other countries?
Which country would you choose to visit if you could?
Apart from exchange visits, how else can we share our culture with others?
How difficult do you think it would be to live in another country?
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But establishing the business was not easy, partlcularly
when the large cosmetics companies realised there was a

I too.
market for alternative calours and started sellingthem
'As an alternative, we're never going to threaten the
mainmarket ofthe bigcompanies:saysSandy,'and

Is not surprising that Sandy got fed up with not being
able to find make-up she liked.After a brlef spell of
mixing her own colours, Sandy decided to set up her

although they now do similar colours, they only do a few
of them. So people who want intense and compllcated
colours will still come to us.'

own company.

[§j

I

Althoughshadesof blue,purple,yellowand green sound'

Since its launch in 1996, her company has taken the USA,
Asia and Europe by storm. 'At the time everyone was stil!
heavily Into pinks and reds: says Sandy,'and Ithought that
given other developments going on in the fashion world,
the time was ripe for an arternative:

likejust the thing for teenage girls and punks,the company
adually aims [ts produds at career women in theirthirties
and forties. Sandy thinks make-up is about a state of
mind,'l1'sfor self-confident people who are not afraid of
something you can wash off: Indeed, the unusual colours

C!1

and successful marketing campaigns, make the cornpany's
produds a hit amongst Hollywood celebrities.

I1'sone thing to like blue nail polish yourself, but quite
another to set up a company making it,however. The
more money you have, the easier that decision is to
make: she admits. And she has plenty.Sandy made her
fortune In a former career as a computer specialist. She
set up a company in I984 after designing a piece of
technology which is now used in 80% of connedions on
the Internet.

I

The new company is proving to be a nice little earner
too. As founder and chief executive of the company.
Sandy was personally responsible for designlng the
eye-catching advertising campaigns that helped at the
beginning, although she now tends to leave the day-to-day
business to her partners.

With her longpurple hairand taste for blue nallpolish,it

§I

Answer these questions:

iDl

/

0

[Z]
Although she keeps a close eye on the company, Sandy
admits that she quickly loses interest once a projed is up
and running. She is now turning her attention to her
current projeds: a large country house in England,her farm
inVirginiawhere she keeps horses and a new projed for
promoting nineteenth-century literature on the Internet.

I

-

1~1!l; IllIIIII!I'

-

You are going to read an article about an actor. For Questions 8-14,
answer A, B, C or D.

choose the correct

8

Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

9
hirty-five years ago, Malcolm
Burwell was a very successful
young actor appearing in a
num ber of series on British
television. He was lucky, he'd made it to

19

41

his voice is naw a much

Malcolm first approached publishers
with the idea of selling books on tape
all those years ago. At first, they said

work. Hollywood directors had even

that only blind people listened to books

begun to suggest that he might like to

on tape. But times were changing and

thlnk of making his fortune acrass the

when he did eventually convince one of

Atlantic. But two things made Malcolm
think twice about these offers. He

them to try it, instant success foliowed.
Naw the market for such tapes in

didn't want to move his young family to
the USA, and a mystery Illness was

Britain is worth E25 million a year.

beginning to thraw his whole future
into doubt.

Although Malcolm continues to work in

name. When he is recording Malcolm
uses his voice to give an impression of

weaker unti! hospital treatment

the different characters. 'I don't try to
convince the audience that I am an

became

hardly talk. As he remembers, 'When

grandfather the next: he says, 'but 1
use my voice to try and make the

think very hardo I have to say Ilearnt a

story to tell them rather than just a
book to read out.'

'My voice recovered, but it taught me

Malcolm carefully does his homework
on any book he has agreed to record,

of what you've got. As it got better and

although he knows that same actors do

stranger, I started doing things like

not. He tells the story of one wellknown British actor whose enthusiastic

public readings of poetry and pieces of
literature, just to use it prafessionally
again.' This turned out to be the start
of a whole new direction for his career.

producer commented

on what a great

thriller it was they were about to
record. 'Is It?' said the actor, open Ing

50 popular have these readlngs
become, that Malcolm is now

the script for the first time. 'Oh good.'

extremely familiar to people as the

discover on page twa hundred that the

voice on a number of readings of

character you've given a 5cottish

best-selling books which have been

accent to is supposed to come fram
Walesl

recorded on to tape. Instantly
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12

Ali very well, says Malcoim, until you

13

How did Malcolm's

illness affed

his career?

He could no Jonger do certain types of work.
He had to be very careful when using his voice.
It made him appreciate his voice more.
It forced him to Jook for new areas of work.

What does 'sought-after'

(line 41) mean?

makes a lot of money
everyone knows it
it cannot be copied
everyone wants it

How did publishers react inltially to the idea of books on tape?
They thought the market was limited.
They thought nobody would buy them.
They were keen to open up a new market.
They realisedit was a good idea.

When recording,
A

B
C
D

14

he received

the effects ot losing his voice
the hospital he went to
the weakness of his voice

A
B
C
D

listener believe that I've really got a

the importance of getting the best out

the treatment

A
B
C
D

11-year-old boy at one moment and his

you are In danger of losing something
central to your career, it makes you

What does 'this' in line 19 refer to?

A
B
C
D

television and theatre, it is his readings
of literature that have really made his

It bega n to graw steadily weaker and
necessary. Before thls flnally took
effect, however, he found he couid

10

11

Malcolm had a problem with his voice.

Hisfamily opposed it.
The offers weren't good enough.
He was in poor health.
He already had work in Britain.

A
B
C
D

sought-attercommodity.

the top quite quickly and had plenty of

lot fram the experience.'

DDtlI

recognisable,

Why did Malcolm not go to the USAthirty-five yearsago?
A
B
C
D

different
.

Malcolm Is keen to convince his listeners that

people are reading the story.

he is actually telling them a story.
the events are really happening.
they are sitting in the theatre.

Malcolm relates the story about the other actor in order to show how

A
B
C
D

good he iso
difficult

the job iso

important it is to prepare.
dlfferent approaches can work.
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You are going to read a magazine article about a man who studies mountain lions in the
USA. Seven sentences have been removed fram the article. Choose fram the sentences A-I
the one which fits each gap (15-21).

There is one extra sentence which you do not need

to use. There is an example at the beginning
Mark your answers on the separate

Something was watching me. I stopped. Not a leal
moved, not a bird called. Then, less than a hundred

ol North America. It has a variety ol names such as
cougar and puma, but is most commonly known simply
as the mountain lion. It was 1965. I was just beginning
my lile's work ol trying to understand these secretive

But I was willing to give ali that a try.

sheet.

c

He encouraged me to tackle something tough.

D

It was then that I lelt those eyes.

E

Then he was gone.

F

And vet we knew almost nothing about them.

G

These animals are territorial and limit their own numbers.

H

But by the spring, most ol those had been shot by hunters.

The effort had not been going wall.

lisi
I 50 I moved, next season, as lar
Irom civilisation as I could get in the USA, to the Idaho
Primitive Area, a roadless wilderness in Salmon River
Country.
I hired Wilbur Wiles, the best prolessional wildcat
trecker in Idaho. Still, that winter we could not lind

I

A lew years earlier, lollowing live years ol doing
research into the habits ol grizzly bears with my
brother, also a wildlilebiologist, I had sought a project
ol my own. 1151

B

I began in January 1 963, marking sixteen lions within
a hundred miles ol Missoula, Montana.

Felis concolor, or the cat ol one colour was the ghost

I

I was beginning to think maybe my colleagues were right.

(O).

By capturihg and recapturing, and each time making
very carelul observations, I hoped to build a lund ol
inlormation about these mysterious animals.

metres away amongst the trees, I saw him. Just his
lace, eyes the colour ol amber, whiskers glistening in
the late alternoon sun.

and elusive cats. 101

answer

A

enough lions lor a valid study. 119/
A meaninglul study ol mountein lions might be
impossible. I decided to expand the study area. In the
summ er ol 1965, I backpacked into the wilderness,
into new territory.

J

Mountain lions seemed not only challenging but also
romantic. Once they were lound across the entire
continent. But alter centuries ol ruthless hunting, they
had been conlined to a lew wild spots. In the early
1960s, mountain lions were still considered as the

Then, at the mouth ol a smali valley, I noticed some
lootprints. I lorced my way through the undergrowth
up the narrow valley and suddenly broke into a beautiful
mountain maadow ringed by trees.

IZ.9j

.

J

enemy. Farmers, ranchers and hunters were trying to
rid the world ol these great cats. 116/

I

Many colleagues tried to discourage me. The lions
moved across hundreds ol miles ol territory. I would
never be able to keep track ol them lor long enough to
study them. Moreover, as most mountain lions livein
difficultcountry, they are best tracked in snow. That
meant livingin tents in winter and tracking with dogs in
the intense cold belore trapping them in e tree so that
they could be captured and marked.

lEI

I

I don't know how long we stared at each other. It was
a wonderlul moment. Every other mountain lion I had
seen had been up a tree, cornered by the dogs below,
or drugged by the tranquillisers we used to mark them
in salety. Eventuallythis lionbroke our gaze, turned his
head slowly, and with majestic grace, leapt into luli
view. 12,11
II can stil!see his eyes. I've
olten thought he brought me good luck because that
was indeed a turning point. The next winter's work
went extremely wall.

I

mE
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You are going to read a magazine article in which different people talk about letter
writing. For Questions22-35, chooselrom the people (A-F). Same ol the people may be
chosen more than once. When more than one answer is required,these may be given in
any order. There is an example at the beginning (O).
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Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

A

Amanda Littleport

B

Barbara

C

Charles Downham

D
E

Derek Watlington
Elizabeth Brandon

F

Fiona 5tretham

Lynn

E-mails are easy and faxes are fast - SDis the oldfashioned letter really a thing of the past? According
to a recent survey, 10% of the 18 billion letters
delivered annually in Britain are private ones, SDthere
must be people out there who are sitting down and
putting pen to paper in the old-fashioned way.
For example, there's novelist Amanda

LittIeport
who says, 'U's a very personal way of keeping in

Which of the people
chooses

to write letters for health reasons?

thinks same letters should not be posted?
describes a regular letter-writing routine?
has help with the letters he/she

has to write?

compares letter-writing with another activity?
is expected to write letters as part ol a job?
has made a point ol keeping letters?

touch. ] f'ind ] indude things in letters that ] might not

~

mention in conversation,

§C]

about other peopie for example. But something nice,

§C]

~
~
~
~

leels that electronic

love letters are SDimportant.'

to amuse

the reader?

takes care over the appearanceol their letters?

Amanda always writes

pure white paper. A letter is like a gift you give
someone, it's upsetting to see a lovely letter on horrible

~
~

aids make letter writing

writes letters designed

like

with a fountain pen. 'What looks best is black ink on

~

less personal?

such as things ]don't

~

§C]

~

@LJ

@LJ

paper.'

The actress Barbara Lyon, if she's at home in
London, writes at least tbree letters each morning at a
desk in an upstairs bedroom that has become her
'writing room'. '] f'ind it an enjoyable experience, as
important as talldng to people. As ] am deaf in one ear,
] find the telephone difficult, and] don't have e-mail.
Letters written by hand are an exchange of energy
between people. U's like the energy that passes
between an actor and audience in the theat.(e, which
doesn'thappen on filmDrtelevisionin the same way.'
Unlike Amanda and Barbara, playwright,
Charles Downham
confesses that he f'indsletter
writing increasingly difficult. '] never seem to get the
time these days. ] like receiving them though. I've got
a eardboardbox of them storedin the attie,sa that ]
can reread them in my old age.' He also chooses his
notepaper with care. '] love wandering around
stationery shops. U's something to do with the feel of
the quality product.The matchingenvelopeis an
absolute must.'
Television Presenter, Derek
well-known

DD3
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correspondence with his actress wife whenever their
work has kept them apart. Fortunately, both parties
have held on to the letters, allowing them to be
publishedlast year,minusthe 'silliestbits'. Oneof
them begins,'] do missyour letterswhen we're
together ...' and the tone is light-hearted and amusing
throughout, even when the subject matter is serious. T
always hand-writemyletters,' he says.'Eventhough a
word-processor means you can go back and improve
things, there's something about the machine that
bringsout the moreformaIsideof my character, SD
letters written

on one are never quite SDintimate.'

said in a letter becomes much more special. That's why

is aware ol expressing his/her feeling more
Ireely in letters?

.,P-'w
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Watlington

is a

letter writer. He has carried on a 30-year

Politicians lilce Elizabeth

Brandon

have headed

notepaper

provided for them onee they get elected to
the Houses of Parliament, and there are special desks
with old-fashioned dip pens and supplies of real ink for
them to use for letter writing. Barbara is a ,shameiess

iover of gadgets, however, and prefers to reply to
peopleby dictatinglettersinto a cassetterecorder SD
that her secretarycan typethem up and fax them.
'But] also write long chatty e-mails to my husband
and daughter when ] am away,' she says.
Don't even think of mentioning

e-mails to

Fiona

who is the 'agony

Stretham,

a journalist

aunl' for a top weekly magazine. Her problem page
attracts hundreds of letters, all of which receive a
personal

reply. She thinks the handwriting

is often a

real due to the personality and sincerity of the writer.
'] can't stand e-mail,' she says. 'They're SDcold and
concise.' She laments the general dedine in letter
writing as a way of letting off steam.'Lots of people
will remember heartfelt eomplaints Dr dedarations
of
love that never got as far as the postbox. The act of just
telling someone how you feel mal,es you feel better,
even if they never get to read iti'

SDit seems, the letter is not dead. But the thing to
remember is that it's a two-way proces$. As a friend of
Groucho Marx once wrote: 'Dear Groucho, I would
have answered your letter sooner, but you didn't send
one.'
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PAPER 2

Writing

l

(1 hour 30 minutes)

You must answer this question.

Write an answer to one of the Questions 2-5 in this part. Write your answer in 120-180
words in an appropriate style.

I

2
You and a group of friends want to spend two days in a new Wildlife Learning and
Leisure Centre outside your town. You have a leaflet with details about the centre but
you need to know more. Using the notes you have made,
for mare in'formation and giving them relevant details.

write to the centre

Looking back on that day, we ali agreed it was aur greatest victory

asking

Write your story.

3

WILDLIFE
LEARNING AND
LEISURE
CENTRE

. .
.
.
.

See the local wilcllite

--

-~

doil1J a frofeci

af colle:Je on fhe fashion

wou/d

be nice fo indude

shou/d

describe

a (irsf-hand

how fashions

refort

indusfry

penfriend.
in dtf/erenf

{rom someone

for Joul1J feofle

counfries.

livin.'J abroad.

If

rhe refort

have chan.'Jed in recenf Jears.

Write your report.
4

Following a class discussion
composition with this title:

on the environment,

your teacher has asked you to write a

Some people think the recycling 0/ used glass and paper is a waste 0/ time. Do you
agree?
gUided tours?

Write your composition.

5

Educational R~'iOurce Centre

Ovemigh( accommodation available
in ne-d1byhotel
We can create a one-day or two-day
programme for your age-group
and interests

this letter from an English-speaking

Can JOu hefr?

Lea171a!x)ut(he localwildljfein out

~

You have received
Were

A completely new concept in
wilcllife centres
100 square kilometres of umpoilt
natural beauty

Resource
Centre?

You have decided to enter a short-story writing competition. The rules of the
competition say that the story must begin with these wards:

can take tents?

Answer one of the following two questions based on your reading of one of the set
books.
Either

(a) You have seenthis announcement in an international magazine for
young people.
Have you read a good book lately?
We're offering a prize of f200 for the best article
recommending a good book to aur readers.

Use of spons facilities free to
aJ]visitors

Write your article.

what sports?
Plice: ~30 for a day and MS for twa days
Reductions for groups

includes
food?

Or

(b) In a review of the book you have read you have seen this comment.
'It's difiicult

to believe in the characters in this story as real people.'

Your teacher has asked you to write a composition

giving your reasons for

either agreeing ar disagreeing with this comment.
Write a letter
any addresses.

ilH!J
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120 and 180 words,in
'

an appropriate

style. Do not write

Write your composition.
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PAPER 3

Use of English (1 haur 15 minutes)
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For Questions16-30, read the text belowand think of the word which best fits each
space. Useonly one word in each space.There is an example at the beginning (O).

B:.IIf'Wi;llI-

For Questions 1-15,

read the text belowand

decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits

each space.There is an example at the beginning (O).
Mark your answers on the separate

answer sheet.

Write your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Example:

~

was

Example:
O

A

B

up

to

C off

D

wit h

FADING MEMORIES

~~~~61

The instamatic camera (O)

. invented in 1963 and the mass marketing of

colour film foliowed shortly after. Until then, almost (16)
been in black and white. (17)

THE EARTH GALLERIES

. photographs had

. the early 19705,salesof colour film had

overtaken those for black and white and today colour accounts (18) ...

ali but a

tiny percentage of the 96 million films sold in Britain everyyear.
To many people the word 'geology' conjures (O)
rather duli imagesof lumps of rock in
glasscases.People(1)
to regard geology as an academicsubject that you don't need
to know about (2)
you haveto study it at school. If you visit the Earth Galleriesat
London'sNatural History Museum, however, you'lI (3). . that this image couldn't be
(4)
from the truth.
The (5)
of the exhibition is not to produce future geologists, but rather to inspire
interest in a subject which is (6)
to everydaylife. The Earth Galleriestum the traditional
idea of the geological museum (7)
, literally becauseyou begin at the top. The central
spacein the museum is a glass-topped atrium. As you enter, you (8)
up to the top of
this by escalator.On the (9)
, the escalatorpassesthrough a massiverevolving globe,
measuring eleven metres(10)
diameter. This representsa planet, not necessarilythe
Earth. (11)
at the top, you work your way down through the six different exhibitions
that (12)
the museum.

But those early colour photographs are alreadyshowing (19)
of snapshots (20) .

make (21)
Thesechemicaischange over time. The deterioration of
photographs is nothing new, of course.We tend (22).
view the late
nineteenth century in delicate shadesof brown thanks to the chemicaisused at the time.
But (23)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

iI9r1

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

TEST

B know
B owing
B found
B greater
B aim
B relevant
B inside out
B ride
B route
B around
B Once
B consist of
B such as
B talents
B substances

pick
despite
catch
further
ambition
part
head to toe
drive
way
on
From
bring together
not only
resources
ingredients
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

bound
unless
discover
wider
reason
joined
backto front
run
trip
across
Got
make up
50 that
treasures
contents

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

is a fair chance that future generations will (24)

at the late twentieth century as the era of
(25) .
(26).

back

purple grassand pink skies. Because,

the fading is only gradual, the different colours change
. different rates.

Keeping photographs in a dark drawer, (27)
(28)

The individual exhibitions explain natural phenomena (13)
earthquakes and volcanoes
as well as looking at the Earth'senergy(14)
and where our most common building
(15)
come from. Theseexhibitions allow everyoneto appreciatethe fascination of
geology.

of age. Millions

since 1963 are changing colour becauseof their chemical

even in the fridge, will certainly

them last longer, but none of (29).

will keep forever. aur

grandparents' old-fashioned black and white photographs from earlier in the twentieth
century will (30)

the test of time better, in facl.

tend
whether
convince
nearer
topie
referred
upside down
steer
path
in
Vet
show off
in order
reservations
materials
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For Questions 31-40, complete the second sentence sa that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use
between twa and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (O).
Example:

O

'A bad headache made it impossible for me to attend school,' Alan said to
his teacher.
missed
Alan told his teacher

[i"";1II~

For Questions 41-55, read the text belowand look carefully at each line. Same of the lines
are correct, and same have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, put a tick (v) by the number on the separate answer sheet. If a line
has a word which should not be there, write the word on the separate answer sheet.
There are examples at the beginning (O and 00).

a bad

that he

headache.
The gap can be filledbythe words 'had missedschoolbecause ol' sa you write:

~

~'mpl"<

32

O

would like to tell you about it. Once a month I spend a

I am not strang enough to climb that steep path without awalking stick.
too

41

weekend away with twa friends. We usually prefer sleep in

42

aur tents, but sometimes when we feellike to having

That path is .

43

a real rest, we book a raom in a hotel. On Thursday

..'"

. climb without awalking stick.

That man stole a valuable picture but he was never punished.
That man.

a valuable picture.

Hitch-hiking is less popular naw than ten years ago.
not
Hitch-hiking is

34

. was ten years ago.

'Why did you cancel the party, Lucy?' Martin asked.
called
Martin asked Lucy

35

the party.

'We shall tell your parents that you are often absent fram school,' Mrs Clerk said.
would
Mrs Clerk said to me that my parents .

36

my frequent absences fram school.

'Do not leave your belongings unattended,'
to

the graup leader said to the tourists.

The graup leader told the tourists
37

Mrs Butler didn't buy her san a bicycle because she didn't have enough money.
afford

I suggested

45

and they agreed with at ance. On Saturday morning, we got into

46

my father's car, one which I had borrowed for the weekend.

that we should

go on a 'mystery

weekend'

47

No-one else knew for how long the drive would be. I was

48

the only one who knew it where we were going. I had been

49

busy on the telephone

that morning

making

ali the hotel

50

arrangements.

51

To the Band Marina

52

where a boat was got ready to take us all on a trip up

53

the river. It was such a lovely day that we sat on the seats

54

on deck and enjoyed ourselves the sunshine. When we got

55

home on Sunday, everyone wanted another 'mystery weekend'!

Where

do you think I took them

off?

Hotel, on the banks of the River Dart,

her san a bicycle.

buying that pony.

Although it looks easy, that dance is actually quite difficult.
not
That dance is

40

them

Sallywill not buy that pony because she is no longer interested.
lost
Saliy

39

evening,

44

belongings unattended.

Mrs Butler .
38

I had a wonderful experience ar last weekend and I

00

got
33

I

had missed school because of

Write only the missing words on the separate answer sheet.

31

~:

looks.

Take your mobile phone because the car might break down.

case
down.

Take your mobile phone

DriEI
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For Questions

56-65,

read the text below. Use the word given in capitals

at the end of

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example
beginning

(O). Write your ansvV'ers on the

answer

flightless

Penguins are (O)..f/ightk;j;j..

sheet.

Youwill hear people talking in eight different situations. For Questions 1-8, choose the

birds which live south of the Equator. As their

FLlGHT

stand upright and walk when they are

USUAL

on land. When they find it (57) ...

to travel at greater speed, they

when diving,that penguins really move fast, the

(59)

. of their streamlined bodies allowing them to reach a
of up to 265 metres in some cases.

The sixteen species of penguin tend to look rather (61)
with black or dark blue backs and white fronts. But (62)

You hear a man and a woman talking about something they bought in a shop.
What is the man going to complain about?
A faulty goods
B poor value for money
C lack of information about goods

c::::JIJ

NEED

often drop on to their stomachs and slide along. But it is at sea,

(60) .

(40 minutes)

I

legs are short, they (56) .

(58)

Listening

best answer A, B or C.

~

Example:

separate

PAPER 4

at the

5PECIAL

2

WEIGH
DEEP
LlKE
VARY

in size and head patterns allow them to be (63) .
. The
fact that a number of species spend their whole life in Antarctica
where there is little (64)
fram the world's least

IDENTIFY

(65)
. weather conditions, makes their continued survival one
of the wonders of the nature.

WELCOME

3

PROTECT
4

5

You hear a woman talking to a friend.
What is she talking about?
A travelling by public transport
B waiting in queues
C joining a social club
You hear a man talking about wearing hats.
Why didn't he like wearing a hat at the wedding?
A It was the wrang size.
B People laughed at him.
C He felt uncomfortable in it.

131

You hear someone comparing life in the town with life in the country.
What is his view of the country?
A He never wants to go there again.
B He can understand why people go there.
C He wonders what people find to do there.
You hear a mother talking about her young son.
How does she feel when she watches him in class?
A ashamed of herself
B
C

6

CTIJ

LEJ

disappointed in him
curious about his teacher

You hear an announcement on the radio.
Why should listeners cali the programme?
A to find out about science fiction
B
C

7

CEJ

LEJ

to ask questions about an author
to get ideas about how to be a writer

You hear the beginning of a radio programme about the food at tourist attractions.
What point is being mad e about the attractions?
A People have little choice of food there.
B People like the kind of food served there.
C People choose the unhealthiest food there.

cm

8

You turn on the radio in the middle of something.
What are you listening to?
A travel news
B weather forecast
C

iEI.1J
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You will hear an interview
sentences.

Alex was at the

with the actor Alex Beringer. For Questions 9-18, complete the

I

0

For his first film, Alex had to get rid of his

Alexchangedhishaircolaurto

I

Alex sayshe prefers to play

I

~

I

§]

I
~

Alex saysthat many famous stars are

I

1:.11';'8;.-'

~

.-

I can study long hours.

B

I am helped by others.

C

I pay attention.

D

I read extra materials.

E

I study only what is important.

F

I have a good memory.

I

~

24
people.

I~

26

27

28

29

30

Speaker 5

For Questions

c::§j

~

know the best diving areas.
be patient with their trainees.

When does Dave become nervous?
When students become agressive.
When his students leavethe group.
When other divers get closeto his group.

1261

What mistake did the girl called Elaine make?
A Shedid not get on well with her group.
B She mistook Davefor samebody else.
C Shewent off alone.

CJEJ

How did David feel after the conversation wit h Mr and Mrs Jones?
A embarrassed
upset
impatient

What does Davefind boring in hisjob?
A allowing students time for photos
B repeating instructions for students
C following the same routine

CE

~

What would Dave like to be in the future?
A
B
C

4

Speaker4

David saysinstructors must
A understand weather conditions.

B
C

PAPER

CE

Speaker3

Why did Dave consider a full-time career as a diving instructor?
A He had always liked teaching.
B Histrainees were pleasedwith him.
C It was a chance to earn more money.

A
B
C

8,

Speaker2

LE

characters.

B
C

TEST

Speaker 1

You will hear a radio interview with Dave Salter, a deep-sea diving instructor.
24-30, choose the best answer A, B or C.

25

DO;]

in your studies?

A

I~

I

In the future, Alex would like to

What makes you successful

l2TI was

I

Alex is naw playing the role of a

Questions 19-23, choose from the list A-F what each speaker says. Use the letters only
ance. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.

~

When he was younger, Alex's mother used to read
to him.
Alex's father wanted him to be a

You will hear five students saying what makes them successful in their studies. For

when he was invited to be in a film.

I

Alex was paid little for his first film becausethe
smalI.

-

a photographer
a secretary
a manager

LE
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PAPER 5

Speaking

(14 minutes)
(3 minutes)

Answer these questions:
What is your favourite type of musie?
Has your taste in musie changed over the years? Why / Why not?
Where do you like to listen to musie?
What effect do different types of musie have on you?
(3 ar 4 minutes)

Workplaces (compare, contrast and sp~culate)

I

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 172 which show people in their workplaces.
CandidateA, compareand contrast these photographs, and say how you think the people
feel about the placewhere they work. You havea minute to do this.
Candidate B, do you like a tidy place to wark ar study?

I

Dancing (compare,contrast and speculate)

Turn to pictures 1 and 2 on page 173 which show people dancing.
Candidate B, compareand contrast these photographs, and say how you think the people
feel about dancing. You have a minute to do this.
Candidate A, are you a good dancer?
(3 or 4 minutes)

I

Summer courses (discuss and evaluate)

Tum to the pictures on page 174 which show different ideas for a leaflet about summer
courses for young people at a British language schoo!. Imagine you have to choose which
pictures will appear in the leaflet.

How successfulwould each picture be in showing life at the school? Whichthree pictures
do you think should appear in the leaflet?
(3 ar 4 minutes)
Answer these questions:
Do you think a summer course is a good way to learn a language?

What are the advantages of studying a language in the country where it is spoken?
Do you like to do things on holiday, ar would you rather just relax?
How many languages do you think children should study in school?

ID!]
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Candidate A

Useful phrases
Well, there are people reading
newspapers in both photos. In
the first photo, it's a boy in a
library, in the second, a man,
maybe in an office.
The boy seems to be reading the
sports page. Perhaps he's having
a rest between lessons.
I get the impression that the
man is not very comfortable
sitting on the table.
He looks like he's ...
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Candidate B
Useful phrases
The young people in these
photos are showing very
different feelings, the boy is not
happy at ali while the girl is
having a very good time.
In this photo, I think the mother
is telling him that he is not
allowed to go out.
Perhaps he has homework to
do. Or maybe he is being
punished for breaking
something.

I think the mother probably
reads to her daughter every
evening and they both look
forward to it.

I
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I
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I
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Candidates A and B

Useful phrases
Most young people would love to work in a television company, don 't you think?
In my opinion, some of these jobs require training and may be very difficult for
somebody without the necessary skilis. Would you agree with that?
Yes, that's a good point.
In this job they can learn how to communicate effectively, and that's a very useful skiii.
Now, in which two jobs would they learn the most useful skilis? What do you think?
My first choice would be ...
/'m not sure / agree with that. Don't you think ...
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Mark ONE leller for each
question.
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Test 1

17
18

Part 1~ It's up, up and away
1
2

~

3
-~

~

H: Modern balloons are a lot more sophisticated
D: Celebrations are high on the list... Birthdays,
anniversaries
F: ... twelve the maximum number allowed ... have to be
at 1east

4
5
6

A: You are invited to take an active part.
E: Most people are very happy that they have done it
B: To get a licence ... Then you have to take written
exams

7

G: You will need a trailer ... You may need ... permission

Part 2: Inline Skating

~

~

8
8
8
8
9
9

A: Correct. The key word s are 'slight unease'.
B: Incorrect. She does not say or imply she was confident.
C: Incorrect. She was only slightly uneasy.
D: Incorrect. She does not say or imply it.
B: Correct. 'Not good for the sort of skating...'
A, C: Incorrect. The quality and fit of the skates are not
mentioned.

9

D: Incorrect. The problem with the skates is not that they
do not work.
C: Correct.'... which she wants to see ali retailers use.'
A: Incorrect. It is future buyers she is thinking of.
B: Incorrect. The guidelines are for retailers to use.
D: Incorrect. She does not mention her students.
D: Correct. 'Tick oft' means to reprimand.
A: Incorrect. You 'tick' items on a list to show they have
been checked.

~

--

10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
12

B:
C:
C:
A:
B:

12
13

D:
D:

13

A,

14
14
14

C:
A:
B:

14
15

D: Incorrect. A 'National Association' already exists.
D: Correct. 'I know how she feels' refers to 'It makes me
feel good'.
A: Incorrect. This is not what Tracy says.
B: Incorrect. Tracy 'never tires of the sport'.
C: Incorrect. Tracy does not say it is hard to teach.

Incorrect. 'Tick away' is used to refer to passing time.
Incorrect. This is not the meaning of 'tick oft'.
Correct. Tracytells her to keep her 'hands out'.
Incorrect. Simple skating does not help her break a falI.
Incorrect. 'This' does not refer to how often the
instructions are repeated.
Incorrect. Keeping her hands out will help her break a falI.
Correct. 'You don't look at the ground when you're
riding a bike.'
B, C: Incorrect. Fear,the need to learn how to fali and the
need to relax are ali mentioned but they are not
compared to cycling.
Correct. 'Wearing protective clothing'.
Incorrect. Older people are not mentioned.
Incorrect. The text does not say she disapproves of
,

15
15
15

recreationalskating.

Part 3: Britain's Wildest Place
16

D: Link between 'a group of islands' and 'the waters
around them'. Link between 'dolphins, whales ...' and
'such marine animals'.

19

20

21

A: Link between 'you need to be on a boat' and 'companies
offering such trips'.
B: Link between size of archipelago, 'stretches nearly ...' and
smali number of inhabitants. 'However' indicates the
contrast. Link between 'only ... are permanently
inhabited' and 'This relative lack of people'.
G: Link between 'freedom from pollution' and 'Despite being
relatively unspoilt'. Link between 'facing many
pressures' and 'Some of the islands are under threat ...'.
C: Link between 'climate is wet and windy' and 'This is more
than enough ...'. Link between 'This is more than
enough ...' and 'Another discouraging factor'.
E: Link between '... the Hebrides can be hard on visitors'
and 'But... you'll think they are paradise.'

Part 4: Jobs in Cartoon Animation
22
23
24
25

C:
B:
D:
A:

26

D:

27
28

A:
B:

29
30

C:
D:

'the only way to find his ideal job was to leave England ...'
'Grey has just given same funds to the university ...'
'the ability to develop the plot of a narrative ...'
'There is plenty of work around for people who can
draw...'
'he thinks the future of all that area of work lies with
computers. '
'animated characters for grown-ups ...'
'They fear large-scale projects will take away their
freedom of action.'
'something he feels is often neglected in schools.'
'offer them a series of classes...'

31
32
33
34
35

B:
A:
C:
A:
D:

'the publicity industry has employed lots of people ...'
'Many of his ideas will be on show...'
T d always dreamt of working in such a way ...'
'He would create images for his workmates ...'
'he has spent E1Om on new machines...'

Questions 1-21 = 2 marks
Questions 22-35 = 1 mark
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out of 40.

Part 1
Question 1
Style: Formalletter. Avoid informal expressions.
Content: 1 Give information about the age, interests and level of
fitness of the group.
2 Ask what experience is needed.
3 Ask whether canoeing is possible.
4 Ask if prices include food.
5 Ask for examples of appropriate clothes.
Part

2

Question 2
Style: Informal.
Content: Tell your friend how you organised the party and the
difficulties you had. Include people, food, entertainment,
your friend's reaction. Was it a success?
Question

3

Style: Semi-formal or neutral.
Content: 1 Include the reason why Peter was frightened. What
had happened between them?

Dfifj
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2 What Peter did after he saw Jack at the door.
3 How the story ends. Do they make friends?
Question 4
Style: Neutral or informal because the readers will be young people.
Use a heading / title. Organise the article into clear
paragraphs.
Content: 1 Describeyourhobby(e.g.what you do, the thingsyou
need, etc.).
2 Saywhyyou recommendit (i.e.is it entertaining/
instructive/ interesting?).
Question 5(a)
Style: Formalor neutral. Do not use informal expressions.
Content: Say whether you agree or disagree with the statement.
Describe in your own words how the story ends. Give
reasons for your agreement or disagreement.
Question 5(b)
Style: Formalor neutral. Do not use informal expressions.
Content: Say what character you think could be your friend.
Describe the character (appearance / personality/ opinions
/ feelings) and say why you think s/he would be a good
friend.
The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

24

25
26
27
28
29
30

Part 3
31
32
33
34
35

36
37

38
39
40

Part 1: Trees for life
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

D: 'as far as', 'as long as', and 'as soon as' do not make sense.
A: Only 'play' collocates with 'role'.
A: The expression is 'on a scale'. The other words do not
collocate.
B: 'known' would need to be folIowed by 'as'; 'referred'
would need 'to as'.
D: 'give out' means 'send out or emit'. 'Give in / away / up'
have other meanings.
A: 'Bring' is the only one that collocates with 'benefits' here.
A: The phrase 'in turn' is the only one which means 'has
the effect ot'.
D: 'Opposite' and 'close' collocate grammatically but their
meaning is wrong.
C: 'contact' collocates with 'with the world'. The others do
not.
A: 'What's more' is a set phrase and no other word
collocates here.
C: 'Without' is the only word that goes with 'we would lose
the pleasure'.
C: 'Therefore' fits grammatically but not semantically.'Whilst'
and 'despite' are completely wrong.
B: 'come under threat' is an expression. The other words do
not collocate.
C: We need an expressionthat means 'to bear': 'put up with'.
B: roots cannot be 'concerned'; 'interfered' would need
'with' after it; the meaning of 'involved' makes it wrong.

Part 2: Fit for Sports
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

from (preposition):collocates with 'resuits'.
which (relativepronoun): referring to 'the body shape and
structure' .
who (relativepronoun): referring to 'individuals'.
on (preposition):collocates with 'dependent'.
is (verb):singular, 'the aim ... is'.
and (conjunction):linkstwo adjectives.
this (pronoun): referring to 'to improve ... both safe'.
the (definite artie/e):referring to specific physical demands:
those of sport.

Dflm
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what (pronoun, the subject of the sentence): means 'the
point which'.
in (preposition):only word that collocates in the expression 'in
question' .
taken (past participle):used in a passive construction,
collocates with 'into account'.
of (preposition):indicating belonging.
these /such (determiners):referring back to all the points in
the previous paragraph.
at (preposition):collocates in the expression 'to work at it'.
if / though (conjunctions):both collocate with 'even'.

wish I could (I was / I were able to): 'I wish' must be folIowed
by a pronoun.
advised Harryto cance/:direct to indirect speech, 'advised'
foliowed by 'to'.
a smali (tiny)number of: 'smali' collocates with 'number'.
is going to be organised: active to passive voice.
was 50 confused (that) she: testing collocation 'so + adjective
+ that'.
(been)yearssincePetersaw: from Presentperfectto Past
simple.
accused John of stealing (of having stolen): 'accuse + of +
verb -ing'.
incasehersonneeds:in case + pronoun + verbinPresent
simple.
if she had not been: third-type conditional 'would have
told' + if + 'had not been'.
put it oft because: to 'put oft', to postpone, 'it' goes
between 'put' and 'oft'; 'because' when foliowed by a noun
needs the particie' ot'.

Part 4
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

themselves: relax is not folIowed by a reflexivepronoun.
such: 'something more' does not need sucho
V
and: wrong word separates adjective from noun.
will:'uniess' is never folIowed by a Future simple.
V
very:'verymuchmoney'wouldbe correct,but here 'very'is
wrong.
it: you do not need the pronoun 'it' because you have 'the
kite'.
V
to: you need the infinitivewithout 'to' here.
that: 'that' does not refer to anything here, the subject of
'making' is 'you'.
more: the expression is 'at the right moment'.
by: this particie is not used with 'higher'.

v

be: Youcan only have twa forms of the verb 'to be' together
in a passive voice (e.g. 'You are being watched').

Part 5: Florida
56

laid (infinitiveto past participie)

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

visitor (verb to noun)
belief (verb to noun)
unconnected (verb to adjective plus negative prefix)
impossible (adjective to negative adjective by adding prefix)
selection (verb to noun)
attraction (verb to noun plus piurai form)
sandy (noun to adjective)
pointless (noun to adjective)
difficulty (adjective to noun)

Questions 1-30 and 41-65
Questions

31-40

The total score

=2

= 1 mark

marks

is adjusted

to give a mark out ot 40.

18

There is a mark tor each correct answer in parts 1-4
19

Part1
1A 2 C 3 C 4 B 5 C 6A 7 B 8A
20

Part 2
9
10
11
12
13

play football
ballet teaeher
competitions
make friends / fit in
kitehen(s)

14
15
16
17
18

two and a half hours
brilliant
arguments
The Circus
in si len ee / wit ho ut musie

19 C

20 D

Part 4: Women in Unusual Jobs
21
22

Part 3
21 B

22 A

23 F
23

Part 4
24 B

25 A

26 B 27 C

28 C

29 B

30 A

The tota' score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

Test 2

24

25
26
27
28
29

Part 1: The Good Buy Man
1

E: It was just meant to be a seasonal thing, but it turned out
to be 50 successful ...

2

B: A survey ... found that ... and this may go some way to
explaining Bryan's success
A: Planning a shopping trip with military precision ...
G: visit stores on their behalf ... delivering goods ... at a
convenient time ... return to the shops to exchange them.
D: Clients with a list of requests are given a quote...
C: Bryan'sspecialist knowledge means that elients usually get
a good deal.

3
4
5
6

B: Link between 'if he were to cut himself' and 'Another
such danger is weed' and between 'Adam is well aware
of the danger' and 'Fortunately, Adam's never been in
any kind of difficulty'.
C: Link between 'keeping watch just in case' and 'Another
thing to look out for is golfballs themselves' and betweer>
'getting hit by one of those things' and 'Despite al! these
hazards'.
F: Link between 'I was under a lot of weed a couple of
weeks ago' and 'On another occasion, when he was
covered in weed' and between 'some poor unsuspecting
golfer and yelled "Boo! ", and 'Luckily, nobody at the
elub has complained'.

30
31
32
33
34
35

C: 'It was better paid than her present job but...'
A: 'I don't have any real contact with the large numbers of
people I meet.'
D: 'the degree course ... she started last year, but is
confident she will finish ...'
A: 'The one thing I resent is having to appear cheerful al! the
time ...'
D: 'but they will get a written response from me.'
C: 'l've made many lasting friendships here ...'
D: 'to organising events for retired employees ...'
D: 'I've since elimbed the ladder to become customer
relations manager.'
B: 'It involved no talking, and that suited me down to the
ground.'
C: 'time changes... it makes you feel physically unwell.'
A: 'For a while I trained pro mising young players ...'
B: 'it was considered a job for men. "That is changing
now ...'"
C: 'she had always liked the idea of working on' a ship.'
B: '1liked my work too much to think of chi Idren ... I have
not regrets.'
D: 'performing taste tests on ali chocolates to ensure ...'

Questions 1-20= 2 marks
Questions 21-35 = 1 mark

The total score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

Part 2: The Ballet Sculptor
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A: 'There is something amazing about ali those graceful
movements ...'
D: Her dream is to join forces with them ... and then hold
an exhibition ...
C: get the chance to sculpt fram life... I can work more
quickly
c: A worktop is a kind of table to work on.
B: This makes her pieces lessexpensive than solid bronze...
A: 'It' refers to making 'each one in the garden shed'.
D: I'd accept a lower offer ... But I've learnt not to do that
anymore.
D: Ali artists want some kind of recognition for their work.

Part1
Question 1

Style: Formalletter. Avoid informal expressions.
Content 1 Ask if FCE-IevelEnglish is acceptable or not.
2 Ask which jobs are on offer - waiting at tables?
3 Ask where you would be staying.
4 Ask if food is provided.
5 Add a question of your own, based on the information
in the advertisement.

Part

2

Question 2

Part 3: The GolfbalI Frogman
15

u

16

17

G: Link between 'began retrieving lost balls' and 'as a result'
and between 'they just fali about laughing' and 'and you
can't really blame them'.
A: Link between 'he's praviding a valuable service to golfers'
and 'Of course, Adam does also come across less
distinguished balls'.
D: Link between 'he eleans them and sellsthem' and 'get
the impression that it's easy money' and between 'It's
dangerous ... cold and smelly' and 'Most of the lakes...
on the bottom it's impossible to see'.

Style:Formai to neutral. Use a heading / title. Use neat paragraphs.
Content 1 Explain what animals make good pets (e.g. dogs, cats,
fish, rabbits). Give reasons.
2 Give advice on looking
diet, exercise).

Question

after pets (e.g. about health,

3

Style: Formai to neutral. Use elear paragraphs.
Content Inelude the importance of the Festival, the time of year
when it is held, how people react to the Festival,what
your own contribution may be, etc.

iIfJI]

KEY
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Question 4
Style: FormaI. Write elear paragraphs, maybe wit h sub-headings.
Content: 1 Talk about the museum and what you saw there.
2 Saywhether it is of interest for all age groups. You
need to refer specifically to the attractions for people
of different ages in your school.
Question

behaviour, etc. of your chosen characters.
2 Say which one you prefer and why.
Question 5(b)
Style: Formalor neutral.
Content:Saywhether you would have preferred to see the film and
not read the book. You must include examples fram the
book to back up your opinions.
The two parts of the Writing Paper carry equal marks.
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out of 40.

Part 1: Polar Adventurer
1

B: Only 'took' collocates wit h 'the sea raute'.

2
3

B: Only 'widely' collocates with 'known'.
D: 'experiences' refers to everything that happened during

4

A: The book cannot print, buy or praduce copies.

5

C: 'own' is the only word that gives the idea that he built it
himself.
A: 'set oft' means 'left'.
C: 'spent' collocates with 'days', the others don't in this
context.
A: 'out of necessity' is a set expression.
C: The other words cannot be used for this kind of journey.
B: 'avoid' is the only word that means 'preventing from
happening' .
D: 'hitting' is the only one that collocates with 'an iceberg'.
C: 'consider', 'mind' and 'accept' do not fit grammatically or
semantically.
B: 'strang' is the only one that collocates with 'wind'.
A: 'periods' is the only one that collocates with 'twe ntyminute'.
D: 'in spite of' means 'although he had to face difficulties'.

the voyage.

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Part 2: Good at Languages
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

32
33
34

5(a)

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: 1 Compare the appearance, character, opinions,

6
7

Part 3

as (preposition): collocates with 'works'.
Using/ Speaking (verbal nouns): subject of the verb 'is'.
like (preposition): linksa noun and a pronoun.
where (re/ative adverb): refers to 'Spain'.
which / that (relative pronoun): refers to 'time spent abraad'.
a (indefinite artie/e): 'deal' is singular.
being (verb form): it needs 'ing' after the proposition 'of'.
with (preposition): collocates with 'dealing'.
When (conjunction): It intraduces a subordinate clause.
they (pronoun): refers to 'customers fram abroad'.
no (adjective):you need to understand the whole of the
sentence.
most (superlativeform): collocates wit h 'one of the'.
in (preposition): collocates with 'changes'.
her (possessiveadjective): refers to Sarah's vocabulary.
would (conditional form): 'would' + 'give', used with if +
Past simple.

35
36
37
38
39
40

Part 4: This Is My Hobby
41 much: 'enjoymakingstories very much' but not 'enjoy much
making'.
42
a: there is no noun to go withthisarticle.
43
V
44
these:'children'sliterature'doesnot needqualifying.
45
am: 'get' is in the Presentsimpleand does not need'am'.
46
such:there is no earlierreferenceto 'magazines'to which
'such' might refer.
47
V
48
up: 'up' cannot be usedasan adjectivehere.
49
from:unnecessarypreposition,'waitingin a queue'.
50
have: 'having'would collocate,but not 'have'.
V
51
52
them: 'them' is not necessary because 'that' refers to
'Ianguages'

K EY

.

53

given:'pleasure'isfolIowedby 'of' and by a verbendingin
-ing.

54
55

how: 'the way' in the previous line means the same as 'how'.
will: you cannot use 'will' in the 'if clause of this conditional
sentence.

Part 5: The Training Program

me

56

fitness(adjective
to noun)

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

designed (infinitiveto past participie)
development (verb to noun)
activities (verb to noun plus piurai form)
knowledge (verb to noun)
gently (adjective to adverb)
intensity (adjective to noun)
impression (verb to noun)
painful (noun to adjective)

65 unwise(adjectiveto negativeformby addinga prefix)
Questions1-30 and 41-65 = 1 mark
Questions31-40 = 2 marks
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out of 40.

There is a mark for each correct answer

in parts 1-4.

Part 1
1 C

iD!]

told Toby not to touch: direct to indirect speech, 'don't'
becomes 'not to'.
apart from Tamsinhad: 'from' collocates with 'apart'.
must have been pleased: 'must have+ been' means 'l'm sure
she was'.
not wark extra hours uniess: 'uniess' needs the negative form
of the verb before it.
turned down Max's: 'offer' needs to be qualified by 'Max's' to
make the meaning complete.
has no objection to: 'does not have any objection to' contains
six words.
has run out ot: you need the Present perfect to indicate what
the situation is now.
advised her to buy: direct to indirect speech, 'advised'is
folIowed by 'to'.
are said to be: active to passiveform, 'said' is foliowed by 'to
be'.
as long as you are: 'as long as' has the conditional meaning
of 'if'.

2 B

3 C

4 A

5 C

6 B

7 A

8 B

-'.

<6

Part 2
9
10
11
12
13

library
grammar workshops
Programme Office
tour ot London
games

Part 3
19 E 20 C

21 D

22 A

14
15
16
17
18

retreshments
cate
main lecture hall
meet teachers
pronunciation

practice

23 F

Part 4
24 F 25 T

26 F

27 T

28 T

29 T

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

B:
D:
A:
C:
c:
A:
D:

32
33
34
35

B:
c:
A:
B:

30 F

The total score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

And his efforts paid off when he finished his degree.
photograph animals which few people will ever see.
I'd now like a job where it's warm and sunny...
The camera made me comfortable around people.
He is aware of the risks involved in his assignments.
wrote an article for a wildlife magazine ...
these creatures have to be protected ... disappear
altogether.
(he) said no to it in order to concentrate on photography
was building his own telescopes ...
parents encouraged his enthusiasm ...
They have been the basis for important pieces in
scientific journals.

Questions 1-20 = 2 marks
Questions 21-35 = 1 mark
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

Test 3
Part 1
Part 1: Space Tourism
1
2
3
4
5
6

Question

E: the first thing you should do ... is save up ...
A: So you can start university studies and try to get the sort
of work experience ...
F: Such tourism is ... the quickest way to use the limitless
resources of space to solve our problems on Earth.
B: It is possible to envisage a future ... from thousands ... to
hundreds of thousands.
G: nearer to adventure travel than to luxury-style hotel.
C: It is possible to take an active role... asking airlines ...

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A: I was more than alittle taken aback so see how slight he
was... Just 1.44m tal! ...
C: He didn't say that, of course. Maybe because he.didn't
want to seem bigheaded ...
D: the organisers tried to persuade him ... his first
competition, thinking he'd be upset when he came last.
B: refers to 'practise for at least two hours every day'.
A: he can spot what I'm doing wrong in a second and put
me right.
D: Contrast between 'relatively unknown' and 'it's on the up'.
D: wants one day to be a professional.
A: This is aglobal impression based on ali the information.

Part 3: Marathon Running
15
16
17
18
19
20

manner.

Content: 1 Saythat the match was not disappointing.
2 Two players were sick.
3 Delays due to weather.
4 The team was prepared.

Part 2
Question

2

Style: Informal.
Content: 1 Give ideas for activities (e.g. sport, outings, visits,

Part 2: Wakeboarding
7

1

Style: Formalletter. Avoid informal expressions. Complain in a polite

- A Recipefor Health?

F: Link between 'At first... she had problems' and 'within a
couple of months'.
C: Link between 'tuned for jumping and running' and 'When
it comes to ..., however ...'.
A: Link between 'you are starting-to feel exhausted' and
'running gets really hard'.
G: Link between 'train sensibly... could even help you live
longer' and 'This is ...'.
B: link between 'a smali injury caused by fatling' and 'most
go home and ...'.
E: Link between 'more likely to catch calds ... in the week
after ...' and 'But this ... is short-lived'.

friends).
2 Give advice about clothes (e.g. according to weather,
for parties, for sport).
3 Say if you want anything from England (e.g. a book,
special food, stamps).
Question

3

Style: Neutral or informal.
Content: what happened in Clara's dream. It may be something
frightening because she woke up with a shock (e.g. a light
- a flying saucer - people in it invite Clara to visit it - Clara
gets on - saucertakes off - Clarawakes up).
Question

4

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: 1 Say what you saw (e.g. monuments, churches, parks,
museums). D'escribesome of the things.
2 Say whether you think other students should go, Give
reasons.

Question

5(a)

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: 1 Good qualities of one of the characters.
2 Bad qualities of the same character. Do not choose a
character that is only good or only bad.
Question

5(b)

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: Saywhether you think the plot was difficult to follow. Give
reasons for your opinion and examples from the book.

Part 4: Wildlife Photographers
21
22
23
24

C:... By age 11 Roger was building his own telescopes ...
B: You get used to it, he says.
A: l sold turtles ... That money got me my first camera.
D: For each of his jobs, the steel structure has to go in river
canoes ...

The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.
The total score is adjusted to give a mark out ot 40.

KEY
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39

40
Part 1: Singing tor a musical lite
1 D:' age' collocates in the expression 'fram an early age'.
2 B: You build (an understanding of musie) on a good 'basis'.
3 A: The Foundation's ideas were influenced by the teaching of
'Behind' is the only word that communicates this
meaning.
4 C: 'form' collocates with 'part' in the expression 'to form
part ot'.
5 B: The other three words do not collocate with 'is especially'.
6 A: 'expert' and 'skilled' do not fit grammatically. 'Fit' is the
wrang meaning.
7 B: 'by heart' is a set expression.
8 A: 'to come to an understanding', 'reach' and 'arrive' do not
fit grammatically.
9 C: 'although' introduces a subordinate clause and means
'some teaching of theory is part of this but...'.
10 D: Musie is written on a 'page'.
11 D: The Voices Foundation believes that
Their 'belief' is
that ...
12 D: The other three options do not fit grammatically.
13 B: Musicians have 'qualities' that we appreciate;
'appreciate' and 'qualities' collocate.
14 B: The expression is 'to set yourself a task'.
15 A: 'benefit' means 'do good to', 'favour' implies 'showing a
preference for'. The other two options are completely
wrang.

Part 2: The Birthot the T-shirt
16 named/ called(pastparticipie):who was called/ named.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

on (preposition):'to go on stage'.
pair (noun): a pair of trausers.
had (auxiIiaryverb): the passive form 'bad been seen'.
but / except (prepositions):'but' used with negative words:
'he is nothing but a fool' has the same meaning as 'except'.
to / until (preposition):collocates with 'through'.
from (preposition):'come from' means 'originate'.
50 (adverb):used before adjectives and adverbs. It means 'to
such an extent'.
as (preposition):means '50 that it appears to be'.
own (adjective):part of the expression 'in its own right'.
for (preposition):collocates with 'wear' (wear something for
warmth / comfort).
or (conjunction):indicating an alternative.
who (relativepronoun): refers to 'Brando'.
the (definite article):'release' is defined by 'of the film version
of Streetcar'.
by (preposition):used after the passive form 'that was to be
adopted' .

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38

to put up with: to find (something) difficult+ infinitive.'Put
up with' = 'tolerate'.
I get bored: to get bored + -ing form. You need a subject for
'get' = '1'.
tends to be very: 'Totend' is always folIowed by an infinitive
with 'to'.
said to be a waste: fram active to passive voice.
made a formai complaint: 'to make a complaint', you need
'formal' to complete the meaning.
get on my nerves: 'to get on (somebody's) nerves' means 'to
irritate'.
wished he had not sold: 'wished' (past tense) is folIowed by a
verb in the Past perfect. It means the action in the past is
regretted.
advisedPaulto buy:fram directto indirectspeech, 'advised'
+ noun / pranoun + to.

&B6

Part 4: TV Critic
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

KEY

am: I agree / I am in agreement.
they: the subject of the verb 'contain' is 'which'.
V'
on: 'braadcast' is not folIowed by 'on' unless you mention a
TVchannel.
it: the subject of the verb 'is' is 'comedy'.
the: 'relaxation' is not qualified (e.g. 'the relaxation I need').
that: 'think' is an Imperativeform here. '50 that' would need
a pro(noun) after it.
V'
most: 'most' does not fit grammatically between 'one' and
'thing'.
there: the subject of the verb 'is' is 'that'.
up: 'Iecture up' is wrang, you 'leeture' somebody.
to: modal verbs are not folIowed by'to'.
50: the expression is 'what's more', folIowed by a comma.
V'
with: the expression is 'to take up verb + -ing'.

Part 5: Happy is Healthy
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

laughter (verb to noun)
traditional (noun to adjective)
treatment (verb to noun)
entertainment (verb to noun)
successful (noun to adjective)
reduction (verb to noun)
tension (adjective to noun)
impossible (adjective to negative adjective by adding prefix)
unlikely (adjective to negative adjective by adding prefix)
illness (adjective to noun)

Questions 1-30 and 41-65
Questions 31-40 = 2 marks

= 1 mark

Thetotal score is adjustedto give a markout of 40.
-

~

~

~

There is a mark for each correct answer in parts 1-4.
~

Part 1
1B2B3A4A5C6B7A8C

~-

Part 2
9

Part 3

as a surprise to Pauline:the expression is 'to come as a
surprise to (somebody)'.
.
popularity of golf is increasing:the verb 'to increase' is in the
Present continuous to indicate it is happening nowo

10
11
12
13

film (about it)
practical
very old church
reports
plans / photo(graph)s (La.o)

14
15
16
17
18

draw
how / why (La.o)
basements
diet
builders

Part 3
19 E 20 D

21 B

Part 4
24 I 25 I 26 M

22 F

27 P

23 A

28 P

29 M

30 M

The total score is adjusted to give a mark out of 40.

Test 4

28
29
30
31

Part 1: Across to lundy Island
1

H: they'd have to spend the night on the island because the

2

A: Its eliffsrise 400 feet ... It is not surprising ... resisted all
attempts at invasion ...
G: The elear blue water... made me think we must have
taken a wrang turn ...
B: Iwould certainly come to regret leaving behind ... in
favour of a smart ...
F: You can choose between a 12-raom castle ... or ...
modest lighthouse ...
C: the most frequent remarks were 'won't you get bored
and lonely' ... Lundyis deservedlyfamous ...
E: You don't have to take part in ... Iwent for rest and
relaxation and...

sea was tOG ...

3
4
5
6
7

10
11
12
13
14
15

33
34
35

does ...

C: with the local inhabitants and makes an effort to respect
their customs ...
B: Justa few words of the locallanguage... ifyoutryand
speak their language.
D: people who have already elimbed in the area ... Italk to
them and ...
D: if you are as bad as I am at looking after your rucksack
and things.

Questions 1-21 = 2 marks
Questions 22-35 = 1 mark

Part 1

Part 2
8
9

32

C: found that someone else had already taken my seat...
A: get information ... from the abundant printed material
available ...
D: he admits to feeling uneasy when preparing for a trip ...
B: gives them details about the type of walking he normally

A: was wearyaftera long,harddayat the potteryfactory...
C: 'pick up' means to collect somebody or something from a
place.
D: she noticed a light flashing on and off in an upstairs
bedraom.
B: Lisa'scuriositygot the better of her and she decided to go
back ...
C: as the fury swelled inside heroShe tore across the garden
... shouting ...
C: Ignoring her, the man fled across the garden.
A: 'I can't believe you were 50 foolish, Lisa,'scolded her
father.

C: Lisalaterrememberedthe nameof the burglar ... Hewas
latercaught ...

Question 1
Style: Formalletter. Avoid informal expressions.
Content: 1 Giveinformation about your level of English(e.g. years
of study, certificates, what you are good at, and not 50
good at). Ask if courses are available at this level.
2 Ask for information about courses in the countries that
interest you.
3 Say you do not want to stay with a family.
4 Ask about when there are courses.
5 Ask for prices of student hostels and the cost of the
course.
6 Add one other questionof your own.
Part

2

Question 2
Part 3: Herons
16

C: Linkbetween 'they are quick to take to the air' and 'such
nervousness is' and between 'persecution from fish
farmers' and 'This cruel treatment is now'.

17

A: Linkbetween'consequently... there are ... twiceas many

18

E:

19

G:

20

D:

21

F:

~

--

herons' and 'Another reason for this increase' and
between 'reduction in water pollution' and 'This means
herons can feed'.
Linkbetween 'new areas of habitat have been opened up'
and 'However, a hard winter will' and between 'a hard
winter' and 'the one in 1963'.
Linkbetween 'ali is well for the heron at the moment' and
'similar increases have been recorded'.
Linkbetween 'it is important not to be complacent' and
'there are still numerous threats'.
Linkbetween 'The heron liveson fish' and 'The
commonest hunting technique is' and between the latter
and 'On other occasions a different tactic'.

~

Part 4: Tricks of the Trade
22 A: an attractivedescriptionbut... a brochurewon't giveyou
a breakdown of the ski115required.

23

C: work out a planto carryyourcashsafely... not a good
idea to stuff it in your pocket

...

24

B: the people who handle luggage at airports are often very
careless.. .

25
26

A: I find it's virtuallyimpossibleto take tOGlittle equipment ...
D: keep a record of his passport number... makes copies of
ali holiday papers ...
B: What I regret most... I ruined the walking experience for
the others ...

~

27

Style: Informalletter.
Content: 1 Say how often you go (e.g. every day, three times a
week, seldom).
2 Mention the sports you do.
3 Talk about the kind of competitions they organise
(e.g. swimming, team sports, dancing).
4 Talk about friends you have made (e.g. what they do,
what they are like, when you see them).
Question

3

Style: Neutral to formal.
Content: Anna knocked on the door.
1 What happened next? (e.g. The person who lived there
was a thief.)
2 What happened then? (e.g. Anna ran away, went to
the police.)
3 How did the story end? (e.g. Anna was given a prize
for her courage.)
Question 4
Style: Formai to neutral.
Content: Describe your town (e.g. how old, inhabitants,

Question 5(a)
Style: Formalor neutral. Do not use informal expressions.
Content: 1 Say which part of the story you liked the least (e.g. the
beginning, the end, the description of acharacter).
2 Explaineleariy why you did not like it (e.g. it was
frightening / boring / difficult to understand) and give
examples fram the text.

KEY

-

-

houses,

parks). Mention and describe the attractions for visitors
(e.g. churches, museums, entertainment, walks).

IDD

i

36

Question 5(b)

Style:Oescribethe characteryou havechosen(e.g.appearance,
character, opinions).
Content: Say why you think the character is uninteresting and
boring. Give examples fram the story.

37

The twa parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.

39
40

Part 1: Whales
1

5

B: a 'beach' is a feature of a coast, 'seaside' is a place along
the coast, often referred to as a 'resort'.
A: areas where whales can feed.
C: 'consider' is 'to take into account', 'think' does not fit
grammatically,the other two options do not make sense.
D: 'Iived' means 'existed' here, 'been' does not give that
meaning.
B: 'come' collocates with 'as a surprise'.

6

D: 'to mistakesomethingfor', 'to confuse ... with', 'to mix

2
3
4

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

up two things'.
A: 'to discover information abou1'. The other three aptians
do not mean this.
C: 'hoid' collocates with 'your breath'.
A: the 'dive' towards the bottom, '200 metres' refers to
'depth'.
B: 'known' collocates with 'as'.
B: 'touch' callocates with 'to keep in'.
D: 'to praduce a noise' is 'to make a noise'.
A: the only option that collocates with 'ot'.
B: 'las1' means 'continue for'.
C: 'to get a chance to do something', to 'have the luck to
...', to 'have a choice (between ...)'.

Part 2: A Piano Around the House
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Part
31
32

33
34
3S

who (relativepronoun): refers to 'those (people)'.
at (preposition):part of the expression 'at least'.
do (intinitiveverb): used after the verb persuade + somebody
+ infinitive. .
ot (preposition):to be of interest to somebody.
again / more (adverb):once again / more refers to something
which is repeated.
with (preposition):means 'who have'.
all (indetinite determiner): used with piurai nouns, 'every' used
with singular nouns.
get / become (intinitiveverb): meaning 'grow to be'.
ago (adverb):used with the simple past tense, means 'in the
past'.
like (preposition):similar to.
in (preposition):collocates with 'huge numbers'.
50 (adverb):to such an extent.
one (pronoun): refers to 'a piano'.
worth (adjective):having a certain value.
up (adverb):'to chop up', to cut into pieces with an axe or
big knife.

3
see the point ot (to): 'see the point of something' = to
understand its purpose.
will have to be thoroughly: active verb 'need' + direct object
'redecoration' replaced by passive form 'will have to be
(redecorated)' .

as long as you promise: a~ ior\g as = if.
never able to get / not ever able to get: to succeed + in +
verb -ing, to be able + to-infinitive.
a faster runner: article 'a' before noun in singular,
comparative form of 'fast'.

DEm

KEY

38

nad to be folIowed: active to passive form, 'had to be + past
participle'.
in case it is / should be: 'in case' foliowed by Present simple ar
moda I 'should' to refer to future possibility.
is unlikely to last: to be unlikely+ infinitive.It is imprabable
that it willdo it.
has difficulty (in)getting: to have difficultyin + verb -ing.
David forgot (to take) was: forget + to-infinitive,'was' is
singular, in agreement with 'The only thing which'.

Part 4: How to be Animai Friendly
41 how: 'don't krlOwmuch' about somethir\g, 'how much do
you know ...'.
42
them: 'with facts' you do not need a pronoun between these
words.
43
written: 'there a"rechapters ...', chapters are written ...
44 V"
45
for: help + pronoun + to-infinitive.
46 of: 'some places',but 'some of the placeswe saw ...'.
47 much: '50 sad', '50 + adjective' but '50 much sadness', '50
much + noun'.
48

mostly: the animals themselves, no word between noun and
pranoun.

49
50
51

52
53
54
55

that: not necessary because 'about' refers to 'what cruel
people do ...'.
V"
been: this is art active form of the verb 'save' in the Present
perfect.
such: 'such' does not collocate grammatically with 'the'.
V"
as: recommend something to somebody / for samebody.

the: 'people over seven years
the number.

',

no definite article before

Part 5: On time
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

importance (adjective to noun)
politeness (adjective to noun)
employers (verb to noun)
usually (adjective to adverb)
unsuccessfuf (now? to adjective plus negative prefix)
chosen (infinitive verb to past participIe)
relaxed (verb to adjective)
stressful (noun to adjective)
impatient (noun to adjective plus negative prefix)
reasonable (noun to adjective)

Questions 1-30 and 41-65
Questions

31--40

=2

= 1 mark

marks

There is a mark for each correct answer in parts 1--4.

Part 1
1 A 2 B 3 B 4 A 5 C 6 B 7 C 8 B
Part 2
9
10
1-1
12
13
Part
19 F

14
15
16
1'7
18

concert hall
(little) insects
paint
expert
sound
3
20 E

21 A

22 D

23 B

caves
30,000/ thirty thousand
smile / laugh
breathing
art / culture (I.a.o.)

--

Part 4
24 C 25 A 26 C 27 B 28 A

29 B

26

C: My approach will be different from ... the modern Head
Gardener has to ...

27

D: most of what he has learnt, he says, came from his
day-to-day work ...
B: Even at university, he knew where he was going.
C: being seen as a leader of a generation ... 1don't like
that at ali ...
C: nervous about letting somebody else take over my job.
B: he turned down job offers fram the national papers ...
D: rf your businessis healthy ... it has a beneficial effect on
the community.
B: The only thing ... dislikes... is finding ... messageson
his answering machine.
A: a number of negative comments from colleagues ...
D: organising visits to the farm for children in the local schools.

30 B

Test 5

28

29
30
31
32

Part
1
2
3

1:
G:
A:
C:

4

D:

5

E:

6
7

F:
B:

Ranger training
at a certail1point... they willturn al1dfight.
buffaloes are the ones that scare the rangers most.
I wasn't temptedto swap the simplicityof the camp ... I
reallyfelt a part of the bush.
The four of us ... listened avid1yto their tales fram the
wild side.
They provided an opportunity not only to take in the wild
variety of wildlife ... but also to gain an understanding ...
To my great astonishment, I managed it.
There is no way that any of us would ever come close to
being ready ...

33
34
35

Questions 1-20 = 2 marks
Questions 21-35 = 1 mark

Part 1
Part 2
8
~

9

~

10
11

---

12
13
14

~

Question 1

D: Each... student took sole responsibilityfor a section of
the car...
A: makes every other student... f(2elmore than slightly
envious.
A: He is convinced / certain that ...
D: The most satisfying thing was actually getting to drivethe
car.
B: It's dffficultrelying on people finalising their part...
camefromthe studen-tsthemselves.
C: Th€ idea... OFiginally
C: The projecthas provedverysuccessful.

Part 3: Bikes on Kilimanjaro
15 F: Linkbetween 'which added to the weight (of the
rucksack)' and 'When we'd got everything packed up' and
between 'rucksacks to carry,stuffed to the brim' and 'And
we had the bikes on top of that'.
16 C: Lil1kbetween 'and there was total silence'and 'It was 50
quiet and calm' and between 'before we had reallygot .
started on the more exciting bits' and 'Nevertheless, our
immediateobjectivehad been fulfilIed'.
17 A: Link between'experimentationwiththe bicycleshad to
be abandoned' and 'Part of the reason for this had been
...' and between 'Part of the reason ...' and 'But
18

19
-

--

20

~

principally ... the constraints of time'.
G: Link between 'we sat down to consider what we had
gained' and 'we knew that we had learnt' and between
'It is only by pushing ourselves' and 'And only by living
under stress'.
B: Link between 'normally encourages a spring in the step'
anct-'However,... I was barely capable of lifting one foot'.
D: Link between 'I was sitting as far back as possible ...
could just reach the handlebars' and 'What I didn't realise
...' and between 'I couldn't see where 1was going' and
'After that incident'.

Part 4: Meet the RisingTalents
21 A: Suchcommentsonly give me more courage to
22

B:

23
24
25

D:
A:
A:

--

do new
and exciting things.
He found the work much lessdemanding than he
thought.
to such an extent that his profits have doubled.
1owe my successto the arts instructor who...
brought him into direct contact with the larldscape ...
his main subject matter.

Style: Formalletter. Avoid informal expressions.
Content: 1 Say how you plan to travel and request information on
how to get to the camping site.
2 Sayyou would like to rent a tent and ask for details.
3 Ask if it's possible to walk to the village.
4 Ask about cooking facilities.
5 Saywhat you would like to do during your stay.

Part 2
Question

2

Style: Neutral or semi-informal.
Content: 1 Say what methods were useful for you (e.g.
conversation, grammar lessons, listening to songs,
reading a lot).
2 Saywhat books helped you (e.g. stories, novels,
coursebooks, dictionaries).
3 Mention people who were helpful (e.g. teachers,
English-speaking friends, family).
Question

3

Style: Neutral to formaI.
Content: 1 You answered the phone (who was it? What did they
say / want?).

2 The action taken (e.g. phoned the police, went to meet
the person).

3 How the story ended (e.g. a discovery,a mystery solved,
an unexpected turn of events).
Question 4
Style: FormaI. Do not use informal expressions.
Content: Say how computers are changing our lives. Include:
1 The world of study (e.g. classroom computers, the
Internet).
2 The world of work (e.g. people work fram home, many
jobs in computing).
3 Entertainment (e.g. games, contact by e-mail). Say how
people feel about computers (e.g. they are useful
/ tirrng / difficult).
.
Question 5(a)
Style: Neutral or formaI.
Content: 1 Oescribe the character you least liked (feelings,
appearance, opinions, actions).
2 Explain why you-did not like the character's
appearance, feelings, opinions, etc. Give concrete
examples fram the text.

K EY

~

Question

35

5(b)

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: Give a brief intraduetion to the book. Saywhat type of
young people would enjoy the book (e.g. studious, sporty,
adventuraus, shy, soeiable, wit h a good sense of humour).
Give reasons and examples fram the text.
.
The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.

are not widely read: Aetive to passiveform, 'widely' is
between the negative particie and the verb.

36

will not answer uniess: you

need a negative construetion

before 'uniess'.
37

carryon walking beeause / as /since: earry on walking =
eontinue walking.

38
39
40

to put off booking: 'put aft' is foliowed by a verb -ing
as soon as you: without delay.
long as it does not: 'as long as' = if it doesn't rain.

Part 4: Students' Week
41 which: aetivities organised, does not

Part 1: Musie
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

A: reeording musie (on tape), there are no reeordings 50 we
eannot hear it.
C: to form an opinion without definite knowledge.
D: 'bang' colloeates with 'on adrum'.
C: 'piece' eolloeates with 'of wood'.
C: Something takes (50me) effort to do, somebody makes an
effort to do ...
A: 'Iook like' refers to the instruments as seen on wall
paintings.
D: 'ways' of doing something.
A: belonging to times long past, 'aneienf eivilisations.
B: 'based' eolloeates with 'on'.
C: 'mood' eolloeates with 'create'.
D: performers who played without aeeompaniment, 'unique'
is 'speeial or 'outstanding'.
A: found over a large area. The other options do not eonvey
that meaning.
B: 'spring' and 'tum' would need 'up'.
D: 'braughf is the only option that eolloeates with 'abouf,
to eauseto happen.
B: 'ean be called', ean be eonsidered to be ...

Part 2
16

take (verb in Present simple):

17

at (preposition): eolloeates in the expression 'at leasf.
If (conjunction):intraduees conditional clause.
with (preposition): in the eompany oL
keep (infinitive verb): 'keep' foliowed by verb -ing = eontinue
doing something.
than (conjunction):used to introduee a comparison 'rather
than (running) on hard surfaces'.
used / accustomed (past participie): to be used / aeeustomed
to something.
need / have / ought to (verb in Presentsimple): here it
indieates neeessity.
because (conjunction): introduees a subordinate clause, 'for
the reason that ...'
sure (adjective):colloeates with sure in the expression 'to
make sure'.
where (relativeadverb): refers to 'from a shop'.
like (preposition): means 'sueh as'.
by (preposition):follows a passiveconstruetion, 'be
influeneed' .
between (preposition):used when referring to the point in
the middle of two things.
pair (noun): a pair (of shoes)

18
19
20

21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30

'to take up a sport'.

Part 3
31 in time for / in time to see / catch: 'in time' + infinitive or 'in
time' + 'for' + noun.

32
33
34

they would rather have: 'rather' is preeeded by 'would' and
foliowed by an infinitive without 'to'.
she was / felt grateful for: reported speech, 'to be grateful
for' something.
are said to be living/ to live:Aetive to passive form.
KEY

42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

54
55

need 'whieh'.

them: objeet of 'invited' is 'their parents'.
V'
of: you 'enjoy something', the enjoyment of something.
V'
up: to make preparations.
be: 'where they ean puf is an aetive form, not a passive.
that: 50 = therefore, as a eonsequenee.
with: people 'get together' with others.
V'
a: 'fun' is uneountable.
50: = 'even when', 'It rained. Even50, we had a pienie'.
V'
the: 'just in ease', no article needed before 'ease'.
think: the verb that goes with 'you' is visit, not 'think'.

Part 5: Rules for Wildlife Watchers
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

following (verb to noun)
unforgettable (verb to adjeetive plus negative prefix)
advisable (verb to adjective)
disturbance (verb to noun)
frightened (noun to verb plus past participie form)
particularly(adjective to adverb)
patient (noun to adjective)
surroundings (verb to noun plus piurai form)
unpleasant (adjective to negative form by adding prefix)
annoying (verb to adjective)

Questions1-30 and 41-65 = 1 mark
Questions31-40 = 2 marks

There is a mark for each correct answer in parts 1-4.

Part 1
1 A

2 B

3 A

4 A

5 B

6 C

7 B

8 C

Part 2
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

(the) baleony
Tower Bridge

Spanishcheeses
window (table)
Christmaslights

Greek salad
(covered) terrace
(elegant) lake
(smoked) duck
ice-cream(s)

Part 3
19 E

20 A

21 D

22 C

23 F

Part 4
24 T

25 F 26 F

27 T

28 F

29 T

30 T

Test 6

35

C: In the next block, there's agames room ...

Questions 1-21 = 2 marks
Questions 22-35 = 1 mark

Part
1
2
3

1
E: .the triumphant emerge from surprisingly varied quarters.
C: I realised that first I had to explore my own mind ...
A: we come to the realisation that we either have to act now

4

H:

5
6

D:
B:

7

F:

~

Part
8
9

~
~

10

11
--

12
13
14
~

or dream on.
what I'm looking for now is an endeavour that scares me
and may not ...
The Norwegian sailors we re the first to row the Atlantic ...
New Zealanders ... shot across to Barbados in an
incredible 41 days.
As a schoolboy I had read about Blyth and Ridgway and
about ...

2
A: if they ignored my often-repeated remarks ...
D: they couldn't understand why he still had the same
ambition to own a zoo.
C: after a number of unsuccessful attempts to convince local
councils ...
C: He would show me around the island and point out
suitable sites.
D: he cocked an enquiring eyebrow at me and asked
whether ...
C: I could not imagine more attractive surroundings for my
purpose ...
B: at least it would rid her back garden of the assorted
jungle creatures.

Part 3: Making Mirrors
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

D: Link between 'This was much admired by friends and ...'
and 'Before long, she was being asked to make'.
F: Link between 'into an office-cum-studio' and 'she works
there' .
B: Link between 'Viv does everything herself' and 'This
represents about a week's work'.
E: Link between 'BOOO was spent on shells alone' and 'But
Viv also had to think about'.
A: Link between 'Viv has now made contact with another
company' and 'Together they can afford to'.
H: Link between 'a website on the Internet' and 'This is a
very economical way of selling'.
G: Link between 'another year before her businessstarts to
make money' and 'Once this happens'.

Part 1
Question 1
Style: Formai Iette r.

Content: 1 Saythat you want a beginner's course.
2 Ask for prices and discounts they offer students.
3 Find out the number of hours per week and when the
courses begin.
4 Ask about the certificates you get at the end of the
course.
Part

2

Question

2

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: 1 Saywhat performance you attended (e.g. pop group,
play, baliet).
2 Oescribethe performance (e.g. the venue, the quality of
the performers, the audience, the atmosphere).
3 Say why you will always remember it.
Question 3
Style: Formai to neutral.
Content: 1 Oescribe the town (e.g. how old, location, inhabitants).
2 Saywhat tourists can see (e.g. museums, famous spots,
old churches, gardens).
3 What tourists can do (e.g. eat in good restaurants, go
for walks, have fun, swim).
Question

4

Style: Formalletter of application.
Content: 1 Saywhat area you are interested in.
2 Explain in detail why youare a good candidate (e.g.
you have previous experience, you are good at
communicating, you have contacts with the right
people, you are hard-working).
Question

5(a)

Style: Formal.
Content: 1 Saywhether you think it is a good idea and why (e.g.
teenagers interested in subject, a good lesson for
teenagers, useful, lively plot, characters are young).
2 Saywhat changes would be needed (shorter, fewer
characters, a different ending, set in a different
country I century).

Part 4

Question

22
23

Style: FormaI.
Content: 1 Saywhat you (dis)liked about the book (e.g. the

24
25

B: has a large walk-in wardrobe where I put ali my stuff.
D: I made the big mistake of going to ... I'm stuck at my
parents' house ...
B: and the college has nothing of its own to offer you ...
A: my room's just been re-carpeted, the furniture's new and

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

C:
D:
A:
D:
A:
C:
B:

33
34

I get a reasonably-sized room ... and a sink.
I don't have the same amount of freedom or privacy ...
The first thing I did ... was buy myself a mini-fridge ...
I even have to share a room with my younger brother.
we get room phones 50 I can ring friends ...
an old wardrobe ... a tiny desk ... one shelf ...
a rota for the washing-up, cleaning and putting out the
rubbish ...
D: they said they'd stop supporting me financially ... had to
give up the idea...
B: Cooking your own food is much cheaper than eating at
college.. .

5(b)

characters, the plot, the setting, the message), giving
concrete examples from the text.
2 Say what type of people would enjoy it (e.g. young,
adventurous, romantic, interested in literature).
The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.

Part 1: Teddy Bears
1 C
9 D

2 D 3 A 4 A 5 A 6 A 7 C
10 A 11 D 12 A 13 C 14 D

K EY
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8 D
15 D

Part
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Test 7

2: Ho'iday Reading
thanks
between/ among(st)/ around
out
which
on
by
or
the

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

their
put
get
do
might / may
run
If

3

prevent the crowd from invading
were not / weren't al/owed to /eave
have been brought about / on by
oughtn't / ought not to request
if he had known
resu/ted from her
is said to be considering
is not as bad / poor as
in spite of eating
50 that she cou/d

4
5
6
7

9

off
time
for
then
II

46
47
48
49
50

more
of
II
much
myse/f

51
52
53
54
55

be
been
the
going
II

10
11
12

Part

5: Musie in Schoo's

13

56

introduction(verb to noun)
musicians (noun to noun plus pIurai form)
survival (verb to noun)
solution (verb to noun)
argument (verb to noun)
childhood (noun to abstract noun)
uninterested (noun to adjective plus negative prefix)
performance (verb to noun)
explanation (verb to noun)
successful (noun to adjective)

14

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

G: soon scoredtop marksin a competition... to find the
best farm shop. ..
A: is a trained chef and... she began offering a variety of
prepared mea[s.
F: if the product is good, the public recognise this and buy

it ...

B: not wishing to see them get thrown away ...
E: She spent much of the summer... doing presentations
... As a result ...
H: there was a huge untapped demand in London and...
C: Clara's next idea... These she thinks she might be able

Part 2: Windsurfing around Britain
8 A: just for the fun of it Isuppose ... It wasthere to be

Part 4
41
42
43
44
45

1
2

Part 3
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Part 1: Waste Not, Want Not

Questions 1-30 and 41-65 = 1 mark
Questions 31-40 = 2 marks

dane ...
C: I didn't have that much time to prepare ...

C: Kevinmade do with an ... and an old van mannedby
four friends.
B: made use of the camping equipment ... and slept on
the beach.
D: we had anything that was on special offer at the nearest
supermarket.
C: 'gruelling' means 'very hard', therefore relaxation is
important.
B: ['IIbe doing my best to be up there amongst the
winners ...

Part 3: AUI had to protect me was a leaf'et
15
16
17
18
19

20

F: Linkbetween 'to avoid this one should whistle, talk' and
'Tofind out which of those was best'.
E: Linkbetween 'may not be laud enough to do the trick'
and '50 I decided to trust my own voice'.
A: Linkbetween 'I didn't feel that brave' and 'I had
experienced similarfears' and between 'is supposed to
be safe' and 'Yet, here I was in a Niagara of sweat'.
D: Linkbetween 'Asmanyas fivevisitorshavedied' and 'The

lastone was in 1992'.

There is a mark for each correct answer in parts 1-4.

Part 1
1 C 2 A 3 C 4 A 5 B 6 A 7 B 8 B

Part 2
9
10
11
12
13

car park
pink / grey (i.a.o.)
face
north
lack of food / no food

14
15
16
17
18

(in) (the) winter
(a / the) berry / berries
gardens
(slightly) (rotten) apple(s)
(an) insect(s)

Part 3
19 C

20 B 21 E

22 F

23 A

Part 4
24 YES 25 NO 26 YES 27 YES 28 NO 29 YES
30 NO
K EY

.

G: Link between 'Hewas Britishtoo' and 'Thiscomment
really made my day'.
C: Link between 'I can't saythat Ienjoyedit, Iwas too
terrified for thal' and 'But don't be discouraged from
visiting' .

Part 4: You are what you wear
21 c: perhapsborderingon scruffy...
22 A: good qualitysuitsthat keep goingfor years.
23
24
25
26

D:
D:
A:
B:

27

C:

28

B:

29
30
31

C:
B:
D:

32

B:

Ialways get a reaction to the things I buy ...
I'm also looking for bargains in the sales wherever I go.
What I have trouble with is casua[ wear ...
the way Ilook can affect my opportunities and the parts I
get.
My girlfriend usuallycomes with me because she has
better taste ...
rehearsals in jeans and T-shirts... at a fi[m-sa[escompany
... smarter.
I'm hopeless at keeping things smart.
[like to browse at my own pace... try lots of things on.
Iwould describe my style... as individual ... I know what I
like.
I buy a lot of things in black and white ...

-~

33
34
35

C: I was in uniform for about twelve years ...
B: I want a new look ...
A: stylish even though I'm in my forties ... I don 't like to see
older men wearing ...

Questions 1-20 = 2 marks
Questions 21-35 = 1 mark

Part 2: Liquorice AlIsorts
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

than
whieh

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

whose
m
over / around
of
during / at
how

together / up
would
but
was
ever
by
Despite

Part 3
Part 1
Question 1
Style: Formai letter.
Content: 1 Sayyou want to help and ask whether you can choose
the kind of work. Say you are not keen on picking up
rubbish and why.
2 Find out what they mean by 'mending walls' and the
kind of training they would give you.
3 Ask if expenses include food.
4 Saywhen you can work and how many hours.
5 Saywhat wark experience (if any) you have.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

to borrow Ann's / if he could borrow Ann's
has not eaten anything sinee
impossible (for us) to find
had not turned down
do without Sheila's
if she had finished her
if we were expeeted to
whieh / that knoeked the tower
so that the tourists could / might
if Martha had not held

Part 4

Part 2
Question

2

Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: Include reasons for your choice (e.g. in a gym: variety of
activities, can do it on your own, can have professional
advice, easy to get to; team sport: fun, competitions,
weekend activity, make friends).
Question 3
Style: Formalor neutral.
Content: Narrate the unexpected events on that last day of the
summer holidays (e.g. an adventure, an accident, a
journey).

Question 4
Style: FormaI.
Content: 1 Say what kind of films would be popular with students
(e.g. adventure, thrillers, documentaries, comedy,
musicals).
2 Give reasons for your choice (e.g. students like films
that make them laugh, teach them, help them relax).
Question

41
42
43
44
45

be
that
did
II
of

46
47
48
49
50

has
person
from
up
II

51
52
53
54
55

it
II
mueh
II
to

Part 5: The Wild West
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

various / varied (verb to adjeetive)
tourists (noun to noun plus piurai form)
exhibitions (verb to noun plus piurai form)
exciting (verb to adjective)
competitions (verb to noun plus piurai form)
extremely (adjeetive to adverb)
indoor (noun to adjeetive)
performers (verb to noun plus piurai form)
originally (noun to adverb)
cruelty (adjective to noun)

Questions 1-30 and 41-65 = 1 mark
Questions 31-40 = 2 marks

5(a)

Style: Informal.
Content: Saywhy the book is or isn't a good choice for a summer
holiday read (e.g. language level, plot, characters, length).
Question 5(b)
Style: FormaI.
Content: 1 Saywhat passagefrom the book would be good for a
class of young students and why (e.g. a passage that
describes the main character).
2 Explain why young people would like that passage
(e.g. the character is also young).
The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.
~

Part 1: The Flying Aunties
1 c 2 C 3 C 4 A 5 B 6 C 7 A 8 B 9 D
10 B 11 A 12 C 13 D 14 B 15 A

There is a mark for each correct answer in parts 1-4.

Part 1
1 B 2 B 3 A 4 C 5 C 6B
Part 2
9 rarest
10 fifty
11 (absolutely)fantastie
12 eggs
13 smali/ delicate(La.o.)

14
15
16
17
18

7A

8A

(nature) reserve
loeal people / tourists (i.a.o)
counting
(the) rat(s)
bite / tooth / teeth

Part 3
19 E 20 F 21 B 22 D 23 C
Part 4
24 C 25 B 26 A 27 B 28 A 29 C 30 B
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Test 8
Part

1

Question

Part 1: The Lady wit h Blue Nails
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Part
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

F: got fed up with not being able to find make-up ...
decided to set up ...
H: I thought ... the time was ripe for an alternative.
G: The more money you have ... Sandy made her fortune in
her former career.
E: As a founder ... responsible for designing the eyecatching ... that helped ...
C: although they now do similar colours ... people who want
... still come to us.
A: aims its products at career women ... a hit amongst
Hollywood celebrities...
B: She is now turning her attention to her current projects.

2
C: a mystery illness was beginning to ...
A: Before he had hospital treatment ...
C: it taught me the importance of getting the best out of
D:
A:
B:
C:

Part 3:
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

what you've got.
everyone wants to listen to his voice ...
they said only blind people listened to books on tape.
believe that I've really got a story to tell them ...
Malcolm carefully does his homework ...

Part 4: Just a Few Lines...
22
23
24
25
26/7

26/7
28/9

28/9
30
31/2

31/2
33
34/5
34/5

F: complaints or declarations of love ... makes you feel
better ...
B: writes at least three letters each morning at a desk ...
E: her secretary can type them up and fax them ...
B: as important as talking to people.
E: Politicians... for them to use for letter writing ...
F: is the agony aunt for a top weekly magazine ...
C: I've got a cardboard box of them stored in the attie.
D: Fortunately, both parties have held on to the letters ...
A: I include things in letters that I might not mention in
conversation.
D: Even though a word-processor means ... never quite 50
intimate ...
F: I can't stand e-mail ...they.re 50 cold and concise.
D: the tone is lighthearted and amusing throughout.
A: What looks best is black ink on pure white paper.
C: He also chooses his note paper with care.

Questions 1-21 = 2 marks
Questions 22-35 = 1 mark

iD]

offers.
2 Ask if they have guided tours to see the wildlife and
whether you can take your tent.
3 Describe your interests (e.g. learn about birds, wild
animals) and ask them to create a programme for you.
4 Ask about sports you can practise and whether the
price includes ali food.

Part 2
Question 2
.
Style: Formalor neutra!.
Content: 1 Saywhat you had done to prepare for the events that
day (e.g. you had trained very hard).
2 Saywhat happened on the day and explain why it
was your greatest victory.

Question 3
Style: Forma!.
Content: 1 Say whether fashion has become more formai /
informal.
2 Saywhat materials are used (e.g. leather, cotton), and
whether it is comfortable (e.g. tight / loose fit).
3 Saywhat colours are fashionable, what is the length of
skirts, ete.

Face-to-Facewith a Mountain Lion

C: Link between 'with my brother' and 'He encouraged me
to tackie'.
F: Link between 'Farmers ... were trying to rid the world'
and 'And yet we knew almost nothing ...'.
B: Link between 'This meant living in tents ... intense cold'
and 'But I was willing to give ali that a try'.
H: Link between 'most of those had been shot by hunters'
and 'So I moved next season as far from civilisation as ...'.
A: Link between 'could not find enough lions for a valid
study' and 'maybe my colleagues were right'.
D: Link between 'It was then that I felt those eyes' and 'I
don't know how long we stared'.
E: Link between 'Ieapt into fuli view' and 'Then he was gone'.

K EY
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Style: Forma!.
Content: 1 Ask for an explanation of what the 'resource centre'

Question 4
Style: Formalor neutra!.
Content: 1 Say what the advantages or disadvantages are (e.g.
natural resources,future generations, mountains of
litter, cost of recycling, time it takes).
2 Give strong reasons to back up your opinions.
Question

5(a)

Style: Forma!.
Content: 1 Saywhy you are recommending the book (e.g.
well-written, interesting characters, thrilling plot).
2 Give examples from the text to support your opinions.
Question

5(b)

Style: Forma!.
Content: Say why you think the characters could / could not be real
people. Consider their behaviour, feelings and emotions,
their relationships and their appearance, in the context of
their surroundings and the year / century when they lived.
The two parts of the Writing Paper have equal marks.

Part 1: The Earth Galleries
1 D 2 C 3 C 4 A 5 B 6 B
11 B 12 C 13 B 14 A 15 D

Part
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2: Fading Memories
ali
24
by
25
for
26
signs
27
taken
28
up
29
to
30

there

7 D

8

B

9 A

look
although / while{st)
at
or
make / help
them
stand

10 D

Part 3
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

too steep for me to
got away with stealing
not as /50 popular as it
why she (had) called aft
would be told / infarmed about
not to leave their
could not afford to buy
has lost interest in
not sa/as easy as it
in case the car breaks

Part 4
41 prefer
42 to
43 V
44 them
45 with

46
47
48
49
50

one
for
it
V
aft

51
52
53
54
55

V
got
V
ourselves

v

Part 5
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

usually (adjective to adverb)
necessary (verb to adjective)
especially (adjective to adverb)
weight (verb to noun)
depth (adjective to noun)
alike (preposition to adjective)
variation(s)(verb to noun)
identified (noun to verb plus past participie form)
protectian (verb to noun)
we!coming (noun to adjective)

Questions 1-30 and 41-65 = 1 mark
Questions31-40 = 2 marks

There is a mark for each correct answer

Part 1
1 C 2 B
Part
9
10
11
12
13

3 C

4 C

5 A

6 C

7 A

in parts 1-4.

8 B

2
hairdresser's/ hairdressers'
beard
budget
film reviews
doctor

14
15
16
17
18

blue
lawyer
quiet / non-vialent
shy
make documentaries

Part 3
19 C 20 E 21 A 22 F 23 B
Part 4
24 B 25 A 26 B 27 C 28 A 29 A 30 C
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